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Equal Opportunity in Programs and Activities
Federal laws prohibit discrimination under programs and activities receiving
Federal financial assistance . The statutes listed below are applicable to Clemson
University and provide in part:

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
"No person in the United States shall , on the ground of race, color, or national
origin, be excluded from participation in , be denied the benefits of, or be sub•
jected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial
assistance."

Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972
" No person in the United States shall , on the basis of sex, be excluded from par·
ticipation in , be denied the benefits of , or be subjected to discrimination under
any education program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance."

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
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"No otherwise qualified handicapped individual in the United States shall , solely
by reason of his handicap , be excluded from the participation in , be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity
receiving Federal financial assistance .''

Section 303 of the Age Discrimination Act of 1975
"No person in the Un ited States shal l, on the basis of age , be excluded from par·
ticipation in , be denied the benef its of, or be subjected to discrimination under
any program or activity rece iving Federal financial assistance ."
Clemson University conducts its programs and activities involving admission and
treatment of students, employment, teaching , research, and public service in a
nondiscriminatory manner as prescribed by Federal law and regulation .
Inquiries concerning the above may be addressed to:
President
Clemson University
Clemson , South Carolina 29631
or
Director
Office of Civil Rights
Department of Education
Washington , D.C. 20201
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The Clemson University Student Handbook is published for you with the
hope that it will provide basic information about services and campus activities
and answers to many questions you may have about student government and
University policies and procedures .
It's a good idea to become familiar with the contents of the handbook now.
While you certainly won 't remember everything you read, you will know where to
look when you need information. The Answer Sheet section in the middle of the
book covers just about all the information you need on a frequent basis and will
hopefully prove to be a quick and convenient reference.
Although the handbook is filled with useful information, it just can 't take the
place of talking with someone personally when you need special help. If you have
questions that are not answered here, the Information Guide on the Answer
Sheet can assist you in finding someone who can help. The student leaders and
administrative officials who can be most helpful to you are also introduced in this
handbook.
The handbook is published for the Office of Student Affairs by the Office of
Publications and Graphics Services. Each year it is evaluated by students
through a written survey and reviewed by a committee of student leaders. Your
comments and ideas throughout the year are welcome. Just contact Keith Munson,
president of the Student Senate ; Susan Delany , dean of student life; or Debbie
Dunning , publications manager .
Many of the photographs appearing in the handbook were made by TAPS
staff members Richard Baldwin , Robert Bouknight, Scott Harke, Charles Hucks,
Mike Murray, Michael Puldy, Bill Spitzer , Raymond Teaster and Gunter
Wiedemann. Others were taken by Communications Center photographers
Charles Haralson, Hal Smith , Ben Hendricks, Dave Lewis, Jim Martin and Lance
McKinney.
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AN INTRODUCTION
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An Introduction
A Few Facts About the University
Clemson University, a South Carolina land-grant institution, was founded in
1889, the result of a bequest of land to the state by Thomas Green Clemson. Mr.
Clemson was a scientist and agriculturalist who came to South Carolina from
Pennsylvania in the 1830s and married a daughter of John C. Calhoun, foremost
statesman in South Carolina history and vice president of the United States from
1825-1832. The University began full-time operation in June 1893. Originally
Clemson Agricultural College , the name was changed to Clemson University in 1964.
Clemson's tree-lined campus provides a panoramic background accentuating the traditional and contemporary features of the University 's facilities. The
main campus comprises 600 acres and represents an investment of approximately $270 million in permanent facilities. Seventy-seven percent of the University's 70 main campus buildings have been constructed since 1950.
The University offers 76 fields of study in nine undergraduate colleges
and 58 areas of graduate study. The undergraduate academic units are the colleges of Agricultural Sciences , Architecture, Commerce and Industry, Education,
Engineering , Forest and Recreation Resources , Liberal C\rts , Nursing, and
Sciences . Students may participate in military training through Army and Air
Force ROTC programs.

Under Construction
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The campus skyline continues to change to meet the needs of the growing Clemson student body .
Calhoun Courts , the new $8 million student housing complex on the east
side of South Palmetto Boulevard near Hanover House, should be ready for total
occupancy this fall. Also under way is an addition to the east end zone of
Memorial Stadium which will partially reduce the grass bank . Renovation of
Tillman Hall for the College of Education has recently been completed , and
Memorial Chapel was restored to its original 1894 condition.
Although final plans have not yet been completed, construction of a new
chemistry building has been funded. Construction of the 100,000-square-foot office and laboratory building is tentatively scheduled to begin in 1984 at a site
south of Sirrine Hall. Plans are also being made for construction of three
buildings to be called The Strom Thurmond Center for Excellence in Government
and Public Service. The Center will include the Thurmond Institute, a performing
arts building and a continuing education building.

Students
Fall semester 1981 saw 11 ,926 students attending Clemson University,
635 of them enrolled in off-campus programs and 11,291 on campus . Of the oncampus figure, 9,870 students were classified as undergraduates, 1,421 were
graduate students , and 40 percent were women .
Clemson students come from all 46 South Carolina counties, 48 states,
the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands and 55 foreign
countries (240 students). South Carolina residents comprise 73 percent (8,681) of
Clemson 's enrollment , and out-of-state residents account for 27 percent (3,245).
More undergraduate students chose engineering as their major course
of study in fall 1981 than any other discipline. A total of 2,800 were enrolled in the
College of Engineering , followed by 2,562 in Industrial Management and Textile
Science (name changed to College of Commerce and Industry 11 /1.9/81). The
College of Sciences enrolled 1,103 undergraduates, Education 849, Liberal Arts
757, Agricultural Sciences 646, Architecture 424, Forest and Recreation

Resources 380 , and Nursing 278 . Over the past five years, undergraduate enrollment has increased 90 percent in Engineering and 56 percent in Commerce and
Industry.

The University's Government and Administration
The University is governed by a board of 13 members, including six elected
by the state Legislature and seven self-perpetuating life members , in accord with
the will of Thomas G. Clemson . The board is primarily responsible for setting
policy and app rovi ng budgets and expenditures . The University' s day-to-day
operation s are administered by its president; vice presidents for academic affairs , busin ess and fi nance, and student affairs ; and the president's executive
staff . These exec utive officers and the deans of the nine colleges and Graduate
School are introduced to you on the next page.
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Executive Officers and Academic Deans
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Bill L. Atchley
President

W. David Maxwell
Provost and Vice
President for
Academic Affairs

Walter T. Cox
Vice President for
Student Affairs and
Dean ol Students

Melvin E. Barnette
Vice President for
Business and Finance

Arnold E. Schwartz
Vice Provost
and Dean of the
Graduate School

Jerome V. Reel
Vice Provost

Luther P. Anderson
Dean. College of
Agricultural Sciences

Harlan E. McClure
Dean, College of
Architecture

Ryan C. Amacher
Dean, College of
Commerce anc lncustry

J. Charles Jennett
Dean, College of
Engineering

Benton H. Bo x
Dean, College of
Forest and Pecreat1on
Resources

Mary Lohr
Dean, College of
Nursing

Henry E. Vogel
Dean, College of
Sciences

Robert A. Waller
Dean, College of
Liberal Arts

Joseph B. McDavitt
Executive Officer.
President's Office

STUDENT
SERVICES
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Student Services
Most student services provided by the University are administered by the
Office of Student Affairs . The vice president for student affairs, who is also dean
of students , supervises all activities involving student welfare, activities and
discipline and is directly responsible to the president of the University.
The policies established by the Office of Student Affairs are administered
by the dean and associate and assistant deans of student life and directors of the
various student services, all serving under the vice president for student affairs .
You may need to contact these and other student affairs staff members
during your stay at Clemson. They are pictured on the next page with titles , locations and phone numbers. For more information about a particular office, call or
visit during office hours Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Admissions Office
105 and 106 Sikes Hall (2287)
The Admissions Office is the "front door " of the University, serving the
needs of both freshman and transfer applicants . This office handles many
aspects of the orientat ion for new undergraduate students , places them in
courses and prepares their class schedules .
Application forms and information on admission to Clemson may be obtained here.
Former Clemson students desiring to return after an absence should apply
to the reg istrar for readmission.
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Automatic Teller Machines
South End of Johnstone Hall
For the students' convenience , four local banks have installed 24-hour
automatic teller machines on campus at the south end of Johnstone Hall. Each of
these banks-Citizens & Southern National Bank, First National Bank , South
Carol ina National Bank , Banker's Trust and Carolina National Bank-has at least
one branch office in the ci ty of Clemson and is happy to serve the various banking needs of all Clemson students.
University Bookstore
Basement of University Union (2050)
The Bookstore ma intains a stock of all requ ired textbooks and equipment
as specified by the various departments. Many sundry items like greeting cards ,
record albums and souven irs are also carried in stock.
The bookstore is also the agent for the Clemson University class ring.
(See Class Rings on page 78 .)
University Canteens
University Union (2074, 2084)
Lever Hall (2094)
The Univers ity cant eens, strategically located on both sides of campus ,
provide a quick food servi ce of sandwi ches, snacks , beverages and personal
items. Souvenirs may be purchased at the west campus canteen. Checks for purchase price on ly are accepted any time at either canteen. In add ition , checks can
be cashed at the west campus canteen from 3:30-10 p.m., Monday-Thursday;
3:30-8 p.m., Friday ; 10 a.m. -noon , Saturday; and 4-1 O p.m., Sunday. See the
Answer Sheet for hours of operation .

Student Affairs Staff

,.
Almeda R. Boettner
Director of Housing
200 Mell Hall
656-2295

Judson E. Hair, M.D.
Director of Student
Health Service
Redfern Health Center
656-2233

Frank A. Burtner
Director of
Fraternity Affairs
100 Hardin Hall
656-3422

Marvin G. Carmichael
Director of
F1nanc1al Aid
G01 Sikes Hall
656-2280

Walter T. Cox
Vice President for
Student Affairs
202 Sikes Hall
656-2161

Susan G. Delany
Dean of Student Life
201 Mell Hall
656-2153

Andrew B. Harris
Operations Director,
University Union
Union Adm1n . Offices
656-2461

Verna G. Howell
Area Coordinator,
Housing Office
200 Meil Hall
656-2295

Manning N. Lomax
Assistant Vice President
for Student Affairs
202 Sikes Hail
656-2 161

William Mandicott
Program Director,
Un1vers1ty Union
Union Program Office
656-2461
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Alfred Math iasen, Jr.
Director of Placement
804 Un1vers1ty Union
656-2152

W. Richard Mattox
Director of Adm1ss1ons
105 Sikes Hall
656-2287

Henslee C. Mclellan
Director of Athletics
Jervey Athletic Center
656-2101

Otis D. Nelson
Director of International
Services Office
106 Sikes Hail
656-2457

L. Teresa Paschal
Assistant Dean of
Student Life
201 Mell Hall
656-2153

Cantey M. Richardson
Area Coordinator,
Housing Office
200 Mell Hall
656-2295

Edwin F. Rumsey
Director of
Cooperative Education
806 University Union
656-3150

Bobby Jo Skelton
Asst Vice President
for Student Affairs
101 Sikes Hail
656-2282

Stanley B. Sm ith
Registrar
102 Sikes Hall
656-2 171

Galen H. Steele
Director of
Counseling and Career
Planning Center
656-2451

Buford E. Trent
Director of
University Union
Union Adm1n . Offices
656-2461

John W. Pace
Assistant Dean of
Student Life
101 Meil Hail
656-2270

Joy S. Smith
Associate Dean of
Student Life
101 Meil Hail
656-2270
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Student Services

Computer Center
R.F. Poole Agricultural Center Basement (3466)
The main University Computer Center is located in the basement of the
R.F. Poole Agricultural Center. Remote centers are located in Brackett, Lee, Martin,
Riggs and Sirrine halls, and in the library.
The Center operates an IBM System 37013033 with 12 megabytes of
main storage, which is available to students for course work and research. It supports FORTRAN, COBOL. PL/1, BASIC, ASSEMBLER, and a number of simulation
and special-purpose languages. A large library of statistical and mathematical
routines is available to users.
Every effort is made to provide rapid turnaround to users. Processing of
students' short jobs is accomplished within minutes ; turnaround for all but the
very longest jobs is completed within a few hours. Staff members are available
for consultation on computing problems.
In addition to batch facilities , the University has more than 350 time-sharing
terminals on campus. Interactive computational facilities are available for faculty
and student use on both a private line and dial up basis. Special purpose computers for graphics and research computing are due to be installed in 1982.
See the Answer Sheet for hours of operation.

Cooperative Education Program
806 University Union (3150)
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The Cooperative Education Program is a voluntary program enabling
students to alternate periods of on-campus study with periods of work in business
or industry during their sophomore and junior years. Work experiences are
developed and coordinated through the Office of Cooperative Education in conjunction with academic departments and designated academic advisers.
Participating industries are asked to develop progressive work experience plans for co-op students to ensure a wide range of challenging work
assignments . Upon complet ion of three work periods , students are eligible to
receive a Co-op Certificate at graduation . In addition to earning money for college expenses , co-op students gain work experience which should be valuable as
they seek permanent employment following graduation .

Counseling and Career Planning Center
Alumni Park (2451)

The University Counseling and Career Planning Center assists students
with academic, personal , vocational and social concerns. In addition to individual
counseling , many group programs are offered with topics including human potential , personal growth , college study skills , career search , time management,
assertiveness training , reading improvement and stress management . Aptitude,
interest and personal ity inventories are available for interested students . Files on
career information and information about national tests are available here .
The services of the Center are confidential and available free of charge
to all registered students and their spouses .

Financial Aid Office
G01 Sikes Hall (2280)

The Office of Student Financial Aid administers and/or coordinates all
types of undergraduate financial aid administered by Clemson University. This
aid consists of scholarships , loans , grants and part-time employment. The office
works jointly with the University Financial Aid Committee and the University
Scholarships and Awards Committee in administration of financial aid.
Beginning in November of each year , you may apply to the Financial Aid
Office for financial assistance for the next academic year. Financial aid requests
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based on need should be supported by a Financial Aid Form filed directly with
College Scholarship Services and renewed annually.
The cut-off dates for scholarship application submission is February 15
and loan application submission is April 1. Students are requested to apply for
ass istance under the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Program as well as
the College Work-Study Program by April 1.
A brochure detailing the financial aid program at Clemson can be obtained
from the Financial Aid Office.

Food Service
Harcombe Dining Hall (2120)
$chi/letter Dining Hall (2449)
The two student dining facilities on campus are Harcombe Dining Hall on
west campus and Schilletter Dining Hall on east campus. Students may also eat
in the Clemson House dining room . The food service offers all students the
choice of two board plans ; five-day (15 meals Monday through Friday) and sevenday (21 meals Monday through Sunday). Upperclassmen and freshmen not living
on campus may also purchase a board plan or individual meals at prevailing
prices .
See the Answer Sheet for hours of operation . (See Food Service on page
84 .)

Health Service
Redfern Health Center (2233)
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All full-time students are required to subscribe to the health plan which
provides a variety of services , including infirmary care , outpatient treatment for
illnesses and injury, mental health counseling, dermatology and gynecological
care .
The medical fee you pay covers the services of the University physicians
and health service staff for most illnesses and injuries . It also includes complete
X-ray service and all laboratory work done in the Health Service lab.
Accidents occurring away from campus should be treated at the nearest
medical facility . If treated at Redfern Health Center , there will be a charge.
Items not covered by the fee include physical examinations for employment or transfer to another school , outside physicians called in for consultation ,
medical or surgical services performed away from campus, ambulance service,
and tests that must be sent to reference labs. Charges for these are at cost to the
Health Service and the substantial savings is passed on to the students . Dental
care is not offered by the Health Service but can be obtained locally at the student's expense .
The Health Center is open 8:30-11 :30 a.m . and 2-4 :30 p.m. weekdays .
Saturday 's office hours are 9-11 a.m . only. On Sunday, physicians ' rounds are
the only services provided other than emergency treatment. Intercom boxes are
stationed at each entrance for emergency use after hours .
A plan of accident and sickness insurance is offered to all full-time
students. You will receive information on this insurance plan each year prior to
the beginning of the fall semester . (See Health Service Fee on page 85 .)

Housing Office
Director, 100 Mell Hall (2295)
Programs, 200 Mell Hall (2295)
Family Housing and Services, 202 Mell Hall (2295)

The University provides on-campus accommodations for 6,700
residence hall students and 150 units for married students. The Housing Office is
responsible for general housing administration to include residence programs
and room or unit assignments. (See University Housing on page 94 .)

International Services Office
106 Sikes Hall (2457)

The International Services Office acts as ombudsman for international
students, scholars and visitors on campus. In addition, the ISO offers a library of
books, information and guidance for Clemson students wishing to study, work or
travel abroad.
The foreign student adviser provides personal and academic counseling,
liaison with the Immigration and Naturalization Service, orientation services for
enrolling internationals, and develops co-curricular programs relevant to the international community.

Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services
Dillard Building (2031)

A full-service laundry and dry cleaning facility is located on west campus .
Reasonable prices are charged for individual items on a cash-and-carry basis.
Coin-operated washing machines and dryers are also located in the laundry
building on west campus and in each of the residence halls on east campus ,
Calhoun Court apartments and the Clemson House.
A student linen-rental service is also available. Information regarding this
service will be forwarded during the summer to students who will be living on
campus.
A pick-up station is located in the basement of Manning Hall for laundry,
dry cleaning and linen exchange . The hours are 1-4 p.m ., Monday-Friday.
Alterations work is available at the University Laundry , and Southern Bell
telephone bills may be paid here.

Libraries
Robert Muldrow Cooper Library (3027)
Gunnin Architectural Library, Lee Hall (3081)
Sirrine Library, Sirrine Hall (3177)
Modern , efficient collections and services are provided for students in
the Cooper Library at the center of campus . This facility serves students of all
colleges with up-to-date collections of books , journals, microforms , government
publications and other materials.
The library provides a card catalog to help students locate books and
periodicals . In addition , many indexes are available to provide access to
periodical articles on nearly any subject imaginable. Each spring semester ,
freshmen students in English 102 classes are given instruction on how to use the
library. Students are encouraged to ask for assistance at the reference desk
whenever they are seeking hard-to-locate material.
In addition to collections and services , the library provides photocopiers,
typewriters and computer terminals . On-line , computer-assisted information
retrieval services are available through well-qualified staff . Cooper Library also
houses the papers of Strom Thurmond, James Byrnes and other South Carolinians.
The College of Architecture (Lee Hall) and the College of Commerce and
Industry (Sirrine Hall) have libraries containing material dealing with the special
nature of their programs . Small reading rooms containing current literature are
located in the Chemistry and Physics Departments.
Detailed information on these facilities, special hours of operation,
privileges, policies and fine regulations are available at the front desks of the
libraries. See the Answer Sheet for normal hours of operation.

Student Locator Service
University Union (2262, 2263)
The Student Locator Service , operated by the Housing Office , provides
local address information on all students and telephone numbers for dormitory
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students. Changes in local addresses should be reported to the Housing Office
where the master local address file is maintained.

Campus Lost and Found
University Union (2461)
Jervey Athletic Center (2101)
Police Station (2222)
The campus lost and found service operates from three locations-Jervey
Athletic Center for items lost at sporting events, the Department of Public Safety
for large items such as television sets and bicycles, and the University Union for
all other items.
Items that are found should be turned in at the appropriate location during
normal operating hours. Hours for reclaiming property are determined by each
lost and found area; call for specific times.
When items are turned in to lost and found, immediate efforts are made
to locate owners and return identifiable items. Lost and found items may be
claimed by furnishing an accurate description of the item. Unidentified articles
are retained for 30 days , after which they become property of the University and
are properly disposed of.
Placement Office
804 University Union (2152)
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The Placment Office coordinates campus visits of representatives from
business, industry and government to interview students for permanent employment and summer internships. Recruiters are scheduled from September
through December and January through March.
To assist in your job search, the Placement Office provides handouts,
seminars and video tapes on resume writing and interview techniques, as well as
counseling on career opportunities. There is also a library of company literature and
reference books with current salary data and employment projections. All
students are encouraged to start visiting the Placement Office in their freshman year.

Post Office
Basement of University Union (2351)
Although not a U.S. post office, the University Station (29632) post office
provides all postal services except money orders, registered and C.O.D. mail.
Private post office boxes are rented to students on an academic year
basis, and United Parcel Service packages for students may be picked up here.
First class mail is normally distributed by 1:00 p.m., Monday through Saturday.
Mail is not boxed on Sundays. See the Answer Sheet for hours of operation.

Records and Registration Office
Registrar, 102 Sikes (2171)
Student Records, 104 Sikes (2174)
Data Processing, 1040 Sikes (2255)
This office provides a variety of services to students beginning with
registration and concluding with graduation.
The Registrar's Office provides verification of attendance and academic
standing for Social Security and Veteran's Affairs Administration benefits, student loans and automobile insurance discounts. Students who return to school
after withdrawing from Clemson are readmitted through this office, and requests
to audit a course are made here.
The Student Records Office answers questions about your academic
records, grade reports, evaluation of transfer credits and graduation. This office
also issues forms to add and drop courses, change major, secure approval for
credits earned at another college, and apply for graduation. Requests for a copy
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of your permanent academic record , or transcript , should be made in writing or 1n
person at the transcript counter of the Student Records Office .
The Data Processing Office maintains your registration schedule and
resolve s di screpancies related to your enrollment in classes. Report any change
in your name or address to this office.

Scheduling Office
E-3A Martin Hall (2305)

Th is offi ce coordinates preregistration act ivities and helps students who
may experienc e difficulties or need information during registration . Students who
qualify for a "block " schedule or need a special schedule because of a handicap
should contact thi s office . Schedul ing problems related to final semester exams
are also resolved here .

Student Life Office
201 Mell Hall (2153)

The Office of Student Life is responsible for administering policies , procedures and programs , and supervising activities and budgets of all student
organizations, including student government, media and Greek organizations. An
effort is made to ensure that student organizations and activities contribute to the
total development of students.
Additional responsibilities of the office include student discipline , offering student development workshops , and counseling students considering
withdrawal from the University.

Student Services

Traffic Off ice
101 Mell Hall (2270)
An organizational element of the Student Life Office, the Traffic Office
administers student vehicle registration, billing and collection of fines for violations of the Traffic Code (page 109), and collection for returned checks and other
indebtedness matters, including recommendations for disenrollment (See Past
Due Accounts on page 87). This office also acts as the central point for coordinating matters related to the physically handicapped.
The Traffic Office distributes to commuting students items like Student
Handbooks and University Directories and issues traffic maps , ID cards and
replacements to all students. Several student organizations are assigned to this
office for financial advising and recordkeeping.
University Union Program
University Union (2461, 2300)
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The Clemson University Union provides social , cultural and recreational
activities for members of the University community. Union facilities include Union
administrative offices, bowling lanes , billiards tables, table tennis , foosball , electronic table games , Edgar's Nightclub, The Gutter Coffeehouse , TV lounges,
commuter lounges, an art gallery, Information Center and East Bank Recreation Area.
Union events , activities and programs are planned by student volunteer
committees supported by a professional staff. More than 600 varied activities are
offered to the University community each year including films, videotapes, live
nightclub and coffeehouse acts , concerts , short courses, game tournaments ,
performing artist series presentations, outdoor recreation trips and other group
travel.
The Union also provides a variety of services like technical equipment
rental , sign-making, travel center , lost and found, public pay phones and complimentary phones on campus, and meeting rooms .
The YMCA is a part of the University Union although it is governed by a
separate body . The YMCA provides swimming, boating and picnic facilities,
game fields and a dance room at the " Y" Beach . The YMCA also uses students
as volunteers to help with a variety of community programs including youth
sports , aquatics and summer day camp .
Hours for University Union facilities are listed on the An swer Sheet. A list
of program committees which welcome your help can be found in the Outside
Class section .

OUTSIDE CLASS

A Guide to Organizations, Enrichment, Entertainment and Recreation

Outside Class
A Guide to Organizations, Enrichment, Entertainment and Recreation
University life encompasses much more than classes and studying. To
broaden your cultural and social experiences and to provide opportunities for
leadership and recreation, the University either sponsors or makes possible a
wide range of activities. Everyone needs a break from academic pursuits, and
whether you are a loner or a joiner, you ' ll find plenty to choose from in the activities described here .

Annual Campus Events
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There are a number of annual events which have become a part of Clemson
tradition. These events attract all Clemson students , both participators and spectators , with opportunities for fun, competition and recognition .
Bengal Ball. Held one weekend in April. Includes a full Saturday afternoon of live music , barbeque , beer and games . Sponsored by the University
Union.
Derby Day. Held one Saturday in fall. Sororities compete in games and
spirit activities. Concludes with dance when awards are given . Sponsored by
Sigma Chi fraternity.
Dixie Week. Held in spring. Sororities compete in Sorority Sing, Miss
Magnolia Pageant, and games on Saturday. Sponsored by Beta Theta Pi fraternity.
First Friday Parade. Held Friday before first home football game. Student
groups build floats and sponsor other entries in the Tiger spirit parade which
culminates in a pep rally . Sponsored by Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity.
Greek Week. Held in April. Fraternities compete in sports events and for
scholastic ranking . Concludes with Greek Olympics and a dance when awards
are given . Sponsored by I FC.
Homecoming. Held in fall. Weekend features competition for building
exhibits , Homecoming football game , crowning of Miss Homecoming and
Tigerama .
Honors and Awards Day. Held in April. Recognizes students for
outstanding academic and extracurricular achievement. Announcements of
special awards recipients made.
Miss Clemson University Pageant. Held in February. Organizations
sponsor candidates who compete for the coveted crown. Sponsored by Mortar
Board.
Student Organizations Night. Held at beginning of first semester. All
student organizations set up displays to inform students of the organizations ' purposes and activities and to attract members . Sponsored by Student Government.
Tigerama. Held Friday of Homecoming weekend. Features a pep rally,
skit competition among organizations, crowning of Miss Homecoming and
fireworks . Sponsored by Blue Key in cooperation with WSBF.

Campus Media
Students who have a flair for communicating their thoughts and ideas
may be interested in the campus media organizations. They are operated totally
by students and welcome your participation.
Chronicle. The Chronicle is a variety magazine published two times a
year. Offices are located on the ninth level of the University Union. Editors may
be reached at 2320.
Taps. Taps is the yearbook published annually for the student body. Offices are located on the ninth level of the University Union. Editors may be reached
at 2379.

Tiger. The Tiger is the student newspaper published weekly. Offices are
located on the ninth level of the University Union. Editors may be reached at
2150.
WSBF. 88.1 on your FM dial, WSBF is the student broadcasting station
operated under license granted by the Federal Communications Commission. Offices are located on the eighth level of the University Union . Staff members may
be reached at 2279.

Culture
Although Clemson doesn't claim to be the cultural center of the South,
there are always events scheduled that will whet your cultural appetite . Opportunities exist not only for spectators, but also for performers.
Art. There are two art galleries on campus, the Rudolph E. Lee Gallery ,
located in Lee Hall, and the University Union Gallery, located on the loggia of the
Union. Lee Gallery is open 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m., weekdays and 2-5 p.m., Sundays.
Contact the College of Architecture for a schedule of exhibits. The Union Gallery
is open 8:30 a.m .-5 p.m., Monday-Friday. Call 2461 for a schedule. Admission to
both galleries is free .
Concerts. Music performances of all types are presented on campus .
The University Concert Series features performances by internationally known
bands, orchestras, singers and dancers. The Chamber Music Series sponsors
smaller groups of local musicians and singers . The Central Dance/Concerts
Committee of the University Union brings to campus well-known popular and
rock musicians. Jam sessions and performances in Edgar's and the Union's Gutter
Coffeehouse offer additional opportunities for popular musical entertainment.
Watch The Tiger for schedules or look for poster-type announcements placed
around campus when performances are scheduled. Admission is either by ticket,
Student Use card or free.
Lectures. Both general and special interest lectures are frequently
scheduled at Clemson . The Speakers Bureau , an arm of Student Government,
sponsors nationally acclaimed speakers and entertainers to satisfy the broad interests of the entire campus community. Under the annual President's Honors
Colloquium , several speakers are featured in a general -interest series . The R.C .
Edwards Lecture Series annually brings a prominent lecturer in the science and
technology area. Each year the College of Liberal Arts features a lecture series
on political , historical , social or psychological issues . Many other academic
departments and organizations, including the College of Architecture , the
Chemistry and Geology Department , the Fine Arts Lecture Series and the English
Hour Lecture Series , engage speakers of topical interest. Announcements will be
placed around campus when speakers are scheduled . Adm ission is free.
Movies. In addition to the two commerical theaters in town , you may see
a variety of movies on campus . The University Union sponsors two popular
Hollywood movies and special movies at a reduced admission price and a free
flick each week in the " Y" Theater. The Union also sponsors videotapes which
may be viewed several times daily on the loggia; call 2461 for schedules . The
Foreign Language Department offers films in different foreign languages, usually
with English subtitles , throughout the year free of charge ; call 3393 for
schedules. Five Directions Cinema of the English and Languages departments
sponsors each semester a film series of recent classical , foreign and American
films; call 3221 for a schedule and ticket information . Watch The Tiger for announcements of these and other films .
Theatre. Whether your interest is performing , working backstage or sitting
in the audience , Clemson offers an outlet for your theatre talents . Clemson
Players , the student drama organization , welcomes students interested in acting ,
directing or working backstage. The four productions performed each year are
held in Daniel Auditorium free of charge . Announcements of productions and
auditions are placed around campus and appear in The Tiger. The communities
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of Clemson , Seneca and Anderson also have theatre groups which welcome student participation. Strictly for the spectator, the Performing Artist Series of the
University Union brings to campus nationally acclaimed performers for dramatic,
mime and dance presentations; call 2461 for schedules.
Groups
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There are more than 225 recognized student organizations on campus.
No matter what your special interest or hobby is, you can find a group that shares
your enthusiasm.
Student groups wishing recognition as a student organization must follow
the step-by-step procedure outlined in the Student Government section on page
62. Official recognition ensures that all organizations are functioning within the
broad guidelines established by the University community.
For Information . For more information about particular groups, visit
their displays during Student Organizations Night. Held at the beginning of first
semester, Student Organizations Night features exhibits set up by all student
organizations to inform students of the organizations ' purposes and activities and
to attract members. More information may be obtained from the Office of Student
Life (2153) and Student Government (2195) .
Fine Arts Organizations. Students who play a musical instrument, sing,
dance or act can perform for the University and community by joining these
organizations. Membership in music organizations is by consent of the director;
for information , contact the Music Department (3043). Other clubs are open to all
students.
Clemson Dancers
Student Art League
Clemson Players
Symphonic Band
Concert Band
Tiger Band
Gospel Chorus
University Chorus
Greek Social Organizations. There are 16 national social fraternities on
campus and nine national social sororities. Member groups of the lnterfraternity
Council (IFC) hold formal rush at the beginning of fall semester for upperclassmen and for freshmen. Five residence halls situated in the "frat quad"
house fraternity men in addition to two off-campus houses. Frank A. Burtner
(3422), director of fraternity affairs, can provide additional information on individual fraternities .
Governed by the Panhellenic Council , sororities participate in one formal
rush per year , at the beg inning of fall semester. Three east-campus residence
halls house sorority women . Teresa Paschal (2153), Panhellenic adviser, can provide information on individual sororities.
Fraternities
Sororities
Alpha Gamma Rho
Alpha Tau Omega
Beta Theta Pi
Chi Psi
Kappa Alpha Order
Kappa Alpha Psi
Kappa Sigma
Omega Psi Phi
Phi Delta Theta
Phi Gamma Delta
Pi Kappa Alpha
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Chi
Sigma Nu
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Theta Chi

Alpha Delta Pi
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Chi Omega
Delta Delta Delta
Delta Gamma
Kappa Alpha Theta
Kappa Delta
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Pi Beta Phi

Other Social Organizations. There are a number of other organizations
which promote fellowship and provide social activities for members. Membership
is obtained by interest and invitation from the group.
B-5

Beta Heta
Rho-Mates of Alpha Gamma Rho
Tri Chi Brotherhood
Honoraries. Membership in these campus organizations is based primarily
on scholastic achievement. Many also consider leadership and character. Certain requirements must be met before joining some honoraries. Others are open
by invitation only . If applicable , contact the respective department head's office
for more information on a particular organization or call Student Life (2153).
Alpha Epsilon Delta (premedical)
Alpha Lambda Delta (freshman scholarship)
Alpha Psi Omega (drama)
Alpha Tau Alpha (agricultural education)
Alpha Zeta (agricultural)
Beta Gamma Sigma (business)
Blue Key (leadership)
Chi Epsilon (civil engineering)
Delta Phi Alpha (German)
Delta Sigma Pi (business)
Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha (forensic)
Eta Kappa Nu (electrical engineering)
Iota Lambda Sigma (industrial education)
Kappa Delta Pi (education)
Keramos Fraternity (ceramic engineering)
Mortar Board (senior honor)
Mu Beta Psi (music)
Phi Epsilon Phi (botany)
Phi Eta Sigma (freshman scholarship)
Phi Kappa Phi (junior and senior scholarship)
Phi Psi (textile arts)
Pi Alpha Xi (horticulture)
Pi Delta Phi (French)
Pi Mu Epsilon (mathematics)
Pi Sigma Alpha (political science)
Psi Chi (psychology)
Recreation & Park Administration Honor Society (scholarship)
Sigma Pi Sigma (physics)
Sigma Tau Epsilon (liberal arts and sciences)
Sigma Theta Tau (nursing)
Tau Alpha Pi (engineering technology)
Tau Beta Pi (engineering)
Tau Sigma Delta (architecture and allied arts)
Tiger Brotherhood (honorary)
Xi Sigma Pi (forestry)
Military Organizations. Students interested in following a military
career or acquiring some of the qualities of military life should consider these
organizations. Some require members to be ROTC cadets. Contact the Army
(3107) or Air Force (3254) ROTC offices for more information .

Arnold Air Society (Air Force ROTC cadets)
Clemson Rangers (Army ROTC tactical unit)
Flying Tiger Angel Flight (coed auxiliary to Arnold Air Society)
Fourth Regimental Headquarters-Pershing Rifles (open)
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Pershing Rifles-Company C-4 (open, drill)
Scabbard & Blade (military fraternity)
Society of American Military Engineers (Army)
Political Organizations. Students who wish to become involved in local,
state and national politics may do so through these organizations. Contact the Office of Student Life (2153) for information.
College Republicans
College Young Democrats
South Carolina State Student Legislature-Clemson Delegation
Professional Clubs and Societies. Regardless of your career field, you
will probably find a club or professional society whose membership shares your
interests. Generally, these organizations promote the education and development of students with mutual career goals. Information on a particular club is
available in the respective department head's office.
Accounting Club
Agricultural Economics Club
Agronomy Club-Kappa Alpha Sigma
American Association for Textile Technology
American Association of Textile Chemists and Colorists
American Ceramic Society
American Chemical Society Student Affiliates
American Dairy Science Association
American Institute of Architects
American Institute of Chemical Engineers
American Nuclear Society
American Society for Personnel Administration
American Society of Agricultural Engineers
American Society of Civil Engineers
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
American Society of Safety Engineers
Appropriate Energy Organization
Associated General Contractors of America
Association for Computing Machinery
Biochemistry Club
Block & Bridle Club (animal science)
Botany Club
Calhoun Forensic Society/Forensic Union
Calhoun Literary Society (English)
Community and Rural Development Club
Cooperative Education Club
Council for Exceptional Children (education)
Data Processing Management
Delta Sigma Nu (premedical)
Emergency Medical Service
English Club
Entomology Society
Finance Club
Food Science Club
Forest Products Research Society
Forestry Club
4-H Club
French Club
Future Farmers of America (Collegiate)
Geology Club
German Club
Graphic Arts Society (Industrial Education)
History Club

Horticulture Club
Industrial Education Club
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
Joint Engineering Council
Kolchoz (Russian)
Mathematics Club
Medical Technology Club
Microbiology Society
Model United Nations
National Defen se Tran spo rtation Society
National Associat ion of Planning Students (planning studies)
Phi Gamma Nu (business)
Poultry Science Club
Pre-Veterinary Club
Psychology Club
Recreation & Park Society
Science Organizations ' Council
Society for the Advancement of Management
Society of American Foresters
Society of Engineering Technology
Society of Black Engineers
Society of English Graduate Students
Society of Physics
Society of Women Engineers
Sociology Club
Spanish Club
Student Agricultural Council
Student Mechanization Club
Student Nurses Association
Wildlife Society (entomology and economic zoology)
Zoology Club
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Religious Organizations. Participation in religious life is a vital part of
the continuous growth of many students on campus . Religious organizations exist to suit almost everyone's needs, interests and preferences. Detailed information is available in the Office of Student Life, in the Office of the Coordinator of
Relig ious Affairs at the University Union , and through members of the Clemson
Campus Ministers Association listed below .
Clemson Campus Ministers Association
Baptist Student Union
Episcopal Campus
Min istry
Lutheran Campus
Min istry
Newman Student Assoc .
Wesley Foundation
Westminster Fellowship

Rev.
Rev.
Rev.
Rev.
Rev.
Rev.
Rev.
Rev.

John Tadlock
Thomas C. Davis
Richard Elliott
Eugene Copenhaver
Ronald Luckey
Rich Colgan
Billy Rogers
Robert M. Matthews

Phone 654-4101
654-5071
654-4232
654-1757
654-4547
654-2061

Religious Organizations on Campus
Baptist University Ministry. Includes regular worship services, study groups,
retreats and other activities; open to all students.
Campus Crusade for Christ. A part of Campus Crusade for Christ International;
open to all students.
Christian Fellowship Council. A student coordinating body for Christian
organizations on campus.

Outside Class

Christian Science Organization. Open to all interested in the Christian Science
religion.
Clemson Christian Fellowship. Open to all interested in fellowship with other
Christians.
Episcopal Campus Ministry. Includes regular worship services and the Canterbury Association ; open to all students.
Fellowship of Christian Athletes. Open to any interested coach or student in-

volved in intercollegiate athletics.
Harvesters. Formed to reach out to the students of Clemson University with the
message of Jesus Christ (Foothills Church of Christ).
Hillel-Brandeis. Jewish student organization open to all students.

Latter-Day Saints Student Organization. Open to all students who are willing
to maintain the standards of the Latter-Day Saints (Mormon) Church.
Lutheran Campus Ministry. Includes regular worship services, as well as the
Lutheran Student Movement and the Lutheran Married Students groups; open to
all students.
Muslim Students Association of Clemson. A religious and social organization
for Muslim students.
The Navigators. An international, interdenominational organization open to all

students.
Newman Student Association. A religious, social and cultural organization for

Catholic students.
Theopolis Club. Open to all students interested in the Church of Christ prin-
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ciples and Bible study.
Real Life Fellowship. A fundamental Christian ministry open to all students.
Sovereign Grace Fellowship. Open to all students interested in practicing faith
and teaching the gospel of Christ.
Wesley Foundation. Sponsored by the United Methodist Church for students of
all denominations.
Westminster Fellowship. Sponsored by the Presbyterian Church for students of
all denominations.
Service Organizations and Special Interest Clubs. These groups
primarily promote friendship and service to the University and community. Contact the Office of Student Life (2153) for information.
Alpha Phi Omega
Clemson Collegiate Civitan
Gamma Sigma Sigma
Hotline
International Student Organization
Men Interested in Alpha
Pamoja (Student League for Black Identity)
Student Alumni Council
Those Interested in Delta Sigma Theta

Sports and Hobbies. Students who enjoy participating in sports activities have several outlets for their excess energy, including membership in
clubs. Most of these clubs offer instruction and special outings, and some involve
competition on the local and intercollegiate level. Contact the Office of Student
Life (2153) for information.
Adventurers Guild
Aeronautical Association
Amateur Radio Club
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Bengal Babes (football recruit hostesses)
Block "C" Club (varsity letter holders)
Bowling Club
Central Spirit
Cheerleaders
Clemson Rod & Gun Club
Club Football
Comic Book Club
Dixie Skydivers Parachute Club
Freewheeler's Cycling Club
Frisbee Club
Golf Club
Gymnastics Club
Lacrosse Club
Microcomputer Club
Outing Club
Photography Club
Rally Cats (basketball dancing squad)
Raquetball Club
Recording Society
Rifle Team
Rodeo Club
Rugby Club (men 's)
Rugby Club (women 's)
Sailing Club
Scuba Diving Club
Snow Ski Club
Sports Car Club
Tae Kwon Do Club (self-defense)
Tiger Belles (basketball recruit hostesses)
Tora Dojo (Judo Club)
Water Ski Club
Student Government. Student Government offers the widest range of
leadership opportunities on campus. In addition to serving as an officer, you may
serve on the senate, courts, committees, special councils involving faculty and
students, or the cabinet. If you are interested, your chances of becoming involved
in Student Government are good. Participation is either by election, which is open
to all qualified students, or by appointment. Student Government leaders need
many committee members and chairpersons. Simply make your interest known.
For further information, see the Student Government section of this book or call
the Student Government Office (2195).
University Union. This organization provides ample opportunity for involvement in well-planned social, cultural and recreational activities . Volunteer
students, assisted by a professional staff, plan, govern and implement all Union
programs. Eleven committees work throughout the year to provide an array of activities for campus enjoyment. The committees are: Artwork, CDCC (Central
Dance/Concert Committee), Coffeehouse (Gutter), College Bowl, Cultural, Films
and Video, Games and Recreation, Outdoor Recreation, Short Courses, Special
Events, and Travel. The chairperson of each of these committees, two membersat-large and the executive officers form the Union Board , the governing body of
the University Union. Everyone interested in joining the Union should come by
the Union offices on the loggia of the Edgar A. Brown University Union.

Points of Interest on Campus
There are several interesting places on campus that you probably pass
by every day but don't think of visiting. When your family comes to campus, these
are ideal places to take them to get a feeling of the Clemson tradition. And when

all else fails on a Sunday afternoon, you might even enjoy them yourself . Besides,
they're free and welcome your visits.
Agricultural Sales Center. Located in Newman Hall, the Ag Sales
Center features ice cream cones, sundaes, shakes, half- and three-gallon containers in limited flavors. Whole milk, chocolate milk, buttermilk and Clemson
Blue Cheese are also on sale as well as eggs and sometimes beef and pork.
Open 9 a.m .-5:30 p.m., Monday-Friday; 9 a.m .-1 p.m., Saturday; 2-5:30 p.m., Sunday.
Edgar A. Brown Room. Located on the main floor of the Robert Muldrow
Cooper Library, the Brown Room exhib its a collection of papers, furniture and
other memorabilia of the late senator and chairman of the Clemson Board of
Trustees . Open 8 a.m .-4:30 p.m. , Monday-Friday; 8 a.m.-5 p.m., Saturday; 1-5 p.m.,
Sunday . At other times, ask at the Reference Desk.
Edgar A. Brown Union Gallery. Located on the loggia of the Union, the
Union Gallery offers a new exhibit almost every week featuring local and regional
talent-professors, students, academic departments and townspeople. Exhibits
cover a wide range of media including photographs , paintings, drawings,
sculpture, serigraphs, crafts and textile arts. Open 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m ., MondayFriday.
Hanover House. Located on South Palmetto Boulevard across from the
side of Lever Hall , this colonial home of French Huguenot Paul de St. Julien was
constructed in Berkeley County (SC) in 1716 and reconstructed on campus in
1941. Open Tuesday-Saturday, 10 a.m.-noon , 1-5 p.m. ; Sunday, 2-6 p.m.; closed
Mondays .
Horticultural Gardens. Located on Perimeter Road , the 70-acre area
features some 2,200 varieties of flowers and plants . Grounds contain numerous
smaller gardens (Azalea, Camellia, Rhododendron, Garden for the Blind, Colonial
Kitchen , Wildflower , Fern and Bog Gardens). An expansion made possible by a
Legacy of the Parks Program grant includes the Garden of all Religions , Garden
for the Physically Handicapped , Historical Garden , Garden of Native Plants,
Juniper Garden and Patio Garden. A two-and-a-half-acre All American Trial
Garden includes collections of Peonies , Daffodils , Irises and much more. A
Wilderness Trail is also being developed. All plants are identified by scientific and
common names. An information center is located in a red caboose at the entrance to the Gardens. Open 8 a.m. till dusk every day.
James F. Byrnes Room . Located on the main floor of the Robert
Muldrow Cooper Library , the Byrnes Room exhibits a collection of papers , furniture and other memorabilia of the distinguished statesman . Open 8 a.m.-4 :30 p.m. ,
Monday-Friday; 8 a.m .-5 p.m. , Saturday, 1-5 p.m., Sunday . At other times, ask at
the Reference Desk .
John C. Calhoun Mansion (Fort Hill) . Located on Fort Hill Street
across from Johnstone Hall. A national landmark, Fort Hill was the home of
statesman John C. Calhoun from 1825 until 1850 and also the home of his son-inlaw, Thomas Green Clemson, from 1872 until 1888. Open Tuesday-Saturday, 10 a.m.noon, 1-5:30 p.m .; Sunday , 2-6 p.m.; closed Monday.
Outdoor Theater (Amphitheater) . Located near the center of the campus,
the recently renovated Outdoor Theater was a gift to the University from the class
of 1915. It is used for pep rallies, concerts and many other student events. Graduation ceremonies were held there before Littlejohn Coliseum was constructed.
Rudolph E. Lee Gallery. Located in Lee Hall and maintained by the College of Architecture , the gallery features works and exhibits by some of the
world's leading architects, artists and craftspeople. Works by student artists and
designs and models by architecture students are displayed during the year. Open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. , Monday-Friday; 2-5 p.m. Sundays; closed Saturdays .

Sports and Recreation
Sports and recreation opportunities abound at Clemson . While varsity
sports involve relatively few players, they offer the spectator year-round enter-
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tainment. For those who love to play even though they aren't big-time athletes,
the intramural program-one of the best in the Southeast-is the answer. Even
the person who doesn't prefer team sports will find plenty to do on an individual
basis with tennis , swimming and a variety of other activities at Fike Recreation
Center Lake sports and just plain relaxing can be enjoyed at the "Y" beach and
East Bank Recreation Area. More details follow.
Spectator Sports. Clemson University competes in 12 intercollegiate
sports for men and seven for women. The University is a member of the Atlantic
Coast Conference, which also includes Duke , Georgia Tech, Maryland , North
Carolina, North Carolina State , Virginia and Wake Forest.
Men 's teams include football , basketball, soccer, baseball , tennis , swimming, fencing , golf, outdoor track, cross country, indoor track and wrestling.
Women 's teams include tennis, swimming, fencing, basketball, volleyball, cross
country and field hockey. Clemson is known as a strong competitor in all sports
and last year was voted the nation's No. 1 football team with Danny Ford being
named the national coach-of-the-year. The Tigers have won 34 conference championships and have led the ACC in football attendance for the past four years.
Tickets are required for football and basketball games and are available
at no charge upon presentation of a valid I.D. and Student Use card at times and
places published by the Athletic Department. Students are admitted to all other
intercollegiate athletic events , except NCAA-sponsored championship playoff
tournaments , upon presentation of I.D. and Student Use cards. Detailed information about student tickets , including information about season tickets for student
guests, can be found in your registration package or may be picked up at a location to be announced when tickets are issued for the first home game. This information is also available at the Jervey Athletic Center ticket office any weekday
between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. ; telephone 656-2118.
lntramurals . Clemson not only has an excellent intramural program, but
also boasts exceptionally fine facilities including the modern Fike Recreation
Center.
Included in the intramural program itself is competitive team play in the
four major sports-football , softball, volleyball and basketball. These sports are
organized into five divisions including freshmen, upperclassmen, fraternity,
graduate and women. In addition to these competitions, there is a "co-rec" program (men and women on the same teams) in almost all sports. There is also a
continuing ladder tournament in racquetball, handball and tennis.
A tentative calendar for intramural sports appears in the Answer Sheet.
Organizational meetings are held before each sports season with advance notice
of firm dates given through campus media. In the four major sports, teams are required to pay a $10 deposit which will be refunded if the team does not forfeit a
game.
The Intramural Department is not responsible for any injuries received
while practicing or playing intramural games. For your protection, the intramural
director recommends that you contact the Office of Student Affairs, 202 Sikes
Hall , about the student insurance program.
The Intramural Office wants to know what your interests are. If you wish
to participate in a sport not presently offered , you are invited to go by and discuss
it with the director in Room 251, Fike Recreation Center, open 8 a.m. until 4:30
p.m. , Monday through Friday.
Rules and regulations governing the Intramural Department and Fike
Recreation Center are subject to revision.
Fike Recreation Center. Fike Recreation Center is located on East
Campus and houses the Intramural Department. The center is available to
students, faculty and employees. Included among its many special features are
dressing facilities for men and women, four basketball courts, five volleyball
courts and ten handball courts. There are three weight rooms. One has six boxing
platforms , exercise bars, two universal machines and two leg machines; one has
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a running machine , two exercise bicycles and a universal machine; the third
houses the Olympic weightlifting equipment . A multi-purpose area is used for
table tennis , wrestling and fencing matches, badminton , gymnastics meets, judo
and cheerleader's practice. Three large activity rooms are used for modern
dance, gymnastics , golf, judo, wrestling and fencing practice , karate and any
other activities students desire. Perhaps the most exciting feature is the beautiful
natatorium which consists of an eight-lane swimming pool and diving tank . A
large sun deck adjoins the natatorium .

Rules of Participation in Intramural Sports
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1. All Clemson University students (undergraduate and graduate), faculty,
staff and employees are eligible to participate in any and all activities both competitive and non-competitive with the following exceptions :
A. Varsity letter winners at Clemson or any other four-year college
or university are permanently ineligible to participate in the sport
or associated sport in which they earned their letter.
B. Any student on scholarship is ineligible in the sport or associated
sport in which he or she was awarded the scholarship. Nonscholarship squad members are also ineligible.
C. A member of any club sport team representing the University
against other university teams will be ineligible in that sport or
associated sport.
D. Professional athletes are permanently ineligible in the sport or
as sociated sport in which they are considered "professional. "
E. Students dropping from Clemson varsity, freshmen or junior varsity intercollegiate athletic squads after the athletic squad 's first
scheduled game shall be ineligible during the season of that particular intramural sport.
2. No intramural sport 's team may play more than three Clemson
freshmen , junior varsity or varsity athletes during any one contest.
An athlete is defined as :
A. A member of a Clemson freshmen , junior varsity or varsity intercollegiate squad at the conclusion of its last season or off-season
practice session . Person s practicing with varsity squads are considered squad members .
B. Having held an athletic scholarship at any time.
C. A professional athlete.
3. A. No person can legally perform for two different competitive
teams during any one intramural sport 's season .
B. A person may participate in I FC, Sorority and Co-Rec activities
and still be a member of one other competitive team in the same
sport.
C. Players performing for a competitive team must be on the official
team roster on file in the Intramural Office. A participant's name
should not appear on more than one roster. Names can be added
to a roster during the course of the round robin season if they
have not participated with another team . No names may be added
after round robin play is completed.
4. Every participant must perform under his or her own name. Assuming a name or another 's identity is sufficient grounds for protest .
5. Protesting teams must file a written protest with the Intramural
Department by NOON on the day immediately following the contest.
Officials' judgments are never considered grounds for protest.

6. Officials appointed for contests have the authority to forfeit said con tests because of imprompt arrival of a team or because of unsportsmanlike conduct.
7. Protesting participant eligibility is not considered unsportsmanlike.
The Intramural Department investigates such matters on notice of
appeal.
8. Participants in the four major competitive sports (football, basketball, volleyball and softball) will compete in the following divisions:
Freshmen, Upperclass, Fraternity, Graduate-Faculty, and Women.
In order to be in the Freshmen Division, all members of the team
must be freshmen. Each league champion will be determined by
round robin play. Single elimination will be used to determine
representatives. Championship will be double elimination.
9. A student playing in one division will be allowed to officiate in any
division other than that division in which he or she plays (e .g., a student who plays in the Fraternity Division may officiate in the
Freshmen, Upperclass or Graduate Division but not in the Fraternity
Division).
10. The maximum numoer of intramural shirts given to any winning team
where the winner is determined by round robin or double elimination
will be the number of players required to compose a team plus four
shirts (e.g., Basketball five shirts plus four ; Softball 10 shirts plus
four; Touch Football nine shirts plus four).
11. Team captains are responsible for the team roster and the action of
each team member. The team captain is the only team member who
may communicate with an intramural official during any situation occurring during a game. The team captain is the only team member
who may file a protest on a game.
12. A. A Co-Rec League is a league of teams composed of men and
women. Co-Rec rules for each sport will apply . Awards will be
given.
B. An Open League is a league with all divisions combined. Awards
will be given, but no intramural officials will be furnished.
C. An Independent League is a league of teams composed of
students, graduate students , faculty , staff and employees . The
preceding eligibility rules will not apply in this league. No intramural awards will be given .
D. A minimum of five teams is required to form a Co-Rec, Open or
Independent League.

Guidelines for Using
Fike Recreation Center, University Tennis Courts
and East Bank Recreation Area

Complete rules and regulations regarding the use of Fike
Recreation Center, University Tennis Courts and East Bank Recreation area are published as needed and are available at the director 's
office, Room 251 , Fike Recreation Center. However, the guidelines
below will probably answer most of the questions you will have .
Use by Students. A student paying full-time tuition and
University fees for a semester may use the facilities without additional
charge. Those paying less than full-time tuition and University fees for
a semester may use the facilities by paying a fee of $15 per semester.
Graduate teaching and research assistants are eligible to use the
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facilities during the fall and spring semesters without additional
charge. A student enrolled in a summer session may use the facilities
by paying a fee of $7.50 per session.
Employees. A permanent employee may use the facilities
based on the type of membership purchased . The membership options are : (a) Fike Recreation Center, East Bank Recreation Area, and
University Tennis Courts-$40 per year , $15 per semester, $7.50 per
summer school session ; (b) University Tennis Courts-$15 per year.
Retired employees have the same eligibility privileges and may purchase a choice of the same membership plans as offered an active
employee . A temporary employee may use the facilities of Fike by paying $15 per semester and $7.50 per summer session.
Locker Use . Members or students desiring orange half
lockers may reserve one in Room 251 , Fike Recreation Center by
presenting their I.D. or membership card to the intramural secretary.
These lockers will be issued for one school year and must be renewed
in the spring (April and May) if the student desires to continue use. If
this is not done by May 15, the lock will be removed and the locker
reassigned. Only a limited number of half lockers are available. Should
there be more requests than lockers available, 12 x 12 lockers will
then be issued. Users must furnish their own locks.
Use by Immediate Families of Students . The spouse and
children of students eligible to use Fike Recreation Center and University Tennis Courts may use the facilities without additional charge on a
limited schedule as published by the director. Children under age 12
must be accompan ied by a member of the immediate family at least
age 18.
Use by Guests of Students . An out-of-town , overnight guest
of a member student may use the facilities only during non-peak hours
and must be accompanied by the member-host.
Advisory Committee . An advisory committee appointed by
the president receives and reviews suggestions and complaints
regarding the use of physical recreation facilities and programs . The
comm ittee includes undergraduate students, graduate students and
members repre senting the faculty and staff . A current roster of this
committee is avai lable in Room 251 , Fike Recreation Center.
fl
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Equipment for Check-Out
Basketball s
Volleyballs and Nets
Footballs
Boxing-Punching Bag/Gloves
Horseshoes
Badminton Rackets and Nets
Rugby Balls
Table Tennis Paddles and Balls
Tennis Rackets
Softballs and Bats
Soccer Balls
Gym Clothing
Lacrosse Ball s
Sports equipment listed above may be checked out, without
charge, at the equipment iss ue window. Members must present their
I.D . card , privilege card or membership card to check out equipment.
Equ ipment must be returned the same day it is issued by the person
who checked it out. Any member who fails to return equipment will be
charged the replacement cost of the item involved.
Reserving Facilities at Fike Recreation Center
Handball courts are reserved for one hour at a time with reservations beginning on the hour. Reservations may be made in Room
251 , Fike Recreation Center, between 8:30 a.m. and 5:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday . A member is entitled to two reservations per week
starting Monday of each week. These courts may be used without a

reservation slip on a first-come, first-play basis until a reservation card
carrier claims the court. Reservation slips take preference over I.D.
cards and membership cards up to 15 minutes after the hour. The
court then may be used on a first-come, first-play basis. Each player
must have a reservation slip, I.D. or membership card at all times.

Tennis Court Regulations
Use of Courts . The courts are for the use of Clemson University varsity tennis teams , students and tennis court members. These
courts are open from 8 a.m. until 11 p.m . seven days per week when
possible . The University tennis team will have hours blocked out for
scheduled varsity practice.
Courts 1-14 and 17-20 will be on a first-come, first-play basis
at a one-hour priority . All players must have their I.D . card or membership card and check in with the court attendant at the Hoke Sloan Tennis Center.
Courts 15 and 16 and 21-25 will be on a reservation system.
These courts may be used without a reservation slip on a first-come,
first-play basis until a reservation card carrier claims the court. Reservation slips take preference over I.D. cards and membership cards on
these courts.
Reservation Slips . Reservation slips will show the names of
the players , court number, time and date. These reservation sl ips are
good for one hour unless otherwise stated. If the reservation is for a
family member, the attendant should be informed so the correct
names can be entered on the reservation slip.
How to Reserve a Court . Students and tennis court members
must come to Room 251, Fike Recreation Center , between 8:30 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, and present their I.D. card or
membership card to the secretary who will issue them a reservation
slip. Reservations may be made only one week in advance with a maximum of only three reservations per week.
Organizations whose members are eligible users desiring the
use of the tennis courts must notify the director at least a week in advance.
Family of Students and Members . Wife, husband or
children residing in the home of students and eligible users of the
University Tennis Courts may use the courts during non-peak hours.
They must bring a reservation slip with them. This slip must be picked
up by the student or eligible user.
Guest of Students and Members . An out-of-town , overnight
guest of an eligible user or student will be allowed to use the tennis
courts during non-peak hours only when accompanied by the eligible
user-host who has made the reservation.
A member may take as his/her guest a person who is visiting
the University on official business.
Priority for Court Usage . Students, faculty and employees
with appropriate membership or Student Use cards have first priority.
Second priority goes to family members of eligible users when eligible
users are not waiting. Out-of-town guests with reservations have third
priority.
Shoes. Players must wear smooth-soled shoes. All others will
damage courts. Anyone not wearing proper shoes will be asked to
leave the courts.
Rackets. Rackets will be available for University students in
the Equipment Check-Out Rooms , Fike Recreation Center, from noon
until 9 p.m. daily , except holidays.
Lessons. No lessons for remuneration may be given on
University Courts unless authorized by the Athletic Department.
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Lights. Tennis court lights are on an automatic timer which
allows them to remain on for hour-and-a-half intervals after the switch
next to the Hoke Sloan Center has been activated. The switch must be
reactivated for an additional hour and a half. The lights are
automatically turned off at 11 p.m. each night.
East Bank Regulations
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Use of Facilities. The East Bank Recreation Area, located on
Lake Hartwell behind the Clemson Baseball Field, is for the use of Clemson
University students and University recreation facilities members. Facilities
include a picnic area , swimming beach, restrooms and showers. Persons entering the area will be asked to present their I.D. and Student
Use card or membership card. All group functions require reservations.
Operating Schedule . East Bank is open March through
November from 11 a.m. until 7:00 p.m. The beach is open for swimming from the first day of summer school through Labor Day. Recognized
campus organizations wishing to use East Bank after normal
operating hours may do so by reservation. No swimming is allowed
after 7:00 p.m. without reservations.
Making Reservations . Reservations must be made at the
Union Information Desk between 8:00 a.m . and 4:30 p.m. , Monday
through Friday, at least two weeks prior to the date of the scheduled
activity. All reservations must have the approval of the University
Union Director. There is a $10 user fee for the area , and a $25 deposit,
to be refunded if the area is cleaned up properly and on time. Charges
related to the event , like power hookup, will be forwarded to the group
requesting use of the area . In the event of cancellation , some charges may
have already been made, and the group will be responsible for payment.
Groups may request to swim after the beach closes, between
the hours of 7:00 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. , but they must pay for lifeguards
at the rate of $4 per hour. One lifeguard will be required for each 15
swimmers . Payment for lifeguards must be made in advance at the
Union Information Desk .
Keys to East Bank facilities may be picked up at the Union Information Desk during regular operating hours on the day of the activity.
The area must be cleaned up by 11 :00 a.m. on the day following use,
and the keys must be returned no later than 12:00 noon . A $5 late
cha rge will be assessed for failure to return the keys on time. An additional $5 fee will be charged for each day the key is late.
Rules and Regulations. The following rules and regulations
must be followed :
1. No children under 16 years of age or pets are allowed at
the area .
2. Each guest must be accompanied by one individual who
has authorization to use the facility.
3. Swimming is not allowed except when lifeguards are on duty.
4. Boats may not be docked on the East Bank Beach.
5. All bonfires must be built in the designated areas.
6. No alcoholic beverages other than beer are allowed . Beer
must be served in paper cups and to no one under 18.
7. No event will be approved at which beer will be sold or any
admission charged unless a license has been received
from the ABC and approved by the Vice President for Student Affairs .
8. No group is ever granted exclusive use of this area .
9. Reservations are normally not granted when the beach is
open on the 11 :00 a.m.-7 :00 p.m. schedule.
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Student Government
All students are encouraged to participate in Student Government at
Clemson. The appointive and elective positions within the government will be filled
by those students possessing the necessary qualifications and desired characteristics essential to maximum efficient performance.
As defined by the Acts of the Student Senate, legal limitations exist which
prevent certain officers from holding more than one Student Government position,
and these limitations shall be strictly enforced. In all other instances, the prime
consideration in choosing a person to serve in any capacity shall be that person 's
qualifications, responsibility and integrity.

CONSTITUTION OF THE CLEMSON UNIVERSITY STUDENT BODY
Preamble
The students of Clemson University do establish this Constitution for the
preservation and improvement of democratic Student Government at Clemson
University.
Article I -

Legislative

Sec. 1. Legislative Power.
The legislative power shall be vested in a Student Senate . However, no
legislation enacted by the Student Senate may be in conflict with current federal ,
state , or local law.
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Sec. 2. Membership.
Membership of the Senate shall be composed of at least one resident
Senator for each precinct. Each dormitory building shall contain at least one
precinct. For those students not residing in dormitory buildings , each academic
college shall comprise one precinct. Apportionment of all precincts shall be
determined by the Elections Chairperson and approved by the Senate during the
spring semester.
Sec. 3. Officers.
The Senate shall elec t therein a President , President Pro Tempore ,
Secretary, and Clerk . The Vice President of the Student Body shall serve as a
voting member of the Student Senate .
Sec. 4. Powers.
A. The Senate shall enact by a majority vote resolutions and acts ; propose by a two-thirds vote amendments to this Constitution; provide for publication of legislation; formulate the procedure to be used in all Student Government
elections , referendums , and special votes ; act upon petitions for recognition by
student organizations ; confirm by a two-thirds vote all but temporary summer appointments made by the Student Body President; override the veto of the Student
Body President by a two-thirds vote ; remove any officer of Student Government
for malfeasance by a two-thirds vote ; create committees as needed ; and
establish Senate rules of procedure.
8. All student organizations are equal and must seek recognition and
funding through the Student Senate. All student organizations will continue to
operate under their separate constitutions.
C. All legislation except resolutions must bear the signature of the Vice
President for Student Affairs to become effective.
D. Legislation not signed by the Student Body President nor vetoed and
returned to the Student Senate within 15 days by the President shall be sent to
the Vice President for Student Affairs as if signed by the President. In the case of

legislation passed less than 15 days before the final Senate meeting in the spring,
the Student Body President shall have until the first Senate meeting in the following fall to either sign or veto and return the legislation. Legislation not signed or
vetoed and returned to this initial Senate meeting shall be sent to the Vice President for Student Affairs as if signed by the President .

Article II -

Executive

Sec. 1. Executive Power.
The executive power shall be vested in a President and Vice President
elected by the Student Body . In the event that the President becomes incapable ,
the Vice President shall assume full executive power .
Sec. 2. Powers of the President.
The President shall have the power to recommend legislation, to veto
within 15 days Senate legislation requiring his/her signature , to create administrative agencies, to make temporary summer appointments without Senate
confirmation, to appoint with Senate approval the non-elected members of the
President's Cabinet, and to appoint with Senate approval persons to any other
positions required by legislation .
Sec. 3. Powers of the Vice President.
The Vice President shal l have the power to assist the Student Body President in Executive Staff appointments, to chair the Executive Council, and to appoint with Senate approval , persons to any other pos itions required by legislation.
Sec. 4. President's Cabinet.
The Cabinet shall include the Vice President , President of the Student
Senate, and the following appointed officers: Secretary , Treasurer , Attorney
General, Student Services Chairperson , Research and Development Chairperson, Central Spirit Chairperson , and the Communications Chairperson. The
Cabinet may also include up to two other executive staff members increasing the
Cabinet to a maximum of twelve members.
Sec. 5. Executive Council.
The Executive Council shall include the Communications Cha irperson , all
members of the Executive Staff wh ich are not on the President 's Cab inet, and
representatives of student groups which the Student Body President and Vice
President feel will increase student input into Student Government.
Article Ill -

Judicial

Sec. 1. Judicial Power.
The power to determine the general and specific intent of the Acts of the
Student Senate shall be vested in the judicial system . This judicial power shall be
vested in a Supreme Court and in such lesser courts as the Student Senate shall
establish.
Sec. 2. The Supreme Court.
The Supreme Court will have original jurisdiction over controversies involving the Constitution , the constitutionality of Senate Actions , Acts of the Student Senate that do not involve constitutional issues, and appellate jurisdiction
over cases involving violation of the Student Regulations . The five members of
the Supreme Court will be appointed for two-year terms by the Student Body
President and approved by the Senate .
Article IV -

Amendment

Sec. 1. Proposal.
Amendments to the Constitution may be proposed by legislation of the
Senate or by petition of 10 percent of the Student Body.
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Sec. 2. Referendum.
Amendments proposed must be approved by the Student Body in a
referendum by two-thirds of those voting , and signed by the Vice President for
Student Affairs .
Article V - Supremacy
This Constitution , the Bill of Rights and Responsibilities attached hereto,
and all Acts of the Student Senate made , or which shall be made, in accordance
with this Constitution , shall be the supreme governing authority of the Clemson
University Student Body . All elected and appointed officers of the Student Body
and/or within Student Government shall be bound by this supreme authority .

BILL OF RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Preamble
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Academic institutions exist for the transmission of knowledge, the pursuit of truth, the development of students, and the general well-being of society.
Free inquiry and free expression are indispensable to the attainment of these
goals. As members of the academic community, students should be encouraged
to develop the capacity for critical judgment and to engage in a sustained and independent search for truth . The standards of academic freedom for students
outlined below are essential to any community of scholars.
Freedom to teach and freedom to learn are inseparable facets of
academic freedom. The freedom to learn depends upon appropriate opportunities and conditions in the classroom , on the campus, and in the larger community. Students should exercise their freedom with responsibility.
The responsibility to secure and to respect general conditions conducive
to the freedom to learn is shared by all members of the asademic community.
The purpose of this statement is to enumerate the essential provisions for student freedom to learn .
I.
Rights in the University Community.
A. The University, as a community , has the responsibility and right to formulate pol icies and guidel ines to promote the general welfare of its
members.
B. As the University is a community in a democracy, students shall have
voice in those affairs of the University directly concerning the student
body .
C. Students are not to consider themselves the sole members of the community in making demands upon the whole community.
II.

Rights Concerning Academic Freedoms and Responsibilities.

A. Student performances shall be judged by achievement in academic
areas and not on opinions or conduct unrelated to academic areas.
B. Students wil l accept all responsibilities concerning required course
material and attendance . They shall have protection through orderly
procedure against prejudicial or capricious academic evaluation . No
faculty member or admin istrator shall consider it his/her prerogative to
go beyond established academic policy .
C. Information concerning student views , beliefs, and political associations which professors may acquire in the course of their work shall be
considered confidential. Protection against voluntary disclosure is a
serious professional obligation .
D. Students whose academic freedoms may have been abridged have the
right to seek redress.
Ill.

Rights Concerning Records.

A. The University shall have a carefully considered policy as to the information which is in a student 's permanent educational record and as to

the conditions of its disclosure. To minimize the risk of improper
disclosure, academic and disciplinary records should be separate, and
the conditions of access to each shall be explicitly and publicly stated.
Transcripts of academic records shall contain only information about
academic status.
B. Information in all disciplinary and counseling files shall be available only
to authorized persons unless prior written consent is given by the student. Exception to this shall be made in the case of legal subpoena and
where there is a positive danger of serious physical harm to the student
or to others .
C. No records shall be kept which reflect adversely on the political or
religious activities or beliefs of students.

IV.

Freedom to Inquiry and Expression.
A. Students shall be free to examine and to discuss all questions of interest to them and to express opinions publicly and privately. They shall
always be free to support any causes by lawful means. At the same
time, it shall be made clear to the academic and larger community that
in their public expressions or demonstrations, students or organizations
speak only for themselves.
B. Student organizations wishing to invite a speaker who is not a member
of the faculty or staff must submit the request through the Speakers
Bureau for action prior to any invitation. Academic Departments will invite speakers without Speakers Bureau action . Those routine procedures needed in securing speakers will be designed to ensure that
there is orderly scheduling of facilities and adequate preparations for
the event, and that the occasion is conducted in a manner appropriate
to an academic community. While the University is properly concerned
with the prevention of unlawful conduct , no control of campus facilities
shall be used as a device of censorship . It should be made clear to the
academic and larger community that sponsorship of guest speakers
does not necessarily imply approval of the views expressed , either by
the sponsoring group or the institution .
C. The editorial responsibility for student publications is given to the editor
and staff of each publication commensurate with guidelines established
by the University. In addition to editorial freedom , which includes
freedom from censorship, students have financial freedom within the
framework of approved budgets and expenditures .
D. The editorial freedom of student editors and managers entails a corollary responsibility for responsible journalism . All University published
and financed student publications should explicitly state on the editorial
page that the opinions there expressed are not necessarily those of the
University.

V.

Right to Self Government.
A. Students have the right to organize such government to represent student opinion and desires as delegated by the Board of Trustees .
B. Such an organization shall have financial freedom within the framework
of its approved budget and expenditures .
C. Such a government shall initiate legislation in areas of student concern .

VI.

Right to Trial by Peers.
A. Students have the right to trial by peers in cases which have been
reserved to the student courts by established University policy.
B. Any incident occurring outside of the University should not be given
University jurisdiction. Only where the University's interest as an
academic community is distinct and clearly involved should the special
authority of the institution be asserted.
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Rights Concerning Student Affairs.
A. The University shall be open to all qualified persons regardless of race,
sex , color, religion or national origin.
B. Students will be free to organize and associate to promote their common interests.
C. Student organizations are free to invite their own faculty or staff advisers . Advisers may advise organizations in the exercise of responsibility, but they shall not have the authority to control the policy of the
organizations .
D. Student organizations are required to publicize information concerning
purpose, criteria for membership, and current list of officers. They shall
not be required to submit a membership list as a condition of institutional recognition , other than an in itial list of members.
E. No recognized student organization can be denied access to University
facilities if available , unless they prove to be irresponsible in the care of
such fac ilities.
F. Campus organizations shall not deny membership to students solely
because of race , sex, color , religion or national origin .
VIII. Rights Concerning Housing.
A . Students after one year in college have the right to choose where they
will live, whether it be on or off campus.
B. The student has the right to be secure in his/her possessions , against
invasion of privacy and unreasonable search and seizure .
C. In all cases , students shall not violate the rights of other students
residing in University housing .
D. There is to be no di scrimination in University housing assignment based
upon race , color, religion or national origin.
IX.
Redress of Grievances.
A. In the case where a student 's rights as outlined herein are contravened ,
he/she has the right to petition for redress of grievance in all matters.

STUDENT REGULATIONS AND PENALTIES
Conduct
The purpose of these regulations is to ensure order in the whole institution . A Clemson student is expected at all times to show a respect for order,
mora lity and the rights of others , and to exemplify in daily living a high sense of
personal honor and integrity . Clemson believes that students are the product of
their own experiences and that they should assume certain responsibilities for
their own conduct and that of their fellow students . All officials , the faculty , and
students are authorized to exercise such control as is necessary to carry out the
spirit of these regulations .

Discipline
Students , upon voluntary registration at Clemson , are expected to conform to all regulations, federal and state laws, and Town of Clemson ordinances .
Enrollment as a student in no way exempts any person from penalty in case of
violation of local , state or national laws. Students who are penalized for violation
of public laws are not exempted from further penalty by school authorities, if
violation of that public law is a violation of student regulations .
The judicial powers of Student Government are vested in a Student
Government Judicial Branch . The Judicial Branch has jurisdiction over the Student Body in all cases involving violation of any Student Regulation. Actions by
the individual courts are in the form of recommendations submitted to the Vice
President for Student Affairs . The Vice President for Student Affairs is the approval authority in all disciplinary matters except recommendations involving

suspension or dismissal. The approval of the President of the University is required on recommendations for suspension or dismissal.

Student Regulations
I.

II.

Ill.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

Stealing, Accessory to Theft, and Unauthorized Entry.
A. Stealing is the wrongful taking of property without the consent of the
owner and/or the secreting of stolen property.
B. Accessory of theft is knowingly giving aid before and/or after the fact to
a violator of part A of this regulation .
C. Unauthorized entry is the entering and/or occupation of the University
facilities which are locked , closed to student activities, or otherwise
restricted to use for a student or group of students.
Lying and Fraud.
A. Lying is knowingly furnishing false information to a member of the
faculty , an administrative official , or a student acting in an official
capacity.
B. Fraud is alteration, fabrication, misuse, or intended misuse of University
documents, records, identification cards, Student Use cards, or meal
cards. Fraud is also any misrepresentation of the University or students
in any official manner.
Intoxicants.
Consumption and/or public display of intoxicants in public areas of
the main campus (bounded on the N. by Hwy. 93 , on the E. by Hwy. 28, on
the S. by Hunnicutt Creek , and on the W. by Hartwell Reservoir) is prohibited. Public areas do not include rooms leased by students in residence
halls. Consumption and/or public display of beer may be permitted in semiprivate lounges designated by the Director of Housing, and for student
social activities in areas where written permission is obtained from the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs. Request forms must be completed at least two weeks in advance of the event. Guidelines are included
on the request forms. (Public display is defined as an open container of
intoxicants .)
Abuse of Property.
A. Abuse of property is the intentional damage to and/or destruction of the
property of another. Negligent use of the property of another resulting
in damage is also abuse of property.
B. The unauthorized removal or destruction of bulletins , notices, or campaign literature posted on bulletin boards or approved posting areas
shall constitute violation of this regulation.
Disturbing the Peace or Possessing Firearms or Explosives.
Disturbing the peace includes any act which disrupts the peace .
Offenses include, but are not limited to , fire mischief , assault , misconduct ,
throwing containers of water, tampering with fire alarms , possession or
use of firearms, explosives or fireworks.
Identification Cards.
A validated identification card must be carried on one's person at
all times (when such possession is within reason) that he/she is on University property , and must be presented to a card-bearing student official
(when such possession is within reason) or member of the administration
upon request.
Visitation Hours and Regulations.
A. Visitation will be available in residence halls Sunday through Thursday
from 11 :00 a.m. until 12:00 midnight and Friday and Saturday from
10:00 a.m. until 2:00 a.m.
B. Visitation hours may be decreased or eliminated in each residence by a
majority vote of all residents in a referendum called by petition of ten
percent of the residents .
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Visitation hours may be increased by the Administration on request of
the Dormitory Council for special occasions when large numbers of
guests are visiting the campus.
Visitation privileges will begin on the first day that residence halls are
open and will end on the last day residence halls are in operation.
Visitors must be escorted by their resident host or hostess. In those
dormitories where the residents have decided to have a check-in
check-out policy for security reasons, visitors must enter and exit by
the main entrance and must be checked in and out at the control desk
on entering and leaving.
Participants in the visitation program are responsible for knowing the
hours and regulations for each residence hall.
The maximum penalty in Student Courts for violation of any visitation
regulation will be suspension.
The resident host or hostess is responsible for the conduct of all nonClemson University student guests. In the event of misconduct of these
guests, the residents will decide among themselves as to which resident will be held responsible. If the residents do not decide who is to be
held responsible, all occupants shall be held responsible for the
misconduct of the guests.

VIII.
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Contempt of Court - Disruption or Disrespect in Court.
Court may find anyone in contempt of court for:
A . Disrespect for rulings of court;
B. Disregard of courtroom procedure or court decorum;
C. Failure to answer subpoena.
The maximum penalty in Student courts for violation in any part
of this Act will be suspension.
Sanctions (Penalties)
The following sanctions or any combination thereof may be imposed by
the Trial Courts or the Supreme Court upon a student found guilty of any form of
misconduct. This instrument seeks to preserve flexibility in the imposition of
sanctions, so that each student is afforded the greatest possibility for appropriate
and just treatment by the sentencing court.
The sanctions are listed in ascending order of severity.
I.
Admonition.
An oral statement by the Dean of Student Life to the student offender that he/she has violated a Student Regulation.
II.
Censure.
An official written reprimand, formally communicated by letter,
which gives official notice to the student that any subsequent offense
against the Student Regulations will carry heavier penalties because of
prior infraction.
Ill.
In-Kind Restitution .
A. Reimbursement for damage to, or destruction of, University property or
property of any person.
B. Restitution in the form of appropriate service to be performed .
C. Recommendation to the Housing Office that the student be moved to
another room.
IV.
Restriction of Privileges .
A. Denial of regular priority for room assignment.
B. Denial of regular priority in obtaining football tickets.
C. Denial of dormitory visitation privileges.
D. Denial of the right to vote in University-held elections.
E. Denial of obtaining tickets to athletic events through the use of the Student Use card.
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Sentences of Restriction of Privileges.
A. Indefinite-Restriction period as recommended by the sentencing
court.
B. Definite-Restriction period terminal date shall coincide with the official ending of the academic school year.
VI.
Probation.
Permits continuation of the relationship between the student and
the University; however, the court placing a student on probation will clearly
define the limitations of the probationary period . These limitations may
include:
A The right to belong to any recognized student organizations or participate in any recognized function of the same.
B. The right to participate in intramural competitions.
C. The right to be elected or appointed as a member or officer of any Student Government position.
VII. Sentences of Probation.
A Indefinite-Probationary time as recommended by the sentencing
court.
B. Definite-Probationary terminal date shall coincide with the official
ending of the academic school year. Students involved in similar or additional disciplinary incidents while on probation may be suspended for
one or more semesters or be permanently dismissed.
VIII. Eviction.
The sentencing court may recommend removal from University
housing .
IX.
Suspension.
May be recommended by the sentencing court, which excludes
the student from the University for a definite period of time , during which
he/she will not be permitted to take any course at Clemson.
X.
Expulsion.
May be recommended by the sentencing court, which permanently
excludes the student from the University.
For repeated violations of Student Regulations, the student will be
subject to the more severe penalties.
V.
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STRUCTURE OF STUDENT GOVERNMENT
Legislative Branch

I.

II.

Legislative Powers.
A The Student Senate shall act on the Appropriations Bill no later than two
weeks prior to the beginning of spring semester final examinations.
B. All dormitory council action may be vetoed by the Student Senate.
Standing Committees.
There shall be seven standing committees of the Senate , appointed by the President of the Senate , as follows:
A A Committee on Traffic and Grounds - responsible for all business
concerning traffic on campus , University buildings (except dormitories)
and related affairs.
B. A Committee on Student Organizations and Affairs - to deal with all
business pertaining to student organizations, clubs, fraternities, etc. including all petitions for recognition of new organizations.
C. A Committee on General Affairs - to handle all legislation pertaining to
the University as a whole and all legislation not included under the
duties of other committees .
D. A Committee on the Judiciary - to deal with all matters pertaining to
constitutional amendments, the student courts and other judicial affairs.

E. A Committee on Academic Affairs - to deal with all academically
oriented legislation, including class attendance policies, grading ,
honors, awards, admission requirements, scholarships, etc.
F. A Committee on University Housing - to deal with all legislation affecting any University housing both on and off campus and any of the
related functions of the said housing; to serve as liaison between the
Senate and the Dormitory Councils, to review and keep on file all visitation hours and general dormitory rules which may be established by the
Dormitory Councils.
G. A Committee on Student Food and Health Services - to deal with all
legislation pertaining to student health and food services (including but
not limited to, the dining halls and canteens) .
H. A Committee on Athletic Affairs - to deal with all legislation pertaining
to University athletics.
I. A Committee on Senate Affairs and Rules - to deal with all rule amendments and to coordinate Senate action , business , and legislation. The
make-up of this committee shall be the President , President ProTempore , Secretary , Clerk, and Parliamentarian of the Student Senate ,
the Vice President of the Student Body , and all standing and special
committee chairperson s.
Executive Branch
/.
Financing.
The Student Government budget , including honorariums, shall be
requested by the Treasurer by April first of each year for the upcom ing
year and approved by the Student Senate .
II.
Executive Staff.
The Executive Staff shall include all members of the President 's
Cabinet and the Executive Council . The Student Body President is respon sible for calling all meetings.
A . President 's Cabinet.
1. Purpose.
The President' s Cabinet shall exist for the purpose of serving as the central body to guide the flow of the Executive Branch of
Student Government.
2. Members and Respon sibil ities .
All members shall be direct ly responsible to the Student
Body President and shall attend all meetings of the President 's
Cabinet. Appointed members shall include the following :
a. Attorney General shall represent and provide advice to Student
Government on University regulations , policies, and other legal
matters. He/she shall coord inate all adm inistrative functions of
the judicial branch.
b. Student Body Secretary shal l serve as sec retary of the Presi dent 's Cabinet , Finance Comm ittee , and the Executive Staff.
c. Student Body Treasurer shall serve as chairperson of the
Finance Committee .
d. Communications Chairperson shall chair the Communications
Committee , and shall be a member of both the Pres ident 's
Cabinet and the Executive Council.
e. Research and Development Chairperson shall chair the
Research Staff.
f. Central Spirit Chairperson shall inform the President concerning
all Central Spirit events .
B. Executive Council.
1. Purpose .
The Executive Council shall exist for the purpose of providing a body in which certain committee chairpersons and
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representatives from certain student organizations can work to
coordinate and publicize student events and to make suggestions to
the President's Cabinet.
2. Appointed Members and Responsibilities.
All committee chairpersons shall be directly responsible to
the Student Body Vice President and shall attend all meetings of the
Executive Council. Appointed members shall include the following :
a. Homecoming Chairperson shall be responsible for all Homecoming events .
b. Organizations Chairperson shall coordinate Organizations ' Day
and all other projects or activities relating to campus organizations .
c. Ombudsman shall help solve individual student grievances .
d. Minority Council Chairperson shall chair the Minority Council .
e. Speakers Bureau Chairperson shall chair the Speakers Bureau.
f. Elections Chairperson shall be responsible for administering the
procedures of nominations, elections , and referendums and certifying their results . He/she shall notify all dorm council
presidents of their responsibility to staff election polls and shall
make voting arrangements for health center inpatients . He/she
shall call a meeting with all candidates to explain the election
rules and procedures . The Elections Chairperson also has the
powe r to recommend disqualification of a candidate to the Elections Board .
g. Executive Council Secretary shall serve as secretary of the Ex·
ecutive Council.
3. Representatives from certain student organizations serving on the
Executive Council shall include the following:
a. Student Alumni Council
b. University Union
c . lnterfraternity Council
d. Panhellen ic Counci l
e. Graduate Students Association
f. Dormitory Counc il
g. The Tiger
4. Procedure .
a. The Executive Counci l shall meet at least once every two weeks.
b . A chairperson pro-tempore shall be elected from among the
members .

Judicial Branch
/.
Responsibilities of the Attorney General.
A. The Attorney General shall be responsible for the Student Judicial
System and its organization.
B. The Attorney General shall represent and provide advice for the Student Government.
C. The Attorney General shall schedule hearings for the courts.
D. The Attorney General shall determine charges for violations of Student
Regulations .
E. The Attorney General shall maintain written and taped records of hearings and will transmit all court decisions to the Vice President for Student Affairs for approval. Taped records will be erased after time for appeals has elapsed. Written records will be destroyed after two years except for records of honor violations which will be destroyed after four
years.
F. The Attorney General shall maintain a dated file of all Supreme Court in·
terpretations and decisions.

II.

Investigation.
A. Investigations of Student Regulations violations shall be the respon-

sibility of the Attorney General.
B. The Attorney General shall turn over all evidence of a violation to the
Chief Legal Adviser who will assign an investigator to collect information.

Ill.

Responsibilities of the Investigator and the Defense Legal Adviser.
A. The general principles which should control the legal advisers in the

practice of their duty are clearly set forth in the following code of ethics
which must be taken by students before they may practice as a legal
adviser:
I do solemnly swear that I will support the Constitution of the Clemson
University Student Body;
I will not counsel or maintain any proceeding which shall appear to me
to be unjust, nor any defense except such as I believe to be honestly
debatable under the articles of the Constitution of the Clemson University Student Body, the Bill of Rights and Responsibilities, and all Acts of
the Student Senate made or which shall be made in accordance with
said Constitution. I will conduct myself in a dignified manner while
maintaining the respect due the Courts of Justice and the judicial
officers;
I will maintain and preserve the privileged confidence of my client;
I will maintain truth and honor at all times before the court, and will
never seek to mislead the Justices by any false statement of facts or
laws;
I will investigate and present the cases to the best of my ability;
I understand that any violation of this Code of Ethics may result in my
suspension or dismissal from my position as legal adviser at the discretion of the Attorney General.
B. The Investigator or a process server, designated by the Attorney
General, shall present to the accused, a notice containing the charges
and the time and place of the hearing. The Defense Legal Adviser and
the Investigator shall subpoena all witnesses necessary for the hearing.
C. The Defense Legal Adviser shall advise and defend the accused in the
charges brought againt him/her.

IV.

Rights of the Accused and of Adversaries.
A. The Chief Legal Adviser shall assign a member of his/her staff to con-

B.
C.
D.

E.
F.
G.

tact the accused to offer assistance. A list of Legal Advisers may be requested by the accused who may select an adviser from this list or from
the Student Body.
Any student accused of violating the Student Regulations shall have the
right to remain silent.
No new charges may be added to those listed in the notice of hearing.
The hearing must be no earlier than three University work days after
the Attorney General has received notification of the case and no later
than 21 University work days after such notification excluding exam
periods and student holidays. After 21 University work days have passed,
the said case will be dismissed.
Any student who receives an adverse decision may appeal within four
days to the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court shall consider all
records and appellate arguments submitted for appeal.
Any student accused of violating the Student Regulations shall have the
right to a closed hearing upon request.
Any student accused of violating the Student Regulations shall have the
right to know what evidence and witnesses will be brought against
him/her.
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V.

Trial Courts.
A In addition to the Supreme Court, there shall be two additional courts.
These courts shall have original jurisdiction over all cases involving
violations of the Student Regulations. The courts shall be considered as
equals in this jurisdiction , and each court shall hear both major and
minor cases. All cases will be assigned by the Attorney General.
B. Each Trial Court shall be composed of four members elected by the student body and three members appointed by the Student Body President
with the approval of the Student Senate.
C. The elected members shall be assigned to the courts randomly by the
Attorney General. If necessary, the Attorney General may reassign any
court member to the other Trial Court. The reassignment may be done
only in such a manner as to keep overall composition of each court at
the stated four to three ratio of elected to appointed members.
D. All court members are required to attend all sessions of court, with no
more than three excused absences per semester, no more than two
absences to be consecutive . All excused absences will be approved by
the Attorney General. Positions created by excessive absences will be
elected by the Student Senate.
E. Each court shall have a Chairperson , a Vice Chairperson, and a
Secretary . Each court shall adopt its own procedures and file them with
the Attorney General.
F. Newly elected or appointed court members must serve a mandatory
apprenticeship by attending court sessions in the respective courts to
which they have been elected or appointed from the date of their election or appointment until the date they take office, excluding summer
school appointees. Apprenticeship shall hereby be defined as having
the same rules and regulations as regular court members with the exception that these apprentices shall not vote, voice their opinions, or
speak during the entire court proceeding including deliberations. They
shall instead witness the proceedings and rules of the court as a learning process in order that they may better understand the judicial process . These apprentices shall be subject to the same attendance policy
as regular court members, and this policy is to begin at the beginning of
their apprenticeship .

VI.

Canons of Judicial Ethics.
The following text and canons are the established mandatory standards that all court members must observe:
A Court members must uphold the integrity and independence of the
judiciary.
B. Court members must respect and comply with the Articles of the Constitution of the Clemson University Student Body, the Bill of Rights and
Respons ibilities , and all Acts of the Student Senate and should conduct
themselves at all times in a manner that promotes public confidence in
the integrity and impartiality of the judiciary.
C. Court members must maintain order and decorum in all proceedings.
D. Court members must be patient , dignified, courteous to witnesses,
legal advisers , and others with whom they deal in their official capacity.
E. Court members must dispose promptly of the business of the court . All
court members are expected to be punctual.
F. Court members must abstain from public comment about a pending or
past proceeding in any court .
G. A court member must disqualify himself/herself in a proceeding in
which his/her impartiality might reasonably be questioned.

VII.

Court Session.
A Court shall meet at all times the University is in session.
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VIII.

IX.

8. Vacancies in the Student Courts during summer session shall be temporarily filled by Student Body presidential appointees.
C. Both Trial Courts are required to meet at least once each week during
regular school semesters , excepting exam weeks , when hearings are
present on the schedules as shown by the Attorney General 's office .
Subpoenas.
A Any student duly subpoenaed three days in advance to attend any court
hearing shall do so.
8 . A student who fails to answer a subpoena shall be held in contempt of
court and may receive a penalty of suspension or written reprimand to
the student or his/her parents or legal guardians .
Sanctions (Penalties).
See page 44 .

GOVERNING BOARDS, COMMITTEES, AND COUNCILS
The Central Spirit Committee
I.
Structure.
A The Central Spirit Committee shall exist for the purpose of coord inating
activities relating to the preservation of school spirit.
B. The Central Spirit Committee shall initiate such activities through subcomm ittees it may establish .
C. The Central Spirit Committee shall be respons ible to the Student Body
President.
D. The Central Spirit Committee shall be composed of two branches :
1. A Steering Committee which shall plan and establish pol icy for the
Central Spirit Committee and meet for the purpose of selecting
Junior Staff members through interviews .
2. A Junior Staff which shall offer suggest ions to the Steering Committee and assist Central Spirit with all of its projects .
II.
Membership.
A The membership of the Centra l Spirit Steering Committee shall consist
of a Chairperson (who shal l be nom inated by the membership of Central
Spirit , appointed by the Pres ident of the Student Body , and approved by
the Student Senate), and one representative f ram the fol lowing : Junior
Varsity Cheerleading Squad , Vars ity Cheerlead ing Squad , the Tiger
Band , I FC, and Panhellen ic Counc il. In add ition to these six, there shall
be seven at-large members to be chosen by the Chairperson of Central
Spirit in April of each year from the Junior Staff and/or a previous
member of the Steering Comm ittee .
B. The membership of the Junior Staff committee shall consist of 25
members , one of whom shall serve as Chairperson . (These members
should represent a cross-section of the student body at Clemson
University.) The Junior Staff shall be elected by the end of each
academic year with the except ion of five spaces which shall be left
vacated until the beg inning of each academ ic year in order that
freshmen will serve in th is capacity.
Dormitory Councils
I.

Structure.
A A Dormitory Council shall exist for each dormitory unit for these purposes:
1. To conduct elections concerning visitation and social functions
within the dormitory.
2. To make ru les for the dorm itory that do not conflict with Residence
Halls policy.
3. To assist the Elections Chairperson by operating polling places
within the domitory unit.
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4. To conduct and promulgate social functions for the residents of the
dormitory.
5. To be available and to assist at activities where large numbers of
students are participating .
6. To supply input to the Senate and propose legislation to the Senate
through the Residence Halls Committee.
B. 1 . The Dorm Council for the individual dorms shall be administered according to their individual constitutions .
2. There shall also be an Inter-Dorm Council which will be made up of
the officers of the individual Dorm Councils and any other interested
dorm members. The purpose of this council is to promulgate interdorm functions and projects.
C . The Inter-Dorm Council shall be administered according to its constitution . A Dormitory Council shall consist of two members from each hall
of their precinct elected by a " show of hands " at the first hall meeting
conducted by the Resident Assistant not later than the second week of
classes in the fall semester .
1. Officers of the Dormitory Council for each dormitory unit shall consist of a President and Secretary , elected by the members of the individual Council in April for the following year. In cases where the
above cannot be done , the Chairperson of the Residence Halls Committee shall see to it that the election is held in the first few weeks of
the fall semester .
Procedures.
A. Dorm itory residents , by a simple majority, shall enact dormitory visitation rules and other action within the framework established by the Ad·
ministration and Student Senate.
1. Informational copies of all actions of the Dorm Council , including
minutes of meetings , shall be sent to the Secretary of the Senate
and to the Residence Halls Committee . Copies of all legislation
passed by the Dorm Counc il shall also be sent to the Vice President
for Student Affairs .
2. The Student Senate shall have veto power over all Dormitory Coun c il action.
Financing.
A. The Dorm itory Council may receive funds for dorm functions through
the Residence Halls Soc ial Fund .
B. Should a Dormitory Council project fail to be funded through the
Residence Halls Social Fund , the Council may apply to the Finance
Committee .

Elections Board
A. There shall be a seven-member boa rd establ ished to aid the Elections
Chairperson .
B. Members of the Elections Board shall be appointed by the President of
the Student Body and confirmed by the Student Senate .
C. The Elections Cha irperson or any member of the Elections Board shall
have the power to recommend disqualification of a candidate to the
Elections Board . If such a recommendation is made , then the Elections
Board shall have the power to rule on this matter by a majority vote.
This decision shall be rendered by the Elections Board within 24 hours.
Finance Committee
I.

Structure.
A. The Finance Committee shall exist for the purpose of recommending
allocation of funds from any source of the Student Senate and inform-
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ing all funded organizations and committees of approved methods for
fund expenditure.
B. The Finance Committee shall consist of the Vice President of the Student Body, the Senate Chairperson of the Student Organizations and Affairs Committee , President Pro-Tempore of the Student Senate,
Chairperson of the Department of Student Services, Treasurer of the
Student Body, Secretary of the Student Body, and one student who is a
Senator at the time of his/her election. The Senator shall serve for a
term of one year. The Treasurer of the Student Body shall serve as
chairperson for the committee and the Secretary of the Student Body
shall serve as the committee 's secretary.

II.

Procedure.
To determine the allocation of funds, the Finance Committee will
hold hearings the second semester .
A. Records of all organizations seeking funds may be required. The
Treasurer of the Student Body may review financial records at any
time.
B. The Finance Committee will prepare an Appropriations Bill and submit
it to the Student Senate no later than April 1.

Homecoming Board
See page 70.
Minority Council

/.
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Structure.
A. Purpose.
1. To advise Student Government on matters of concern to those
students not in the racial majority of the Student Body.
2. To serve as the voice of minority students at Clemson in dealing with
persons, organizations , committees , businesses , and other establishments located/visiting on or off campus.
3. To encourage minority student involvement in student organizations, the student media, and various student affairs at Clemson
University.
4. To serve as a communications link for foreign students by increasing the Student Body 's awareness of the needs and problems of
foreign students.
5. To encourage the enrollment of minority students who meet the
creditable standards of Clemson University.
6. To help promote unity among the racial minority and the racial majority students so as to preserve the Clemson family spirit.
B. Membership.
1. The membership of the council shall consist of 10 students not in the
racial majority of the Student Body of Clemson University.
2. The percentages of each ethnic group which falls under a racial
minority shall be obtained from the Admissions Office each year.
From these percentages , fair and adequate representation among
racial minority students shall be obtained.
3. At least three of the 1O council members must be international
students and at least three members must be American minority
students.
4. During the second week of school in the spring semester, the
Chairperson shall be nominated by the membership of the Minority
Council , appointed by the Student Body Vice President, and approved
by the Student Senate.
5. After the new Chairperson has received final approval, he/she shall
assist the Student Body Vice President in appointing the new

JI.

members, who will be approved by the Student Senate. At the time
of Senate consideration , the Vice President will explain the method
in appointing council membership in order to achieve fair and adequate representation for each ethnic group.
Procedure.
The Minority Council shall meet and discharge its duties in accordance with the following procedures :
A. The Council shall advise Student Government on matters of concern to
those students not in the racial majority of the Student Body by submitting resolutions to the Student Body Vice President , who shall introduce
such resolutions to the Student Senate.
B. The Minority Council shall meet at least once every two weeks.
C. The Student Body Vice President shall be an ex-officio member of the
Council and may attend the meetings.
D. Other members of Student Government or the University Administration may attend Council meetings.

Research and Development Staff
I.

II.

Purpose.
A. The Research and Development Staff shall exist for the purpose of:
1. Seeking information on problems facing students for any member of
the Student Government.
2. To provide information about problems and to recommend possible
solutions for problems that have been researched by the staff.
3. To administer any student opinion poll for Student Government and
the Student Life Office.
Structure.
A. The Research and Development Staff shall be under the direction of the
President of the Student Body and of its Director.
B. Membership shall consist of the following:
1. A Director appointed by the President of the Student Body upon approval by the Senate.
2. An Assistant Director of Polling appointed by the Director.
3. Any Clemson student whose application is approved by the current
Director.

Speakers Bureau
I.

Structure.
A. The Speakers Bureau shall exist for the purpose of providing a program
of timely and provocative speakers for the Student Body and University
community.
B. The Speakers Bureau shall consist of, at most, eight students appointed
by the Student Body President to serve one-year terms and the
Chairperson . The Chairperson shall be nominated by the membership
of the Speakers Bureau , appointed by the President of the Student Body
and approved by the Student Senate. A member of the faculty or the administration shall serve as adviser.
C. During the second week of school in the spring semester, the membership of the Speakers Bureau shall nominate a person from within its
membership to serve as Chairperson for one year. After the new
Chairperson has received final approval , he/she shall assist the Student Body President in selecting new members for the Speakers
Bureau . A person may be reappointed once to the Bureau and may
serve an additional year if selected as Chairperson .
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Procedure.
All speakers approved by the Speakers Bureau must be submitted
to the President of Clemson University through the Vice President for Student Affairs for final approval before any invitation to speak is extended.

Student Media Association
I.

II.
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Structure.
A . The Student Media Association shall include the Chronicle, TAPS, The
Tiger, and WSBF .
B. Each media staff shall have an adviser , selected by the individual staff,
for the purpose of offering professional advice.
C. 1. There shall be a Joint Media Adviser from the administration, appointed by the Vice President for Student Affairs upon recommendation by the four media organizations.
2. The duties of the Joint Media Adviser shall include receiving, reviewing and compiling annual budget requests from each media
organization; aiding in negotiation of necessary business contracts;
receiving and dispensing media funds ; serving as Chairperson of the
Media Advisory Board ; and in general , serving as the chief administrative adviser to the four media organizations.
Media Advisory Board.
A. A Media Advisory Board (hereafter referred to as " the Board") shall be
established.
B. The Board shall be composed of 12 persons as follows :
1. The Joint Media Adviser, who shall serve as Chairperson .
2. An administrator who shall be appointed by the Vice President for
Student Affairs .
3. One member of the faculty who shall be appointed by the Faculty
Senate President to serve a two-year term. The faculty member shall
not be an adviser to any media staff.
4. One non-faculty employee from University Relations appointed by
the Exe cutive Director of University Relations .
5. Two members of the Student Senate who shall be elected by the Student Senate to serve one-year terms. These senators shall not be
members of any media staff.
6. Two students-at-large who shall be appointed by the President of the
Student Body to serve one-year terms . These students shall not be
members of the Student Senate or members of any media staff.
7. The editors of the Chronicle, TAPS, The Tiger, and the business
director of WSBF .
C. The Board shall meet at least once in every month of the academic
year. The Chairperson , either on his or her own initiative or upon the request of a majority of the Board members , shall call special meetings of
the Board when necessary.
D. The duties of the Board shall include the following:
1. When necessary, advising the Joint Media Adviser on any matter
concerning the operation of the media.
2. Hearing complaints and suggestions from any person concerning
any media organization or the media in general , and advising the
Joint Media Adviser and the affected media organization as to the
proper course of action to take in response to the complaints or
suggestions.
3. Accepting or rejecting the annual budget proposal as presented by
the Joint Media Adviser. A two-thirds majority of the entire Board
shall be required for approval. The Chairperson shall not vote except
in the case of a tie. Upon approval, the budget shall be submitted to
the Vice President for Student Affairs . Rejection of the proposed

budget by the Board shall result in the return of the budget to the
Joint Media Adviser for reconsideration with the four media
organizations .
E. The intra-staff policies and procedures of each media organization shall
be determined by the individual staffs .

Student Services Department

I.

Structure.
A. The Department of Student Services shall exist for the purpose of serving the Student Body and of developing funds for allocation by the
Finance Committee on an emergency funding basis .
B. The Department of Student Services shall be directed by a Chairperson . This Committee shall consist of the following members:
1. A Chairperson appointed by the President of the Student Body and
approved by the Student Senate.
2. Two Vice Chairpersons appointed by the Chairperson of the Department of Student Services.
3. Members appointed by the Chairperson to operate specific areas of
service .
C. Membership shall be open to any Clemson student upon approval by
the Chairperson .

II.

Audits.
A. The Department of Student Services account shall be audited annually
by the Associate Dean of Student Life , except every fifth year , when it
shall be audited with the University accounts by the University auditors.
This audit will occur at the end of each fiscal year .
B. The results of the audit shall be placed in Student Government records ,
and shall be available as governed by rule s pertaining to Student
Government records .

Ill.

Fund Allocation.
A. Profits from Department of Student Services will become Student
Government funds for 1) emergency fund ing al location approved by
the Finance Committee and 2) additiona l services approved by the
President 's Cabinet.
B. The Student Services Department Cha irperson shal l recommend to the
Finance Committee an amount avai lable for emergency fund ing all ocations . Emergency funds will be allocated to student organ izations by the
Finance Committee and approved by the Student Senate.
C. Funds from the Department of Student Services may be allocated for
honorariums for members of the department. The Chairperson shall be
responsible for recommend ing honorarium amounts to the President's
Cabinet .
D. The honorarium for the Department Cha irperson sha ll be approved by
the Finance Committee and the Student Senate .

Treasurer's Staff
I.
Purpose.
The Treasurer 's Staff shall exist for the purpose of informing the
Senate Finance Committee through the administration of organizational
evaluations, providing aid to organizations in preparing and understanding
budget requisitions and allocations, and generally assisting the Treasurer.
II.
Structure.
A. The Treasurer's Staff shall be under the direction of the President of the
Student Body and the Student Body Treasurer .
B. Membership shall consist of the following :
1. A Chairperson who will be either the Treasurer or someone appointed by the Treasurer .
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2. A total of seven persons including the Chairperson are chosen by
the Treasurer and approved by the Senate.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS
I.

General Information.
Elections shall be publicized at least 72 hours in advance.
No one shall solicit votes within 50 feet of the poll locations .
Voters must present Student I.D. Cards and Student Use Cards.
Students officially excused from the University may apply to the Elections Chairperson for an absentee ballot at least 48 hours before an
election.
E. Write-in candidates shall be valid in all elections excluding run-off elections; names of write-in candidates shall appear on the ballot where applicable in run-off elections.
F. Results of an election shall be posted in the Student Government offices within 24 hours of the closing unless the election is disputed.
G. There will be a mandatory meeting of all candidates to be scheduled by
the Elections Chairperson.
A.
8.
C.
D.

II.
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Senate Elections.
A. Qualifications.
1. Candidates for Senate offices must have at least a grade point ratio
of 2.0.
2. No Senator may be an executive officer or hold a court office position.
3. On-campus Senators must be residents of the precinct they represent.
4. Off-campus Senators must be enrolled in the college they represent.
8. Nominations.
All Senate candidates must file a nominating petition signed by
10 students with the Elections Chairperson no later than 5:00 p.m. on
the second Thursday following registration in the fall semester.
C. Election Procedures .
1. General Information.
a. Senate elections shall be held the third Thursday following
registration in the fall semester.
b. Polls will open at 9:00 a.m. and close at 5:00 p.m. on Election
Day.
c. Elected candidates shall assume their duties on the Monday
following run-off elections.
d. Run-off elections shall be held on the fourth Thursday following
registration in the fall semester.
2. On-Campus Elections.
a. At least one poll will be located within the vicinity of each dormitory . These polls will be operated by the Dormitory Council
under the supervision of the Elections Board.
b. On-campus senators shall be elected by a majority vote of the
ballots cast. If in the first election all seats are not filled by candidates receiving a majority of ballots cast, a run-off election will
be held with the candidate(s) receiving the highest number of
ballots in the run-off being elected.
c . If more candidates than the number of seats available receive a
majority of ballots cast, then those candidates with the highest
number of ballots shall be elected.
d. In case of a run-off election, the number of candidates included
on the ballot shall be twice the number of positions in dispute. If
there are not enough candidates to fulfill this requirement, all remaining candidates shall be included on the ballot.

3. Off-Campus Elections.
a . Off-campus Senators shall be elected according to college. The
number of off-campus seats in each college will reflect the
percentage of off-campus students in each college. All colleges
will have at least one off-campus seat.
b. At least six off-campus polls will be strategically located near colleges and general areas where the flow of off-campus students is
greatest . Off-campus students may vote at any of these polls.
c . Off-campus Senators shal l be elected by a majority of ballots
cast. If in the first election all seats are not filled by candidates
receiving a majority of ballots cast , a run-off election will be held
with the candidate(s) receiving the highest number of ballots in
the run-off being elected.
d. If more candidates than the number of seats available receive a
majority of ballots cast, then those candidates with the highest
number of ballots shall be elected.
e. In case of a run-off election , the number of candidates included
on the ballot shall be twice the number of positions in dispute. If
there are not enough candidates to fulfill this requirement, all remaining candidates shall be included on the ballot.
D. Campaign Rules.
1. There will be no restrictions on campaign expenditures for Student
Senate except that the use of University media shall be prohibited.
2. Student Senate candidates will abide by the following rules governing the location of all posted material. The se guidelines will be enforced by the Elections Board .
a. Posted material shall be restricted to bulletin boards.
b. Flyers are permitted to be placed under residents' doors.
c. On-campus candidates are prohibited from posting campaign
material in academic buildings.
d. Off-campus candidates shall be restricted to kiosks, Post Office
bulletin boards, and ground stake locations approved by the Elections Chairperson, and academic buildings under the following
guidelines:
1) Campaign material cannot be posted in academic buildings
prior to the second Thursday following registration.
2) Campaign material in academic buildings must be no larger
than 8 ½ inches by 11 inches.
3) Candidates will be restricted to one piece of campaign
material per bulletin board in academic buildings.
e. All candidates must remove their campaign material within 72
hours after the election has been officially finalized.
f. Campaign material posted with the candidate 's knowledge in any
other area will constitute grounds for immediate disqualification.
E. Disqualification.
1. A candidate may be disqualified for not abiding by the rules governing Senate elections .
2. If a candidate is disqualified before the polls open , the election will
be held with the candidate 's name stricken from the ballot.
3. If a candidate is disqualified after the polls have closed, the election
will be considered null and void; however, if a qualified candidate
has received a majority of all the votes cast, the results of the election will stand . If a new election is required, all candidates ' names
will appear on the ballots except those which are disqualified.
F. Appeal of Disqualification.
1. Grounds for Appeal of Elections:
a. Inaccurate vote count.
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b. Failure of the Elections Chairperson and Elections Board to abide
by the elections procedures.
2. An election referendum , special vote, or disqualification may be appealed by filing a written notice containing specific allegations with
the Attorney General within 72 hours after the polls have closed . Any
complaint in this matter shall be considered an adversary and shall
be granted all applicable rights .
3. The Supreme Court will hold a mandatory hearing within three working days following the deadline for appeals . If the Court decides
there were adequate grounds for appeal of elections, the Court may
at its discretion call a new election, uphold or overturn the ruling of
the Elections Board or otherwise penalize the parties involved.
G. Vacancies in the Senate shall be filled by fully qualified candidates who
are appointed by the President of the Student Senate and approved by a
majority vote of the Student Senate . These Senators shall serve out the
remainder of the vacated term .
Presidential, Vice Presidential, and Court Elections.
A Qualifications.
1. Candidates for office must have at least a grade point ratio of 2.3.
2. Candidates for the office of President must have a minimum of 60
semester hours. Candidates for Vice President must have a
minimum of 45 semester hours. If the President is removed or has
resigned , the Vice President does not have to have the required
number of semester hours to assume the office of President .
3. Candidates for all offices except the Supreme Court must agree to
serve the entire term of office.
4. No president , vice president , or court member may hold an additional executive office , court position or Senate position.
B. Nominations.
Nominations for office will be made by petitions of 10 students
filed with the Elections Chairperson no later than 5:00 p.m . of the second Friday of February.
C. Election Procedures .
1. Candidates for the offices of President and Vice President will be
elected on receiving a majority of ballots cast . Court members shall
be elected by rece ivi ng the highest number of votes cast. Referendums will be approved by two-thirds vote .
2. Elections for these offices will be held the first Tuesday of March
with run -offs to be held the following Tuesday .
3. Polls will open at 9:00 a.m. and close at 5:00 p.m. on Elections Day.
Students may vote at any poll in campus-wide elections.
4. In the case of a run-off election , the number of candidates included
shall be twice the number of positions in dispute.
5. Elected candidates shall assume their duties on the last Tuesday of
March .
6. Newly elected or appointed court members shall assume their
duties at the beginning of the next academic school year. They shall
be sworn into office at the end of the last court meeting of the
semester they are elected or appointed during the regular election
or appointment time during the spring of each academic year.
7. The use of the computer in this election shall be mandatory.
D. Campaign Rules.
1. Each candidate shall be allowed to spend no more than $60 on
printed material in the initial election and no more than $25 on
printed material for each subsequent election.
a. Printed material shall include all reproduced posters, flyers, platforms, letters, and notices.

b. All printed and/or photocopied material must be reproduced at
the University Duplicating Services Center.
c. All campaign literature to be reproduced must be initialed by the
Elections Chairperson before being reproduced.
d. Upon picking up printed material done by the University
Duplicating Services Center, each candidate must file one sample
of each type of printed material with the Elections Chairperson.
e. All candidates must submit to the Elections Chairperson an
itemized report with receipts of purchases of all campaign expenditures by 5:00 p.m. on the Monday prior to the initial election
and by 5:00 p.m. on the day prior to a run-off election . The itemized
report with receipts of all purchases of printed material done at
the University Duplicating Center is mandatory.
f. If elected , write-in candidates for President, Vice President, or
Court will be subject to all regulations governing elections except
that expenditures must be submitted to the Elections Chairperson no later than 24 hours after official notification by the Elections Chairperson.
g. All candidates must submit to the Elections Chairperson an
itemized report whether or not expenses have been incurred.
2. Rules governing campaign material shall be as follows :
a. Each candidate shall be allowed to have only four banners
displayed at any one time with the location approved by the Elections Chairperson .
b. Campaign materials (including non-reproduced) shall be
restricted to the following areas in non-academic buildings:
1. Bulletin boards.
2. Flyers placed under residents ' doors .
3. Kiosks, Post Office bulletin boards , and ground stake locations approved by the Elections Chairperson .
c . Use of campus media will be prohibited .
d. Posted material must be removed within 72 hours after election
has been officially finalized .
e. Campaign literature posted with the candidate's knowledge in
any other area will constitute grounds for immediate disqualification.
E. Disqualification .
1. A candidate may be disqualified for not abiding by the rules governing campus-wide elections.
2. If a candidate is disqualified before the pol ls open , the election will
be held with the candidate 's name stricken from the ballot.
3. If a candidate is disqualified after the polls have closed , the election
will be considered null and void ; however, if a qualified cand idate
has received a majority of all votes cast, the results of the election
will stand. If a new election is required , all candidates' names will
appear except those who are disqualified.
F. Appeal of Disqualification.
1 . Grounds for Appeal of Elections:
a. Inaccurate vote count.
b. Failure of the Elections Chairperson and Elections Board to abide
by the Elections Procedures .
2. An election referendum, special vote, or disqualification may be appealed by filing a written notice containing specific allegations with
the Attorney General within 72 hours after the polls have closed . Any
complaint in this matter shall be considered an adversary and shall
be granted all applicable rights.
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G. Vacancies.
1. If the office of Student Body President is vacated, the Student Body
Vice President will assume office.
2. If the office of Student Body Vice President is vacated, a new Vice
President will be appointed by the Student Body President upon
ratification by two-thirds majority vote of the Senate.

STUDENT ORGANIZATION LEGISLATION
Organizational Guidelines
/.

Rights and Privileges.
A. The structure of a student organization shall be decided solely by that
organization , provided it continues to meet the requirements established
for obtaining recognition , and does not conflict with any University policies.
B. Student organizations are free to invite their own faculty or staff advisers . Advisers may advise organizations in the exercise of responsibility, but they shall not have the authority to control the policy of the
organizations .
C. All recognized organizations shall have the right to publish their
organizational picture in the Clemson yearbook.
D. All recogn ized organizations shall be allowed the use of University
facilities provided that:
1. The organ ization meets any University requirements for the use of
such facilities .
2. The facility is available for use at that time .
3. The organization has not proved to be irresponsible in the care of
University facilities .
E. Any recognized organization may apply for permission to carry out a
fund raising activity.
F. Any recognized organization may sponsor a candidate for Miss
Homecoming and /or Miss Clemson University.
G. Any recogn ized organization may act as an official representative of
Clemson Univers ity , and shall be entitled to all rights and privileges accorded by the Clemson University community, provided that organization continues to act in a responsible manner.
H. An organization may be recognized as either a funded or a non-funded
organization .
1. A funded organization shall be entitled to all rights and responsibilities accorded by the Clemson University community.
2. A non-funded organization shall be entitled to all rights and responsibilities accorded by the Clemson University community, excluding
the right to apply for funding from the Clemson University Student
Senate .
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II.

Requirements for Recognition.
A. All organizations petitioning for recognition must present information
concerning :
1. The purpose of the organization .
2. The criteria for membership.
3. An initial list of members.
4. A current list of officers and club officials.
5. A copy of its Constitution and By-Laws .
B. All organizations petitioning for recognition must have a faculty or staff
adviser.
C. All organizations petitioning for recognition must have at least 12 active
members.

D. All organizations petitioning for recognition must hold at least two
business meetings each semester.
E. All organizations petitioning for recognition must not deny membership
to any student so lely because of race, sex , color, religion, or national
origin .
F. All organizations petitioning for recognition must limit their active
regular membershi p to students of Clemson University. Organizations
may allow other persons to be honorary , advisory , alumn i, associate,
etc. members.
G. Organizations petitioning for recognition as a funded organization must
have some sort of regu lar dues (this excludes co-curricular organiza tions). All organizations are encouraged to have dues to cover
operating expenses.
H. Re ligious , political, and social organizations must petition for recogni tion as non-funded organizations.

Ill.

Procedure s fo r Recogn ition.
A. An organization applying for recognition should obtain from the Office
of Student Life three copies of the Petition for Recognition and three
copies of the Student Organizational Report.
8. After completing the forms , return three copies of the Petition for
Recognition and three copies of the Student Organizational Report
along with three copies of its Constitution and By-Laws to the Office of
Student Life for transmittal to the Student Senate . The third copy of the
Student Organizational Report is to be retained for the organization 's
files .
C. An organization should petition to be recognized as either a funded or a
non-funded organization .
1. When applying as a funded organization through the Student
Government, the pet itioning organ izat ion mu st present an estimated
budget to clarify the request.
2. This estimated budget must be referred to the Student Senate to
clarify their request.
3. All organizations applying for recogn ition as a funded or non-funded
organization must be approved by the Student Senate by a twothirds vote of the Senate present .
4. The Student Senate reserves the right to change the class ification of
a recognized organization by a two-thirds vote of the Senate . Any
change decided on by the Senate will take effect at the beginning of
the new fiscal year.
D. The Student Senate will act on the validity of the request for recognition
and transmit its decision to the Vice President for Student Affairs for
signature.
E. The Senate 's decision will be based on :
1. The uniqueness of the organization . Organizations will not be
recognized if they duplicate previously recognized organizations .
2. The ability of the organization to meet the requirements for recognition.
F. Upon receiving the Vice President 's signature , the organization in question is considered to be a recognized student organization .
G. The Student Senate may, by a two-thirds vote of the membership of the
Senate , revoke the recognition of any student organization which in accordance with the rules and guidelines passed by the Student Senate
and in accordance with standard University policies, fails to meet the
necessary requirements placed on student organizations.
H. It is the responsibility of the chief officer of each student organization to
file an up-dated Student Organizational Report Form listing new officers, etc. with the Office of Student Life immediately after election of
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officers , upon request , and upon a date set by the Office of Student
Life.
I. If an organization wishes to change its classification, it must reapply for
recognition and meet all present standards for recognition in that
classification.
Retaining Recognition .
A. To retain recognition , an organization must conform to all requirements
needed for initial recognition .
B. Every recognized organization must file a copy of its Constitution, Bylaws and Student Organizational Report Form with the Office of Student Life after the organizational update .

Organizational Funding
I.
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II.

Eligibility.
A. Only organizations that have been recognized as funded organizations
may apply for funding from the Clemson University Student Government.
B. When an organization applies for funding, it must recognize that:
1. All funding received be used only in the categories specified by the
Finance Committee which include travel , contractual services (eight
categories) , postage, supplies and materials, rents for equipment,
rents for other, insurance , contributions , other fixed charges, and
equipment .
2. No funding is to be used for social functions which serve purely as
entertainment.
3. All organizations recognized as funded are required to turn in their
allocation request form before or on the deadline date set by the Student Body Treasurer . Any organization not complying with this
deadline will not be eligible for funding by Student Government neither general budget nor emergency funding.
C. An organization 's general budget will be heard during general budget
hearings only.
D. Any funded organization recognized between January 1 and the close
of the general budget hearings must submit a Budget Request Form to
the Student Body Treasurer. If the organization is to be funded for the
up-coming fiscal year, the request must be submitted before the end of
the general budget hearings.
Receiving Funding.
A. The Student Government Finance Committee will hold hearings for the
purpose of recommending funding during the second semester. To apply
for funding , a funded organization should:
1. Pick up an Allocation Request Form from the Student Government
Office.
2. Arrange for a hearing with the Finance Committee .
B. At the appointed time , a representative from the organization must appear before the Finance Committee .
C. The organizational representative should be prepared to answer detailed
questions regarding the organization 's budget request , and should also
provide:
1. Seven detailed copies of the organization 's budget request.
2. Seven copies of the budgetary requisition form .
D. After the hearings have been completed , the Finance Committee will
submit a suggested allocation for each organization to the Student
Senate for approval.
E. The Student Senate shall act on the suggested allocations and transmit
their decision (Senate form of an appropriations bill) to the Vice President for Student Affairs for signature .
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May28
June 11
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Second Session
June 27 ·
June 28

June 29
July 4 .
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August 3
August 6
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Tuesday-Classes beglri
Saturday----Classes meet
Saturday-Classes meet
Friday-Examinations
Monday~Orientation, new students
Tuesday_:Registration·
Wednesday---:Classes begin
Monday-Classes .SU$pended
Saturday-Cfasses meet
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Need

Audio-Visual Equipment
1 16mm Movie Projectors,
Slide Projectors and
Tape Recorders
2. Sound Equipment, Stage
Lighting and Sound/Light
Communications System

1.

Bank

Commerc.ial bank$ rn
town and automatic
teller machines, near
Jo~nstone Hall

Bicycfe Code

See page 119.

Books & Supplies

1. University Bookstore

2. APO Bookstore
Class Standing
Classification System

See Announcements
(undergradute catalog).

Computer

1.,
2.
3.
4.
5,
6.

C-25 P&AS
M-4 Martin Hall
Riggs Hall basement
105 Sirrine Hall
19 Brackett Hall
Lee Hall Graphics Center

Concert Series
1. Tickets
2. Schedule

1,2. 717 Strode Tower

Cooperative Education

806 University Union

Copiers

1. University Union
2 . Library
3. Manning Hat!

Counseling
1. Educational, Vocational, Personal
2. Disciplinary
3. Emotional

4. Academic

1. Counseling Center
2. 201 Mell Hall .
3. Redfern Mental Health Ctr.

4. Your academic dept.

Course Offering

1. Announcements
(undergraduate
catalog)
12. Schedule Booklet
3. Summer School Catalog

Drop/Add

104 Sikes Hall

Drug Policy

See page 77 .

Place

Phone

1. 101 Mell Hall
2. 101 Mell Hall

2270
2270

3. See page 110.
4 . Student Traffic
Review Board
(Student Government)
5. 101 Mell Hall

Comments

2. Pay fine s promptly Failure to
pay re sults in indebtedness
tb the University

2195

2270

5. Refer to Chapter 3,
Artic les 13 and 14
of the Traffic Code
lfl

102 Sikes Hall

2171

201 Melt Ha ll

21.53

this book .

Air students pick up withdrawal
fo rms here.

HOURS TO REMEMBER

Agricultural Sales (3242)
Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday

9:00 a.m - 5:30 p.m.
9:00 a.m- 1:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m - 5:30 p .m

Bookstore (2050)
Monday-Friday

8 30 a.rn .- 5:00 p.m.

Canteens
Johnstone Canteen (2074)
Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Home Football Saturdays
Lever Canteen (2094)
Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Home Football Saturdays
·

Computer Center
P&AS Basement (3466)
Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday
105 Sirrine Hall (2245)
Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday
M-4 Martin Hall (3034)
Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday

7:30a .m .- 11:00
7 30 am .· 8:00
10:00 am .- 1:DO
4 00 p.m.-11 :DO
8:00 a.m.- 1 :00
3:30 p.m. 6:30

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m

8:30 a.m.- 11 :00 p.m .
8:30 a.m.· 3:30 p.m .

CLOSED
4:00 p.m.- 11 .00 pm.
10:00 a.m.- 1:00 p.m.

7:45 a.m.-11 ·30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.- 6:00 p.m,
2:00 p.m.- 11 :30 p.m
8:00 a.m.-11 :30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.- 6:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.-11 :30 p .m.
8:00 a.m.-11 :30 p.m.
8:00 a.m - 6:00 p .m.
2:00 p.m.-11:30 p.m.

Gutter (Coffeehouse)
Edgar's

. · Satu
Art Gallery

Monda
Sunday·

Stud,nt Tic
Students may attend all ho .
presentation of a valid I.D. andStuden
by the Athletic Department. See. pag

Date
Sept. 6
Sept. 11
Sept. 18
Sept. 25
Oct. 2
Oct. 9
Oct. 16
Oct. 23
Oct. 30
Nov. 6
Nov. 13
Nov. 20
Nov. 27

Opponent
Georgia
OPEN DATE
Boston College
(IPTAY Day)
Western Carolina
Kentucky
(Homecoming)
Virginia
Duke
(Parents ' Day)
N. C. State
OPEN DATE
North Carolina
(Hall of Fame Day)
Maryland
South Carolina
Wake Forest
(Mirage Bowl)

1982-83 Men's Basketb
Date
Nov. 26·28
Dec. 3-4
Dec . 6
Dec. 11
Dec . 15
Dec . 18
Dec, 28-29
Jan . 4
Jan. 7
Jan . ·11
Jan . 15

Opponent
Alaskan Shootout .
IPTAY Tournament
The Citadel .
To Be Announced
Campbell
Vanderbilt
Sun Bowl Classic
Furman
N.C. State
Ge9rgia Tech ·
Wake Forest

Real Life
,.~~

# Ministries
~Of(},)
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F. Upon receiving the Vice President's signature, each organization will
be advised of its approved allocation. The funds allocated by Student
Government are University controlled state money and are to be used
under the same purchasing guidelines of all state agencies.
G. Upon receiving advisement of its allocation, the organization should
send a representative to the Office of Student Life for instructions as to
proper use of this allocation. Funds allocated in the spring shall not
become available until July 1 of that year.
Emergency Funding.
A. Should the need arise for additional funds to be used during the present
school year, funded organizations may apply for emergency funding.
B. Funded organizations that are recognized after the close of the general
budget hearings are eligible for a subsistence allocation to cover the
time between their recognition and the time of the next general budget
hearings. The allocation will consist of the basic printing and advertising cost.
C. Requests for emergency funding shall be governed under the following
guidelines:
1. The Emergency Funding Request must be made for a specific purpose or event.
2. Emergency Funding Requests may not be made for purposes or
events which could have been planned for or foreseen in the
previous academic year.
3. Funding will not be granted retroactively; that is, to pay for debts
arising out of transactions which took place prior to the time the request was made.
D. To apply for emergency funding, an organization should:
1. Arrange for an emergency funding hearing by contacting the
Treasurer of the Student Body.
2. A representative of the organization should then meet with the
Finance Committee at the appointed time and be prepared to
answer detailed questions regarding their request.
3. The representative should provide:
a. Seven detailed copies of the organization's request.
b. Seven copies of the budgetary requisition form.
E. After completion of the hearing, the Finance Committee will follow the
same procedures used for regular funding request. Refer to Section 11
of Organizational Funding.

SPECIAL ACTIVITIES
Cheerleaders

I.

Selection.
A. The selection of the Varsity Cheerleading Squad will be made by two independent committees. The first committee will be an Interview Judging Committee and will be composed of the Cheerleader Adviser, Central Spirit Head, Associate Dean of Student Life, Adviser of Pamoja, a
student selected by the Student Body President, a member of Student
Senate selected by the Senate President, and the old Head
Cheerleader. This committee will interview each of the applicants. The
second committee will be a Skills Judging Committee and will be composed of four cheerleaders from nearby colleges, the new Head
Cheerleader, a member selected by the Minority Council , a member
selected by the Student Body President, and a varsity coach from the
Athletic Department. This second committee will judge the applicants
on the execution of their cheerleading abilities.

8. The 16-member Varsity Cheerleading Squad shall consist of one Head
Cheerleader, 12 cheerleaders (six male and six female), the Tiger, the
Cannon Firer, and the Flagger.
C. The Head Cheerleader will select the Tiger and the Cannon Firer from
the squad. The Head Cheerleader will also nominate a person to be the
Flagger who must be approved by a majority of the newly selected
cheerleaders and the Dean of Student Life.
D. The selection of the Junior Varsity Cheerleading Squad will be made by
two independent committees . The first committee will be an Interview
Judging Committee and will be composed of the Cheerleader adviser,
Central Spirit Head, Associate Dean of Student Life, Adviser of Pamoja,
a student selected by the Student Body President, and a member of the
Student Senate elected by the President of the Senate. This committee
will interview each of the applicants. The second committee will be a
Skills Judging Committee and will be composed of two senior members
of the Varsity Cheerleading Squad, the Head Cheerleader of the Varsity
Cheerleading Squad, a member selected by the Minority Council, a student selected by the Student Body President, and a varsity coach from
the Athletic Department. This second committee will judge the applicants on the execution of their cheerleading abilities.
E. The 15-member Junior Varsity Cheerleading Squad shall consist of one
Head Cheerleader selected by the squad , 12 cheerleaders (six male and
six female), the Tiger and the Cannon Firer.
F. A minimum of three days shall be devoted to the selection process of
the Varsity Cheerleaders. At the end of the third day of practice, the
graduating members of the (old) Varsity Cheerleading Squad will cut the
number of male and female applicants to 20 males and 20 females. Only
these applicants will be permitted to try out before the final selection
committee . In the event that less than 20 males or 20 females are involved in the selection process , there will be no cuts and all applicants
will try out before the selection committees .
G. A minimum of three days shall be devoted to the selection process of
the Junior Varsity Cheerleading Squad. At the end of the third day of
practice, the Varsity Cheerleading Squad will cut the number of male
and female applicants to 30 ma les and 30 females . Only these applicants will be permitted to try out before the final selection committees. In the event that less than 30 males or 30 females are involved in
the selection process , there will be no cuts , and all applicants will try
out before the selection committees.
H. Criteria for the selection of the cheerleaders will be based upon the
following categories :
1. Interview.
School spirit and pride , genuine personality and enthusiasm.
2. General Appearance .
Appropriateness of uniform , appropriate grooming and neatness.
3. Technique.
Sharp motions, use of arms and legs , posture and uniformity in style .
4. Projection .
Showmanship, genuine smile , spirit and enthusiasm.
5. Coordination.
Jumps, splits , cartwheels, flips , etc .
I. The Interview Judging Committee (of parts A and D) will judge the
categories of Interview and General Appearance . The Skills Judging
Committee (of parts A and D) will judge the categories of Technique,
Projection, and Coordination .
J. Each judge will give a numerical score from one to five for each
category. The candidates with the highest numerical score will be
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selected as the new cheerleaders. The score of each candidate will be
posted within 48 hours of final tryouts.
Requirements.
A. Anyone wishing to be a candidate for the Varsity Cheerleading Squad
will be eligible to try out providing he/she has a grade point ratio of 2.0
and has completed at least 12 hours. Once a candidate makes the
squad , he/she shall be required to continuously maintain a grade point
ratio of 2.0 or above to serve as cheerleader. Upon falling below the
grade point ratio of 2.0, the cheerleader in question would immediately
forfeit his/her position on the squad. If this should occur, the position
would be filled by the Head Cheerleader with the advisement of the
selection committee by elevating a member of the Junior Varsity Squad
or by appointing the next most qualified person as determined by
tryouts. Also, he/she will be a student at Clemson for the fall and spring
semesters following the time of selection.
B. Any student wishing to be a candidate for the Junior Varsity
Cheerleading Squad may try out before the Committee on Selections of
Junior Varsity Cheerleaders.
C. The Head Cheerleader will be elected from the old cheering squad by
members of that squad and will assume his/her duties at the first
basketball game. He/she must be at least a rising junior and cannot
serve again as Head Cheerleader the next year.

Miss Clemson University
Qualifications.
A. Any organization on campus that is recognized by the Office of Student
Life and Student Government may sponsor a candidate for the position
of Miss Clemson University.
B. To be qualified to hold the position of Miss Clemson University, a contestant must be a registered, single, female student at Clemson University with the grade point ratio required for her graduation, except in the
case of a first semester freshman coed or a transfer student. Each candidate must also sign an affidavit which stipulates that she will not
graduate prior to the following year's pageant.
II.
Procedure.
A. The Miss Clemson University Pageant will be held during the spring
semester of each year. The original field of contestants will be reduced
to 10 finalists by a panel of non-student judges at a pageant. The contestants will be judged on public appearance, poise, and personality.
From the finalists , the judges will select a second runner-up, first
runner-up, and Miss Clemson University, who will be formally introduced
at the last home basketball game.
B. In the event that Miss Clemson University should forfeit her office or
marry, her successor will be the first runner-up selected by the panel of
judges. In the event that the first runner-up cannot assume the position,
the second runner-up will be the successor.
/.
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Miss Homecoming
I.

Qualifications.
A. Any organization on campus that is recognized by the Office of Student
Life and Student Government may sponsor a candidate for the position
of Miss Homecoming.
B. To be qualified to hold the position of Miss Homecoming, a contestant
must be a registered female student at Clemson University with the
grade-point ratio required for graduation, except in the case of a first
semester freshman coed or a transfer student. Each candidate must
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also sign an affidavit which stipulates that she will not graduate prior to
the termination of the spring semester.

II.

Selection.
A. A panel of non-student judges shall select from the original field of contestants 10 finalists. No member of the panel may be concerned with
any sponsoring organization. The members of the panel shall be
chosen by the Homecoming Chairperson and approved by the Student
Body President 's Cabinet.
B. Each contestant shall be interviewed by the panel of judges with the
Homecoming Chairperson present as a non-judging moderator of the
interview procedure. All contestants shall participate in a pageant the
week of Homecoming. The panel of judges shall select 10 finalists on
the basis of poise, personality , and personal appearance within the interview and pageant. From these 10 finalists , the student body shall
select Miss Homecoming.
C. Photography for all contestants will be carried out on a uniform basis.
No contestant will be allowed to use her own portrait for the contest.
Photographs of the finalists will be displayed at all polling places.
D. The Miss Homecoming Contest shall be held in the week preceding
Homecoming weekend. A public pageant shall be held on Monday or
Tuesday before the Homecoming football game and interviews by the
judges shall be held the day before the pageant. The balloting procedure will be carried out by the Elections Board . No campaigning for
candidates will be allowed. The finalist receiving the largest number of
votes will be declared Miss Homecoming and will be crowned at

Student Government

Tigerama. There will also be three runners-up who will ride on the float
with Miss Homecoming at half-time during the Homecoming football
game.

Homecoming Displays
I.

Homecoming Board.
A. A Homecoming Board shall be formed each year. This Board will con-

sist of seven persons , including the President of the Student Body and
the Homecoming Chairperson . The remainder of the Board will consist
of persons appointed by the President of the Student Body and approved
by the Student Senate .
B. The purpose of this Board shall be to hear requests and complaints involving the displays and the Miss Homecoming Contest and advise the
Homecoming Chairperson of the proper action to take. The final decision rests with the Homecom ing Chairperson. The Homecoming Board
shall also be responsible for conducting, tabulating, and publicizing the
results of Homecoming elections.

II.
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Procedure.
A. The President of the Student Body shall appoint a Homecoming

Chairperson to be approved by the Student Senate.
B. The Homecoming Chairperson shall be responsible for calling a
meeting to assign sites, which shall be drawn by lots, and to call a
meeting of the chairpersons of participating groups to determine
building requirements. Lots for still and moving displays shall be drawn
from traditional locations.
C. No device deemed by the Homecoming Chairperson to be an unnecessary fire hazard shall be allowed in any display.
D. Work must not begin on the building site before 12:00 noon on the Tuesday
prior to the Homecoming football game. Work must be completed and
each individual site cleaned and cleared of workers by 7:30 a.m. on the
Saturday of the Homecoming football game.
E. Sites for the moving displays shall be no smaller than 50 feet by 50 feet,
and those for still displays shall be no smaller than 60 feet by 60 feet.
All sites shall be as near square as possible.
F. No cars or trucks shall be parked on Bowman Field , in the area between Calhoun Drive and the Loggia , or on Calhoun Drive from its intersection with Fort Hill Street to the statue of Thomas Green Clemson
between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. on the day of the
Homecoming football game.
G. Each organization having a moving display shall turn in a written
description of movement to the Homecoming Displays Chairperson by
7:00 a.m . on the Saturday morning of the judging.
H. A maximum of four people will be allowed on each display after 7:30 a.m.
and then only to start the motion for the judges.
I. All moving displays shall be started at the same time, and the judges
shall view all displays before judging any of them.
J. Failure to comply with rules A-I shall result in a five-point penalty for
each violation.
K. Organizations can in no way incorporate any advertising means in their
displays.
L. No mechanical or electrical parts are allowed in still displays.
M. Any organization failing to comply with rule K or L shall have its
display disqualified.
Judges.
A. A minimum of seven and a maximum of nine persons shall be selected
as judges . Two additional persons shall be designated as alternates by
the President 's Cabinet to serve in the capacity of judge in case of

absence. The installment of alternate judges will be the responsibility of
the Vice President for Student Affairs .
B. Two, and only two, of the judges must be employed in a full -time capacity
by the University, but they must not have any affiliation with any group
participating in the Homecoming competition.
C. Judges shall be selected by a majority vote of the Student Body President 's Cabinet.
D. Judges will be reviewed by the Homecoming committee prior to the
competition as to the nature, history, and goals of the competition as
set forth by the judging criteria.

JV.

Judging Criteria.
A. The theme of each display will be chosen by each individual group.

B. Still displays will be three dimensional in nature and will be graded on
this quality, including each view, and also on workmanship of execution
and finished quality.
C. It is suggested that construction should be limited to wood , chicken
wire, and pomping materials, with only a sparse use of foreign
materials.
D. The following criteria will be used for judging both still and moving
displays, along with criteria A-C:

Still Displays:
1. Color
(quality as well as selection of color)
2. Theme
(title and appropriateness of title ; originality of theme)
3. Carrying out theme to the fullest
4. Workmanship
(completion ; attention to detail)
5. Originality
6. Overall Effect
(effectiveness and success of entire display)

10 points
5 points
5 points
10 points
5 points
15 points

Moving Displays:
1. Color .
10 points
(quality as well as selection of color)
2. Theme
5 points
(title and appropriateness of title ; originality of theme)
5 points
3. Carrying out theme to the fullest
15 points
4. Workman ship
(quality and success of movement with consideration
to submitted description)
5. Originality
........
5 points
6. Overall Effect
15 points
(effectiveness and success of entire display)
The points from the judges will be tallied, exempting the highest and
lowest scores, and all points per display will be tallied. The top three
tallies will place the top three winners accordingly. In case of a tie, the
judges will re-evaluate the displays that tied as to overall effect.
E. Tally sheets of the results will be available for inspection by the participants after announcements of the results for a period of 72 hours.
Tally sheets of all displays will be available.
F. A copy of all the procedures and criteria will be given to all judges and
participants in the competition .
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EXAMPLE
DISPLAY No. 1.

Judge
Judge
Judge
Judge
Judge
Judge
Judge

No.
No.
No.
No .
No .
No.
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Carrying
Out
WorkColor Theme Theme manship
-4
1
2
3
1
2
3
5
2
1
10
2
2
4
5
6
3
3
8
8
2
5
7
7
4
1
5
3

Originality Total
4
19
4
17
5
23
3
28
2
35
1
32
2
25
SUBTOTAL 127
PENALIZED POINTS
-5
TOTAL 122
Overall
5
2
3
8
11
10
10

Homecoming Banner Contest
/.

Procedure .
A. The Central Spirit Committee shall be responsible for organizing and
advertising the competition to prospective groups .
B. All themes and plans must be submitted in writing and approved by the
Central Spirit Steering Committee one week prior to judging.
C. Banners shal l be no smaller than three feet by eight feet, nor larger
than si x feet by twelve feet.
D. Sites for displaying of banners must be non-academic areas; however,
the site must be first approved by the Central Spirit Chairperson.

II.
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Judges.
A. Four judges shall be selected by a majority vote of the Central Spirit
Steering Committee. The installment of any alternate judges shall be
the respons ibility of the Central Spirit Chairperson .
B. The Central Spirit Steering Committee shall inform the judges about the
nature , history , and goa ls of the banner competition and the judging
cr iteria.

Ill.

Judging and Judging Criteria.
A. Judging will be held at a date , time , and place established by the Central Spirit Steering Committee .
B. The theme of each display wil l be chosen by each individual group.
C. The fo llowing criteria w ill be used for judging the banner displays:
1. Color .
10 points
(quality as well as selection of color)
5 points
2. Theme
(t itle and appropriateness)
5 points
3. Carrying out theme to the fullest
10 points
4. Workmanship . . ...
(completion; attention to detail)
5 points
5. Originality ...
15 points
6 . Overall Effect
(effectiveness and success of entire banner)
The points from the judges will be tallied for each display . The displays
receiving the highest tallies shall place first , second , and third accordingly. In case of a tie the judges will re-evaluate the displays that tied as
to overall effect.
D. Tally sheets of the results will be available for inspection by the participants after announcements of the results for a period of 72 hours .
E. A copy of all the procedures and criteria , as well as time and central
location of judging , will be given to all judges and participants in the
competition.
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Administrative Policies
BOARD OF TRUSTEES POLICY
Conduct of Students and Employees
The Board of Trustees recognizes there is a valid function performed by
faculty and student body alike in considering and supporting any and all issues ,
controversial or noncontroversial , within the framework of orderly, peaceful and
lawful decorum , demeanor and processes . The Board encourages freedom of
speech , including constructive criticism , expression of grievances or petition for
redress of wrongs , real or fancied, so long as those rights are exercised in a
lawful and peaceful manner.
The Board of Trustees is charged by law with the responsibility of making
rules and regulations for the University, and establishing policy governing the
conduct of the University , its employees and its student body. The President of
the University is elected by the Board of Tru stees to serve at its pleasure. He is
the chief executive officer entrusted by the Board of Trustees with the execution
of its policies and the internal government and administration of the University.
The Board of Trustees orders and directs the President of the University
to administer and enforce its policies as herein announced. In carrying out this
responsibility , he is vested with authority to take such disciplinary action as in his
judgment the circumstances warrant .

Student Government and Student Discipline
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The Board of Trustees of Clemson University on December 3, 1969,
delegated certain di sc iplinary function s to the student body of the University and
retained certain other disciplinary functions and jurisdiction to the administration.

University Disciplinary Committee
To implement the action s of the Board of Trustees, there has been
created a committee known as the University Disciplinary Committee composed
as follows:
President of the Faculty Senate
Member of the Faculty Selected by the Faculty Senate
President of the Student Body
President of the Student Senate
Two University President ial Appointees-One to be selected from the
student body and one to be selected from the faculty

Powers Delegated to the Student Body
The Board of Tru stees of Clemson University delegates the following
powers to the student body of Clemson University:
1. To establi sh a popular student government ;
2. To establish qualifications for officers of the student government;
3. To establish impeachment procedure for officers of the student
government ;
4. To recommend rules which regulate , control and dictate conduct on
campus and student organizations of Clemson University;
5. To create courts to try cases not retained by the administration of
alleged violation s of student regulations by Clemson University
students and to interpret the student regulations ;
6. To enact procedural rules for student judicial and governmental activities ;
7. To enact rules of evidence for the courts ;
8. To recommend to the administration punishments and sanctions for
students who violate student regulations.

Powers Reserved to the Administration
Th e Board of Tr~stees reserves to the adm inistration the right to retain
any case from the Jurisd1ct1on of the student court in which:
1. Clemson University property is damaged or destroyed;
2. A student or employee of Clemson University is physically injured as a
result of an alleged violation;
3. The student who allegedly violated the regu lations suffers from a
mental or psychological disorder ;
4. Acts were committed which disrupt by the use of force or violence the
orderly processes of the University, thereby preventing officials or
students from engaging in the pursuit of their duties or studies ;
5. Federal law , South Carolina law or Clemson University ordinances
may have been violated.

ALCOHO L US E AND DRUG A BUSE
Clemson University recognizes that while at college , many young adults
will make decisions regarding their personal use of alcohol. While the decision to
drink or to abstain is left to the individual student , the abuse of alcohol is strongly
discouraged. Students are responsible for their actions at all times and are expected to follow all University regulations , local ordinances, and state and
federal laws regardless of sobriety or intoxication . In addition, students who
serve alcohol are subject to the same liabilities as any other adult in the state of
South Carolina.
Consumption and/or public display (an open container) of distilled spirits,
beer or wine in public areas of the main campus is prohibited . The main campus
is bounded on the north by Highway 93 and Daniel Drive , on the east by Lee
Street and Highway 28 , on the south by Hunnicutt Creek , and on the west by Hartwell Reservoir. Public areas do not include residence halls rooms leased by
students. In accordance with state laws, consumption of distilled spirits is allowed
only by persons 21 years of age and older, and consumption of beer and wine is
allowed only by persons 18 years of age or older in their private rooms in University residence halls.
Beer and wine may be permitted for student social activities in
semiprivate lounges designated by the Director of Housing and in other areas of
the campus where approval has been given by the Vice President for Student Affairs. Request forms must be completed at the University Union Information Desk
at least two weeks in advance of the event. Specific area regulations are included
on the request forms. Guidelines for party-planning will be distributed by the
Housing Office and the University Union .
Clemson University recognizes that drug abuse is one of the major problems confronting our society. Within the University community, services are
available to reduce the problems normally associated w ith drug abuse. Students
with drug problems may seek sanctioned , confidential counseling and advice
through the Student Health Service or the Counseling and Career Planning
Center .
Although the Un iversity recognizes the need for providing remedial services, it does not intend to shelter persons who violate state or federal drug or narcotics laws. University officials will assist and cooperate with law enforcement
personne l as they perform their duties in controlling drug abuse . Students convicted of violation of state or federal laws are subject fo further disciplinary
acti on by the University.

CHEERLEAD ERS
The Acts of the Student Senate provide for the selection of the Head
Cheerleade r and the Cheering Squad. As such , the Cheering Squad is recognized
as a legi tim ate student activity sponsored by the University and responsible to
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the President through the Vice President for Student Affairs. The Cheering Squad
represents the University and is financed by student University fees.
The University administration expects the Head Cheerleader as well as
the entire Cheering Squad to have at all times the highest standards of conduct,
in acts, words and deeds. The University administration does not wish to interfere
with the right of freedom of speech; nonetheless, the Cheering Squad, as an official representative of the University, will be expected to observe in its cheers
and remarks the canons of good taste. Profanity, vulgarity, to include vulgar
gestures, and improper statements should be avoided. The Head Varsity
Cheerleader is responsible for all material used at games. The advice of appropriate administrative advisers should be sought prior to the use of questionable cheers or remarks.
As the respresentative of the Clemson University student body, the
Cheering Squad has one mission-to bring about full support of students and
spectators in an effort to help the Clemson team play its best. Microphones or
power amplified equipment should be used only by the Head Cheerleader and only
to accomplish the stated mission. Announcements not related to spirit engendering items should not be made.
In general, participation of the Cheerleaders and the Clemson Tiger is
limited to athletic events and pep rallies. Certain charitable functions and other
occas ions which may appear to be appropriate will be considered on a case-bycase basis. The Tiger suit will not be loaned to organizations or persons outside
the University.
Since the Act of the Senate relative to cheerleaders is specific about the
composition of the Cheering Squad , no additional persons whether student or
non-student will be asked to participate with the Cheering Squad.
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CLASS RINGS
Official Clemson University class rings with designs available for both
men and women are on sale at the Clemson Bookstore.
University policy restricts the sale and delivery of the official ring to
graduates and to those students currently enrolled having a minimum of 95
semester hours.
Candidates for the Associate in Arts Degree are eligible for delivery of
their rings following completion of registration in the semester in which they are a
candidate for the degree.
Graduate students must have been accepted to degree candidacy by the
Graduate School to be eligible for delivery of their rings. The Graduate School
must certify with the Bookstore the students' acceptance to degree candidacy.

COMPUTER CENTER MISUSE
Use of Computer Center account numbers, TSO user I.D. 's, permanent
data sets , or tapes for computing activities other than those specified in writing
when the particular resource was requested is strictly prohibited. If the need for
other uses develops , the appropriate authorization form must be modified
accordingly in advance of such additional use. Use of such resources other than
as authorized in writing is regarded as a criminal act in the nature of theft, and
will be prosecuted accordingly. In addition, the University will require restitution
for any theft of computer resources and for any cost incurred by the Center due
to user misuse.
In any investigation of misuse of the computer, the Computer Center
reserves the right to inspect, without notice, the contents of files (including
Source Management System files) related to Clemson University course work account numbers.

DIRECTORY INFORMATION
Clemson University hereby designates the following categories of stud~nt information as publ_ic or " Directory Information. " Such information may be
disclosed by the InstItutIon for any purpose , at its discretion .
Category I
Name, local mailing address , home address , local phone
number, residence hall and room number (if applicable),
maJor course and academic class .
Category la
Dates of attendance , degrees awarded, date and place of
birth , major course and academic class.
Category II
Participation in officially recognized activities and sports .
Category 111
Physical factors (height , weight of athlete), date and place
of birth of members of athletic teams .
Currently enrolled students may withhold disc losure of any category of
information under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974. To
withhold disclosure, written notification must be received in the Registrar 's Office by the last day to register for the enrollment period concerned as published
in the Clemson University Calendar , at Clemson University, Clemson, South
Carolina 29631. Forms requesting the withholding of "Directory Information" are
available in the Registrar 's Office, 104D Sikes Hall.
Clemson University assumes that failure on the part of any student to
specifically request the withholding of categories of " Directory Information " indicates individual approval for disclosure.

DISTRIBUTION OF MATERIALS
Political campaign material , relig ious information and flyers announcing
events of public interest may be distributed in public areas only . Any person
wishing to distribute these materials inside a University building must receive
permission from the official responsible for that building. No items may be passed
out in the vicinity of the registration/matriculation area . Advertisements for
private enterprise are prohibited except through the student media.

ENERGY CONSERVATION
To reduce energy consumption as required by the 1975 South Carolina
Energy Management Pol icy , the Un iversity has init iated an Energy Conservat ion
Policy . The policy outl ines conservat ion measures and procedures that are implemented at Clemson .
Copies of the policy are on file in the Office of the Dean of Student Life.
Students , faculty and staff are requested to help conserve energy by following
these guidelines.
As one conservation measure, all resident park ing lot light ing is turned
off on recognized University hol idays and during periods between semesters
and/or summer sessions . Con tact the Department of Public Safety for
designated parking areas to use during these time periods .

FACILITY USE FOR PRIVATE ENTERPRISES
State and institutional pol icy prohibits the use of Clemson Un iversity
property in any enterprise for private or individual profit wh ich is in competition
with commerical enterprise in the area . Accordingly, no facilities should be made
available to entrepreneurs for private gain .

FAMILY EDUCATIONAL RIGHTS AND PRIVACY ACTANNUAL NOTICE TO STUDENTS
Annually , Clemson University informs students of the Family Educat ional
Rights and Privacy Act of 197 4. This Act, with which the institution intends to
comply fully, was enacted by Congress to protect the privacy of education
records, to establish the right of students to inspect and review their education
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records , and to provide guidelines for the correction of inaccurate or misleading
data through informal and formal hearings . Students also have the right to file
complaints with The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act Office (FERPA) in
Washington , D.C., concerning alleged failures by the University to comply with
the Act .
A detailed policy statement containing the procedures to be used in complying with the provisions of the Act can be found in the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs. The policy statement lists all education records maintained on students by the University.
Questions concerning the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
may be referred to the President 's Office.

FEE ESTABLISHMENT
The annual State Appropriations Act imposes the· general requirement
that student fees be fixed by the University Board of Trustees. The Act imposes
two specific requirements on the Board: (1) in fixing fees applicable to academic
and general maintenance and operation costs, the Board must maintain a
minimum student fee not less than the fee charged the previous year; (2) in fixing
fees applicable to dormitory rental , dining halls , laundry, infirmary and all other
personal subsistence expenses , the Board must charge students an amount sufficient to fully cover the cost of providing such facilities and services.

FEE PAYMENT
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The entire semester 's expenses are due and payable at the beginning of
each semester , and no student is officially enrolled until all semester expenses
have been satisfied . In special cases the University will accept , at the beginning
of a semester, a noninterest bearing promissory note for a portion of the
semester residence hall rent and semester-plan board fee . Amounts up to onehalf of the semester rent of the least expensive domitory room (excluding temporary rooms) and one-half of the fee of a Five-Day Board Plan may be included
in the note. In such cases , a note for the first semester charges will be due
October 1, and a note for the second semester charges will be due March 1. The
Un iversity reserves the right to deny issuance of promissory notes to students
with prior records of indebtedness.
A $75 advance payment of room rent is required for a room reservation
for the fall semester. Currently enrolled students who expect to continue enrollment
are given an opportunity to make room reservations and pay the $75 during the
spring semester at a time designated by the Housing Office . New students who
desire University housing are to pay the $75 advance payment of room rent and
the $80 admissions deposit when they accept the University 's offer of admissions . The $75 advance payment of room rent is deducted from the amount
otherwise due for the first semester 's expenses .
All checks and money orders should be made payable to Clemson
Univers ity . A personal check given in payment of University expenses which is
returned unpaid by the bank immediately creates an indebtedness to the University and may result in the student being disenrolled.

FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
All students are reminded of their obligations as financially responsible
individuals. The Office of Student Life , 101 Mell Hall, currently administers matters related to returned checks for the University. A $5 service charge may be
made by the University on a student's first returned check. A $5 service charge
may be made on all subsequent returned checks. The student who cashes a twoparty check will be held responsible for it should the check not be honored.
Any student who writes more than two bad checks shall be contacted
and his/her permanent I.D. card may be exchanged for a restricted identification

card. The restricted card shall carry with it all the rights and privileges of a permanent card except the privilege of cashing checks . The University may withhold
the permanent I.D. card until such time as the student completes payment of all
bad checks or for a period not to exceed six months .
Students receiving a parking ticket will normally be mailed a bill ;
however, indebtedness occurs upon receipt of the parking ticket. The amount(s)
listed on the bill should be paid at the Student Life and Traffic Office upon receipt,
unless the tickets are to be appealed. The appellate process mu st be completed
within five working days of receipt of the parking violation . The appeal must be
submitted to the Student Government Office (2195) for scheduling by the Student
Traffic Review Board. All unpaid bills are turned over to the Accounting Office
two or three weeks prior to final exams each semester for collections and are
thus handled as indicated under Past Due Accounts.

FIRE SAFETY
Prevention
All Clemson students shall be required to abide by regulations prescribed
by the State Fire Marshal. Appropriate disciplinary measures will be administered in order to protect persons and property from fire .
1. Tampering with fire fighting equipment when no emergency exists is
damaging or destroying public property and will be dealt with accordingly. Any person guilty of sending a false fire alarm will be turned
over to the appropriate jud icial authority.
2. Residence hall foyers, stair landings and hallways will be kept clear of
unauthorized items such as furniture , curtains , bicycles and storage
containers . No item may be placed in such a way that emergency
evacuation of the building is impeded .
3. Decorations of all types , including homecoming displays, shall be
constructed of flame retardant material. Dormitory room curtains
shall be treated with flame retardant .
4 . Christmas trees must not be placed indoors any longer than 14 days
prior to the Christmas holidays. All trees shall be removed from
buildings before occupants vacate during the holidays. Trees over
four feet high must be treated with a flame retardant.
5. No flammable liquids shall be perm itted inside residence halls except
standard containers of lighter fluid.
6. No candles or open flame devices , except cigarette lighters, shall be
permitted inside residence halls .

Upon Discovery of Fire
1. In residence halls and other University buildings , go to the pull box
nearest the fire and activate the alarm system . Activation of the
system will signal the Department of Public Safety and will sound an
evacuation alarm throughout the building.
2. If practical , isolate the fire by closing doors in the vicinity.
3. Residence hall occupants should use good judgment in any attempt to
extinguish the fire . In case of small trash fires where there is little heat
or smoke , use water-type extinguishing equipment if it is available in
the area . Ask your resident counselor specifically about the fire equipment and procedures in your area .
In case of fires in electrical apparatus, cut off the power supply.
Never use water on electrical fires.
If a large degree of heat and smoke has accumulated , do not
attempt to fight the fire. Your personal safety is at stake . Evacuate immediately.
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4. When the firemen arrive, inform them about the type of fire and its
location, and also about the possibility of persons entrapped by the
fire.
Unless the firemen authorize you to assist in evacuation or
handling fire fighting equipment, go to your designated evacuation
area and remain there until the firemen give permission to return to
the building.

Evacuation When Alarm Is Sounded
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Evacuation of University buildings is mandatory when a fire alarm
sounds. This regulation is an order of the State Fire Marshal and will be enforced
at Clemson University by the Office of Student Affairs. Persons who fail to
evacuate a building when the alarm sounds will be in violation of this regulation.
1. When the alarm sounds , close any open windows in your rooms.
Leave your room lights on but turn off radios, fans and other electrical
equipment. If possible , take a damp hand towel with you in case of
smoke and heat along the evacuation route.
2. If your room door is closed, do not open it until you feel the surface. If
there is heat present, remain in your room and wait for assistance.
Open the window if breathing becomes difficult. Your room door is fire
resistive and will protect you as long as it remains closed. If there is
no heat present , open the door slowly and leave the room, going out
by way of recommended fire evacuation routes. When encountering
smoke or heat, keep your head down and crawl, if necessary, along
the clearest evacuation route.
3. Upon leaving the building, go to your assigned area and remain there
until you are given permission to return to the building.
Fire monitors and assistant fire monitors will be appointed for each
residence hall. Each monitor will assign a certain area to which his or her hall will
evacuate . This area will be at least 50 feet from the building . Roll call will be
taken and confirmed to the ranking fireman at the scene.
In the absence of the fire monitor and assistant fire monitor, the first student on a hall to discover a fire or hear the alarm will assume the responsibility of
fire monitor and order immediate evacuation of the building.

Fire Alarms
Occasionally , some individuals on the University campus send false fire
alarms. These individuals threaten the safety of all persons protected by causing
the unnecessary evacuation of buildings. Therefore, all persons in University
buildings should be on the lookout for anyone tampering with pull boxes or other
parts of the alarm system .
According to Section 16-17-560, Code of Laws , State of South Carolina,
Misdemeanor to Interfere with Fire and Police Alarm Boxes, any persons who
shall willfully, maliciously or mischievously interfere with, cut or injure any pole,
wire, insulator or alarm box , give a false alarm from such box or break the glass
in such box of any fire or police system in this State or any of the appliance or ap·
paratus connected therewith shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon convic·
tion , shall be sentenced to hard labor in the State Penitentiary or on the chain
gang for a term of not less than 60 days or the payment of a fine of not more than
$200.

Setting Fires
Because of the threat to safety and damage to property, setting fires as a
prank is considered a serious offense.
According to Section 16-11-110, Code of Laws, State of South Carolina,
Arson, any person who (a) willfully and maliciously sets fire to or burns or causes
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to be burned or (b) aids , counsels or procures the burning of any dwelling house
or any kitchen , shop , barn, stable or other outhouse that is parcel thereof or
belonging to or adjoining thereto, whether the property of himself or of another,
shall be guilty of arson , and upon conviction thereof be sentenced to the Penitentiary for not less than two nor more than 20 years.

FOOD SERVICE POLICY
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The University offers two economical board plans and also provides
meals on a cash basis in two student dining halls with unlimited seconds on all
items with the exception of some entree selections. Students may also eat in the
Clemson House dining room and pay cash for individual meals. Boarding
students may use their meal cards at the Clemson House for a cash equivalency
or select a predesignated meal at no additional cost.
The meal plan s are as follows :
1. Five-Day Board Plan (15 meals), Monday through Friday , holidays excluded.
2. Seven-Day Board Plan (21 meals) , Monday through Sunday , holidays
excluded .
Both meal plans begin immediately after the student obtains a meal card
at the beginning of a semester and end after the evening meal on the day of
graduation. The meal card is personal and may not be loaned , transferred or sold
to another person.
Students who are entering the University for the first time from high
school or preparatory school and who live in University housing (excluding
Calhoun Courts , Clemson House and Thornhill Village apartments) are required
to subscribe to either the Five- or Seven-Day Board Plan for the full academic
year (fall and spring semesters) or for the spring semester if students are entering in January. These students may not discontinue a meal plan as long as they
remain enrolled during that academic year, except in the case of marriage or circumstances which are determined by the University to be beyond their control.
Upperclassmen and graduate students have the option at the time of
their enrollment of selecting one of the two meal plans on a semester basis or
paying cash for individual meals at the prevailing prices . Board plans for upperclassmen and graduate students are selected on a semester basis and may
not be discontinued during the semester as long as the student remains enrolled ,
except in the case of marriage or circumstances which are determined by the
University to be beyond the student 's control.
All students may change from the Five- to the Seven-Day Board Plan at
any time during the academic year by paying the added cost. Those desiring to
change from the Seven- to the Five-Day Board Plan may do so at the semesterpayment period . Refunds , when authorized , will be made on a pro rata basis .

GENERAL SAFETY
Safety is of vital importance in all University activities . Although the
University attempts to eliminate unsafe conditions through an active safety program , the safety of any individual cannot be guaranteed unless everyone
becomes personally concerned in this matter.
All students are required to abide by published directives and oral instructions given by properly identified University officials who are performing
their duties. Any person discovering an accident or fire on University property is
urged to notify Redfern Health Center (656-2233) immediately in case of illness or
injury , and the Department of Public Safety in case of fire (656-2211) or police
(656-2222) if needed. Upon discovery of a dangerous condition , notify the University Safety Coordinator at the Personnel Division (656-2426).
The following safety regulations are emphasized because numerous
students have been injured in recent years from related causes:

1. Pe_rsons participating in informal, intramural or varsity athletic act1v1t1es will wear appropriate personal protective equipment, as
recommended by the Director of Intramural Sports, Athletic Department.
2. Persons partIcIpatIng in athletics will play only in areas designated for
that purpose. lnJury can result from activities on unprepared areas
such as lawns, parking lots, streets and other public areas.
3. Organization initiatio_ns wil_l take place only on the University campus.
The practice of forcing InItIates to eat or drink various concoctions
which _could choke or poison them is prohibited. Any marking of the
skin will be done only by use of materials intended for cosmetic purposes. Physical abuse will not be tolerated.
4. Chemical experiments are to be conducted only in supervised
laboratory areas. Under no circumstances will chemicals be removed
from laboratory areas for the purpose of unsupervised experimentation. Laboratory type chemicals are prohibited in University housing.
Explosive materials will not be brought on Clemson University property
unless written request is approved by the Director of Public Safety
and the Safety Coordinator.
5. In addition to items listed in Section VI I, Motor Vehicle Regulations , all
persons are reminded that a 15 MPH speed limit is imposed on streets
in the central part of the campus. Drivers are requested to avoid driving in areas of heavy pedestrian traffic , especially during intervals
between class periods.

HANDICAPPED STUDENTS
A handicapped person is anyone who has a physical or mental impairment which substantially limits one or more of his or her major life activities.
In compliance with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Clemson
University has appointed an Advi ser to the Handicapped as well as an advisory
Committee on Hand icapped Students . One of the primary responsibilities of the
Adviser and the Committee is to assist in the integration of the handicapped student into the normal academic process . In addition, the Advisory Committee
identifies problem areas , develops solutions to these problems , monitors the effectiveness of the programs for the handicapped, and makes recommendations
where actions or policies are needed. Other responsibilities of the Adviser and
the Committee include counseling and assisting the student in the selection of an
academic discipline.
Additional details are available in the Office of Student Life and Traffic ,
101 Mell Hall.

HAZING
No organization shall allow any of its active members , alumni members ,
pledges , associate members or any other persons to participate in any hazing
ceremony, activity or practice, mental or physical in nature. This includes all
types of corporal puni shment; any action that would place a person in peril ; any
action which involves physical exhaustion or abuse ; any activity of a dangerous,
rude or degrading nature ; any activity which would interfere with a person 's ability
to perform college work; or any other activity which would reflect unfavorably
upon the organization and the University.

HEALTH SERVICE
University policy requires that all students living in University housing
and all students taking 12 or more hours must pay the health service fee as
prescribed in the University fee schedule. Students taking from 6 to 11 hours
have the option of paying the health fee .
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LIBRARY USE
An I.D. card with the current semester validation sticker, which may be
obtained at the library, must be presented in order to check out books from the
library. See Past Due Accounts on page 87.

MEAL CARD MISUSE
The meal card may not be loaned, transferred or sold. Students allowing
others to use their meal card, or students transferring food to others, will be fined
$5. On a second offense , the student will have his or her meal card revoked
without refund. Penalties may be appealed to the Office of Student Life. Fines are
payable at the Student Life and Traffic Office where records will be kept and letters assembled and mailed. All fines will be turned over to the dining service .

MEDIA
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The Chronicle, the variety magazine; TAPS, the yearbook; and The Tiger,
the newspaper, are published for the Clemson University student body. WSBF,
the radio broadcasting station, is operated for the student body under license
granted by the Federal Communications Commission. These student communications media are recognized as legitimate student activities sponsored by
the University, operating under the guidelines of the Student Media Board, and
responsible to the President through the Vice President for Student Affairs. The
publications and the radio station belong to the University and are financed in
large measure by student University fees.
The University administration does not intend to censor contents of the
Chronicle, TAPS or The Tiger or the broadcasts of WSBF; nonetheless, the
publications and the radio station will be expected to observe ordinary rules of
accuracy and canons of good taste. Concerning accuracy , verification of data
and information to be presented as fact should be sought and will be freely given.
Concerning good taste , the assistance of appropriate faculty or administrative
advisers should be sought prior to printing or broadcasting questionable
materials.
Editors and directors of student communications media are expected to
know and comply with the existing laws governing libel. The opinion of the University Counsel should be sought prior to printing or broadcasting potentially libelous
materials.
As communications media for the Clemson University student body, the
Chronicle, TAPS, The Tiger and WSBF should provide a broad forum for the full
range of opinion from the student body generally , and especially from elected
leaders of the student body and its various components.
In journalistic and broadcasting tradition, as well as academic tradition ,
conflicting opinions should be given prominence so the listener or reader can
best judge the truth . Invitation should be made to student leaders so conflicting
opinion can be broadcast simultaneously with the views of the staffs.
A sharp line of distinction should be made between factual reporting and
expressions of opinion. Editorials and expressions of opinion should be clearly
designated as expressions of opinion to avoid any possibility of misunderstanding
by the public.
The Chronicle, TAPS, The Tiger and WSFB are received by families as
well as students , and therefore substantial vulgarity must be avoided as well as
the explicit description of either nudity or sexual acts.
The Editor-in-Chief of the Chronicle and TAPS, the Editor of The Tiger,
and the Program Director of WSBF are responsible for the entire contents of any
publication or broadcast. Failure to properly meet this responsibility may result in
suspension of the publication or station.

PAST DUE ACCOUNTS
Any indebtedness to the University which becomes past due immediately
jeopardizes the student's enrollment. Until the indebtedness has been cleared
the student will not be permitted to re-enroll for an ensuing semester or summe;
school term . Further, any student who fails to pay all indebtedness may not
receive proper clearance upon withdrawal nor be issued a transcript.
A candidate for graduation having an indebtedness of $5 or more will not
receive a diploma. Names of students who are candidates for graduation with
any indebtedness to the University w ill be placed on a clearance list. The
Registrar 's Office will remove a student 's name from the clearance list upon
receipt of evidence that the delinquent account has been settled with the appropriate office of the University.
The Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs will cause disenrollment procedures to be invoked prior to the end of a semester or summer session
where appropriate . A student may be disenrolled for having delinquent accounts
with any University agency but specifically with Financial Management, Financial Aid Office , Department of Services , Library , Health Se rvice , Traffic Office , lntramurals , Bookstore , Canteens or Housing.

PETS
Except for Seeing Eye dogs , pets are not permitted in the interior of
University buildings unless specifically authorized by the cognizant vice president.

REPLACEMENT COSTS
The Clemson University Identification Card , the Meal Card , and the
University Fee Receipt and Student Use Card are very important personal items
and should be safeguarded at al l times. Replacement costs of these items are as
follows:
1.D. Card-$3. 00
Report to Traffic Office
Fee Receipt and Student Use
Card-$5.00
Report to Bursar 's Office
Meal Card-$5.00
Report to Harcombe Din ing Hall

SALES AND SOLICITATION
All organizat ion s not directly connected with , and an integral part of , the
University should be denied access to Un iversity lands for the purpose of
soliciting funds or selling products to raise funds from personnel of the University
community.
Policies for sales , solicitation and/or fund raising of , and by , student
organizations are as follows:
1. Sa/es and Solicitation . All sales , solicitations and/or fund raising
on campus must be given prior approval by the Office of Student
Life. No off-campus business , organization or individuals can
distribute materials by sliding them under doors without approval by
the Housing Office .
2. Door-To-Door. No organization , group or any student has the authority
or will be given permission to go door-to-door in University housing .
3. Bulletin Board Advertising. Any notices or announcements posted
on bulletin boards in University housing must be approved and
posted by the Resident Assistants or Dorm Supervisor .
4. Food Sales. Food sales will be permitted and must be registered
with the Office of Student Life. Those which are considered to be in
competition with dining halls or catering services or deemed unsafe
will not be registered.
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5. Athletic Events. All fund raising, sales and solicitations on home
football game Saturdays within the contractual boundaries should be
cleared with the Athletic Department. Other areas on campus
should be cleared with the Office of Student Life.
Solicitation and/or selling may be permitted in the following areas:
1. University Union. Solicitation and selling are permitted in the lower
level of the courtyard, the upper level of the plaza, and the park in
front of the main entrance. Areas to be used will be assigned by the
Director of the University Union. Hours may be limited by other activities taking place at the Union. Tables and chairs may be checked
out at the Union Information Desk. No selling will be permitted inside
the University Union.
2. University Housing. Permission from the Assistant Dean of Student
Life must be granted to use sidewalks and surrounding areas of University housing . No solicitation or selling door-to-door is permitted
in University housing.
3. Dining Halls . Permission to use areas adjacent to the dining halls
must be secured from the manager of the dining halls. At Harcombe
Dining Hall where all jurisdiction overlaps, permission must also be
secured from the Director of the University Union . No selling is permitted inside University dining halls.

SMOKING DURING CLASS SESSIONS
No smoking will be permitted in classrooms during regularly scheduled
class sessions. Deans and other administrative heads responsible for buildings
may establish additional regulations for fire protection or other reasons as
desirable.
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STUDENT ACADEMIC GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE
The Student Academic Grievance Committee hears all grievances involv•
ing the following: (a) student academic dishonesty; {b) allegations by students
against faculty or staff of discrimination in academics on the basis of race, color,
national origin, sex , age, handicap, or veterans' rights (except in those cases
where the grievance involves student employment, in which case the grievance
falls under the jurisdiction of the Student Non-Academic Grievance Committee);
(c) grievances of a personal or professional nature involving an individual student
and a faculty member. In all unresolved cases , the Committee makes its recom·
mendations to the President through the Provost. Al l proceedings of the Commit·
tee are confidential.
In the event there is a question as to whether the Academic Grievance
Committee or the Student Non-Academic Grievance Comittee has jurisdiction
over a particular grievance, the Provost and the Vice President for Student Affairs
decide which , if either , committee has jurisdiction , and the student is so notified.
In the event the Provost and Vice President for Student Affairs cannot agree , the
matter will be referred to the President of the University for final determination of
which , if either, committee has jurisdiction over the grievance.
The Committee is composed of seven members as follows: (a) three
members of the faculty appointed for three-year, staggered terms by the respective college dean in collegiate rotation ; {b) three undergraduate students,
representing three colleges other than those represented by the faculty ,
nominated by the Student Body President , approved by the Student Senate and
appointed by the Provost for one-year terms ; and (c) the Dean of Student Life . The
Chairperson is the faculty member in the senior year of service on the Committee.

Rules and Procedures
1. Any complaint should first be taken to the faculty member or the
staff member involved for resolution. In the event no resolution is
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2.

3.

4.

5.
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6.

7.
8.

9.

10.

11.

reached , the student should cor:isult with the department head and
the dean , or the immediate superior of the staff member to hear the
grievance and act as a referee . The dean, department head, faculty
member, staff member and student should make every effort to
reach a solution.
If the grievance remains unresolved, the student may bring it before
the Academic Grievance Committee by written statement detailing
the grievance. The statement must be delivered in a sealed envelope
to the Office of the Vice Provost (Room 209 , Sikes Hall) within 60
calendar days of the date the student alleges to have been aggrieved,
except as provided in Rule 3 below. The Vice Provost will forward
this letter to the Chairperson of the Academic Grievance Committee.
The failure of a student to file a grievance within the 60-day time
period will cause him or her to forfeit his or her right to file a
grievance under this procedure .
In cases involving academic dishonesty, the Policy on Academic
Dishonesty (page 107) shall be applied, and the grievance shall be filed
within seven days from the date a written charge is made by the professor . A copy of the charge is to be given to the department head or
to the dean .
The Chairperson of the Committee will , upon receipt of the statement, appoint a subcommittee consisting of a Chairperson who is a
facu lty or staff member of the Committee and two other committee
members to investigate the grievance.
The three Committee members appointed by the Chairperson will
constitute the Subcommittee to Investigate the Grievance. Each
subcommittee will include at least one faculty member or staff
member, as appropriate , and at least one student member.
The Subcommittee to Investigate the Grievance will attempt to
gather all information pertinent to the grievance in separate
meetings with all individuals who may give information concerning
the gr ievance .
The Academ ic Grievance Committee will , if at all possible , handle
each case as a confidential matter.
The Subcommittee to Investigate the Grievance will formulate its
findings in writing and seek to obtain from the parties involved in the
grievance signed approval for a recommended solution to the
grievance .
The Committee will consider the grievance and the solution to the
grievance posed by the Subcommittee to Investigate the Grievance .
If all parties to the grievance approve the solution to the grievance
posed by the Subcommittee to Investigate the Grievance , the matter
of the grievance will be considered closed when the solution has
been effected .
If the Subcomm ittee to Investigate the Grievance cannot obtain from
all parties to the grievance a solution that is acceptable to all parties,
the Comm ittee will provide opportunity for a hearing on the
grievance at a time convenient to all parties to the grievance . Either
party to the grievance may petition for a hearing on the grievance.
The hearing on the grievance will be informal and will be closed to
the public. The Chairperson of the Committee shall take whatever
action is necessary to ensure an equitable, orderly and expeditious
hearing. Minutes of the meeting will be taken , and all parties to the
grievance will be given an opportunity to be heard. Each party is
responsible for having present at the hearing all witnesses that he or
she wishes to speak on his or her behalf. In addition , any other person who can supply information pertinent to the grievance may be
requested by the Chairperson to be present at the hearing .

12.

13.

14.

15.
16.

17 .

Witnesses shall not be present during the hearing proceedings exc~pt when they are called to speak before the Committee. The parties
will be permitted to que_st ion all individuals present at the hearing
and heard ~Y the Committee. If any witness is unable to be present
at th_e hearing, the Chairperson may , at his or her discretion , accept
a written_statement from that witness to be presented at the hearing.
The parties shall be accorded the right to assistance of counsel of
thei_r own choice; however, the role of counsel shall be solely to
assist the party and counsel shall not be permitted to participate actively in the proceedings .
Upo~ concl~sion of the hearing, the Committee, meeting in executive session, shall reach, by a majority vote of those Committee
members present , a solution to the grievance. If the Chairperson can
persuade all parties to the grievance to accept the Committee's
solution to the grievance, the matter of the grievance will be considered closed when the solution is effected.
If after the conclusion of the hearing on the grievance, the Chairperson cannot obtain from all parties to the grievance approval for the
solution to the grievance decided by the Committee members present at the hearing , the grievance will be referred to the President of
the University via the Provost with the Committee 's solution as the
recommended solution to the grievance. When grievances are referred
in this manner, the President shall make the final decision on the
solution to the grievance on behalf of the University.
The Chairperson shall keep in confidence all records pertinent to
each grievance and pass these records to the Office of the Provost
for filing. Records shall be available to succeeding Chairpersons of
the Academic Grievance Committee.
Five Committee members shall constitute a quorum for transaction
of Committee business
The Academic Grievance Committee shall meet as often as
necessary to dispense swiftly with grievances brought before the
Committee .
These rules and procedures can be amended by the Commission on
Undergraduate Studies . Such rule changes will not affect any case
under consideration at the time of the change . Notification of any
amendments to these rules and procedures should be given to the
President of the University via the President 's Council.

STUDENT NON-ACADEMIC GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE
The Student Non-Academic Grievance Committee hears all grievances
involving the following . (a) student employment, including allegations of unlawful
discriminat ion; (b) other allegations by students of discrimination on the basis of
race, color, national origin , sex or handicap in any non-academic program or activity. The Committee attempts to resolve grievances fairly and equitably in accordance with applicable laws and regulations. In all unresolved cases , the Committee makes its recommendations to the President through the Vice President
for Student Affairs . Al l proceedings of the Committee are confidential.
In the event there is a question as to whether the Student Non-Academic
Grievance Committee or the Academic Grievance Committee has jurisdiction
over a particular grievance, the Provost and the Vice President for Student Affairs
decide which , if either, committee has jurisdiction, and the student is so notified.
In the event that the Provost and Vice President for Student Affairs cannot agree,
the matter will be referred to the President of the University for a final determination on which, if either, committee has jurisdiction over the grievance.
The Committee is composed of nine members as follows: (a) two
representatives of the Student Affairs Division nominated by the Vice President
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for Student Affairs ; (b) two members of the faculty nominated by the Provost;(c)
one representative of the administration nominated by the Vice President for
Business and Finance; (d) one graduate student nominated by the Executive
Board of the Graduate Student Association ; (e) two students nominated by the
President of the Student Body; and (f) the Dean of Student Life, ex officio. One
member of the faculty , one representative of the Student Affairs Division and one
of the undergraduate students are nominated annually to serve two-year overlapping
terms. The graduate student and the representative of the administration are
nominated in alternate years to serve two-year terms. The Vice President for Student Affairs makes all appointments. The Committee meets in April of each year
to elect a Chairperson. The Vice President for Student Affairs may appoint alternates if necessary for the continuous functioning of the Committee.

Rules and Procedures
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1. There are two efforts at reconciliation which the parties to a
grievance should make prior to referring it to the Student NonAcademic Grievance Committee. First, the parties should make a
sincere bilateral effort to resolve the matter in a mutually satisfactory way. Lack ing success in that effort, they should seek mutual
agreement to have the department head of the faculty member or
the immediate superior of the staff member hear the grievance and
act as a referee.
2. If the grievance remains unresolved , the student may bring it before
the Student Non-Academic Grievance Committee by a written statement detailing the grievance. The statement should be delivered in a
sealed envelope to the Chairperson or the Office of Student Affairs
(Room 202 , Sikes Hall).
3. The Chairperson of the Committee will, upon receipt of the statement , appoint a subcommittee consisting of a Chairperson who is a
faculty or staff member of the Committee and two other members to
investigate the grievance .
4. The three Committee members appointed by the Chairperson will
constitute the Subcommittee to Investigate the Grievance . Each
subcommittee will include at least one faculty member or staff
member, as appropriate , and at least one student member.
5. The Subcommittee to Investigate the Grievance will attempt to
gather all information pertinent to the grievance in separate
meetings with all individuals who may give information concerning
the grievance .
6. In the event of a class-action grievance (a grievance brought by
more than one student), Rule 1 may be disregarded and the aggrieved
parties may go directly to the Student Non-Academic Grievance
Committee by the procedure outlined in Rule 2.
7. The Student Non-Academic Grievance Committee and other persons involved in a grievance proceeding will not disclose the identities of parties to a grievance or the nature of a grievance, except as
prescribed in these rules . However, it must be understood that it is
not always within the sole discretion of the University to maintain the
confidentiality of identities and nature of grievances, for example ,
when a grievant files and documents (including identities) a complaint with a Federal or State agency and the University is required
to respond to such complaint.
8. The Subcommittee to Investigate the Grievance will formulate and
seek to obtain from all parties involved in the grievance approval for
written findings and recommendations for solution to the grievance .
If the Committee and all parties to the grievance approve the solution to the grievance posed by the Subcommittee to Investigate the
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Grievance, the matter of the grievance will be considered closed
when the solution has been effected .
9. If the Subcommittee to Investigate the Grievance cannot obtain from
all parties to the grievance a solution which is acceptable to all parties ,
the Committee will provide opportunity for a hearing on the
grievance at a time convenient to all parties to the grievance . Either
party to the grievance may petition for a hearing on the grievance.
10. The hearing on the grievance will be informal. Minutes will be recorded
by a stenographer or on tape . A transcript will be prepared only when
the grievance is not resolved by the Committee and is to be forwarded
to the President as provided in Rule 12. The parties to the grievance
should be given ample opportunity to be heard, and all other individuals who can supply information pertinent to the grievance
should be requested to make statements to the Committee . The parties should be permitted to question all individuals being heard by
the Committee. The parties should be accorded the right to
assistance of counsel of their own choice ; however, the role of
counsel shall be solely to assist the party, and counsel shall not be
permitted to participate actively in the proceedings.
11. Upon conclusion of the hearing, the Committee, meeting in executive session, shall reach, by a majority vote of those Committee
members present, a solution to the grievance. If the Chairperson can
persuade all parties to the grievance to accept the Committee solution to the grievance, the matter of the grievance will be considered
closed when the solution is effected .
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12. If, after conclusion of the hearing on the grievance, the Chairperson
cannot obtain from all parties to the grievance approval for the solution to the grievance decided by the Committee members present at
the hearing, the grievance will be referred to the President of the
University via the Vice President for Student Affairs with the Committee solution as the recommended solution to the grievance.
13. The Chairperson shall keep in confidence all records pertinent to
each grievance and pass these records to the Office of the President
for filing. Records shall be available to succeeding Chairpersons of
the Student Non-Academic Grievance Committee.
14. Six Committee members shall constitute a quorum for transaction of
Committee business.
15. The Student Non-Academic Grievance Committee shall meet as
often as necessary to swiftly dispense with grievances brought
before the Committee.
16. The Committee shall seek the advice of the University Counsel in its
deliberations and in the preparation of its findings and recommendations concerning grievances.

UNIVERSITY HOUSING
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All unmarried first-year students entering the University directly from
high school or preparatory school, not residing with parents, guardians or close
relatives, are required to live in University-owned housing. All students in their
second or more years in college are eligible to live off campus. Those students
living off campus will fill out an off-campus directory form as part of the registration process and will report all changes of address as they occur to the Housing
Office.
The general policies of the University Housing Contract 1982-83 follow .
Eligibility to Live in
Only full-t ime students may live in University housing. For the purpose of
this contract , full-time students are defined as graduate or undergraduate
students taking 12 or more credit hours. Graduate assistants may carry a reduced
credit load and still be eligible for University housing. Exceptions to this policy
may be made only at the discretion of the Director of Housing.
Right of the University to Cancel
The University reserves the right to refuse admission or readmission to
University housing or to cancel the contract during the academic year for the student 's failure to meet University requirements, policies or regulations, or in the
event of criminal conviction by civil authorities. In such cases there will be no refund of prepaid rent. In the event accommodations assigned to the student are
destroyed or otherwise made unavailable and the University does not furnish
other accommodations , the contract shall terminate, all rights and liabilities of
the parties hereto shall cease, and rental payments previously made shall be
refunded on a pro rata basis as of the date accommodations are unavailable.
Assignment of the Contract
The University Housing Contract is personal and may not be transferred
or assigned to another person. The space may not be sublet.
Assignment of Rooms
Except in the Clemson House where two, three or four students may be
assigned to rooms or suites, and Calhoun Courts or Thornhill Village where four
students are assigned, all other University housing rooms are to be occupied by

two students. In case one of the occupants moves from the room, the studen t(s)
who remain(s) agree(s) to accept an assigned roommate or move to another
room upon request. Where there is a vacant space, the room must be maintained
in the manner by the occupant(s) that will allow another student to move in immediately. T_he University reserves the right to make housing room assignments,
and to _requ,_re assignment changes when considered advisable or necessary.
The University also reserves the right to assign students to temporary accommodations such as converted study rooms in the event regular rooms are not
available. Room assignments are made without regard to race, creed, color or
national origin.

Room Changes
Students may submit requests for room changes during designated
periods. A charge of $25 may be levied against students moving out of, into or
within University housing without having written authorization from the Housing
Office.

Responsibility for Personal Property
The University does not assume any legal obligation to pay for the loss of
or damage to items of personal property of residents which occurs in its buildings
or on its grounds. Students or their parents are encouraged to carry appropriate
insurance to cover such losses.

Responsibility for the Room
The student is responsible for the condition of the assigned room and
shall reimburse the University for all damage to the room and damage to or loss
of fixtures, furnishings or properties furnished under the contract. Each resident
will be required to complete a Student Room Property Certificate within 24 hours
after occupancy and turn it in to the Resident Assistant When occupancy is terminated, it is necessary to obtain room clearance. This will be accomplished by a
staff member of the Housing Office who will inspect the room and relieve the occupant of responsibility for the room or assess for damages or missing property.
Those vacating rooms without following the procedure outlined herein will be
charged $25 plus the cost of repairs resulting from damages inflicted during occupancy. Also, a charge of $25 will be levied against students transferring
University-owned property within or between University housing.

Responsibility for Communal Property
Hallways, baths, stairwells, elevators, lounges, studies, utility rooms and
kitchens are considered to be communal property. Residents are expected to
take every precaution to assure that communal property is not abused. In halls or
sections where the University has determined that the majority of the residents
are tolerating undue abuse of University property and the responsible
individual(s) cannot be identified, all residents will be held responsible for paying
a pro rata share of the cost of repairing such damages. Where organizations are
given the opportunity of having exclusive use of an area, those organizations will
be held responsible for reimbursing the University for costs of repairs which
result from damages to communal property 1f the responsible individual(s) cannot
be identified.

Antennas
Exterior antennas are not permitted. The only exception is on the ledges
of Johnstone Hall, where only small "rabbit ear" antennas are allowed.
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Bulletin Boards
Residents are responsible for information posted on hall bulletin boards.
These boards will be maintained by Resident Assistants and will contain notices
covering University policies and activities .
Cooking-Food Preparation
Fire safety and sanitation requirements prohibit cooking in any area
within the residence halls except kitchenettes or kitchens which are specifically
designed for such use. Possession of cooking appliances other than thermostatically controlled percolators will result in the occupant being assessed
$25 . All foods must be kept in tightly closed metal or plastic containers.
Electrical Equipment
No student shall alter or repair electrical equipment or fixtures which
belong to the University. Defects in electrical equipment should be reported to
Resident Assistants . Personal electrical equipment authorized for use in individual rooms includes TV sets , radios , hi-fi equipment, fans and thermostatically
controlled coffee percolators . Refrigerators which are no more than 3.5 cubic
feet are also permitted. Electrical equipment such as blankets or pads , irons ,
razors , hair dryers , hair curlers , toothbrushes , lamps , clocks and musical instruments are acceptable provided such devices do not exceed the amperage
limits of the circu its or create a hazard due to the manner by which they are connected.

Firearms, Explosives, Fireworks and Inflammables
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The possession or use of firearms , slingshots , explosives, fireworks, inflammable fluids , dangerous chemical mixtures or propelled missiles is prohibited.

Fire Safety
The sounding of fa lse fire alarms and tampering with fire fighting or safety
equ ipment to include extingu ishers , hoses , EXIT signs and the alarm system are
prohibited. Those suspected of such offenses are subject to criminal prosecution,
evict ion from res idence ha ll s, and /or separation from the University.

Guests
Residents are responsib le for the conduct of their guests and must be
present for the duration of the visit. Guests of residents may be registered with
the Resident Assistant or at the desks of the individual residence halls or Student
Locator. Guests for more than two consecutive nights in res idence halls must
have wr itten perm iss ion from the Housing Office .

Health Service Fee
University policy requires that all students living in University housing
must pay the health service fee as prescribed in the University fee schedule.

Inspections
Inspections for sanitary and safety conditions , unauthorized property and
property damage , will be conducted by Resident Assistants or Housing Office
staff members who must announce the time of the inspection at least 24 hours in
advance. Spot inspections will be conducted without advance notice by authorized
University employees only for necessary repair and maintenance of University
property.

Keys

Room keys for Johnstone Section s B through F, Donaldson , Bowen ,
Wannamaker , Brad ley , and Nor ris Halls will be issued from the Student Locator
Office in the Edgar A. _Brown University Union . Keys tor Thornhill Vill age and
Calhoun Courts will be iss ued from the control desk in the Calhoun Courts Commons Building . All other room keys will be issued from the control desk of the individual residence hall A $1 key deposit is required and will be returned when occupancy is terminated . If the key is lost, this deposit is forfeited. A replacement
key may be secured on payment of $5. One dollar of this payment becomes the
new deposit and is refundable ; $4 is retained as a non-refundable replacement
cost.
All keys are property of the University and bear the statement "State of
S.C. Do Not Dupli cate. " Those violating this provision or possessing keys to
rooms other than the one to which they are assigned are in violation of this agreement and are subject to disciplinary action .
Mail

Students residing in University housing must rent boxes at the University
post office. Box rental application will be sent to all students during the month of
July. Students are urged to return the application immediately with the fee for the
box rental. All correspondents should be notified as soon as the box number is
known. U.S. Mail will not be delivered to rooms .
Pets

Pets are not permitted in University housing . Those violating this provision will be charged $25 .
Quiet Hours

Quiet hours are in effect 24 hours a day Strict quiet hours are in effect
from 7:00 p.m . until 8:00 a.m. each day except Fridays and Saturdays . The Dormitory Council with a two-thirds vote of dormitory residents may extend strict
quiet hours provided the results are posted on the bulletin boards and registered
with the official responsible for the residence hal l. Strict quiet hours shall be in effect in all halls 24 hours a day for a minimum of seven days before final examinations and continue through the end of the exam1nat1on period .
Residence Violations

Residence violation notices constitute admin1strat1ve written notice concerning infractions of Un1vers1ty Housing Pol1c1es . These slips are issued by the
Res ident Assistants or others designated by the Office of Student Affairs . Infractions of University Housing Pol1c1es may be dealt with administratively, or
Residen ce Violations may be turned over to the Attorney General of the Student
Body for use as evidence in disciplinary proceedings.
Roofs and Ledges

Roofs and ledges of University housing are " off limits " except where sun
decks are provided.
Search and Seizure

The University reserves the right for appropriate officials to search individual rooms in cases where there is reasonable ground for suspicion, suported
by circumstances sufficiently strong, to cause a student or employee to believe
that the occupant has secreted within the room, property the possession of
which violates University Policies or Student Regulations. If such property is
di scovered, the University may seize and hold it until proper disposition of the
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case has been made. Searches will be authorized by a written warrant of intent
particularly describing the place to be searched and the property to be seized;
also searches will be authorized if there is reasonable suspicion to believe the
room is occupied by an individual whose presence violates University Policy. The
warrant will be carried on the person of the searching official and will be signed
by one of the following: the Director of Housing, the Associate Director of Housing, the Dean of Student Life, or in their absence by one of the Executive Officers
of the University. Searches will be conducted after presentation of such a warrant to the occupant, and will be carried out in the occupant's presence. Searches
by officials without a warrant of intent or searches made without the presence of
the occupant will be made only in cases of extreme emergency when there is
manifest danger of injury to individuals or University property. Searches for contraband, the possession of which is a violation of state or federal law, will be conducted by appropriate state or federal officials.
Security
1. Visitors at residence halls must enter and exit only by the main entrance to the
hall unless special permission has been secured from the official in charge of
the residence hall.
2. Residents who leave by locked security doors are responsible for leaving the
doors in a locked position.
3. Residents are urged to lock their windows and doors during periods of
absence. During holiday periods additional precautions should be taken to include removing small portable items and closing curtains or shades. Any
losses should be reported to the University Department of Public Safety and
the Housing Office.

Sports Area
Athl eti c ac ti vities are to be confined to areas designated for such use . No
athl etic games may be played in areas adj acent to Un ivers ity hou sing during
stri ct qu iet hours.

Soliciting-Sales
Soliciting , canva ss ing or the use of Uni versity housing as a location for
sel li ng is prohibited unless written permission is granted by the Office of Student
Life.

Telephones
Telephones are provided in all rooms . The cost of local service is included
in semester rental charges . Southern Bell Telephone Company issues each resident a Student Telephone Account Number (STAN) for use in placing long
distance calls. Individual bills are rendered by Southern Bell for all calls made
again st the account number during the billing period . Residents may neither alter
the existing telephone system nor may they install instruments other than the one
furni shed under this agreement.

Visitation
Limited visitation , defined as periods when members of the opposite sex
are allowed in rooms, will be available in University housing Sunday through
Thursday from 11 :00 a.m. until 12:00 midnight and Friday and Saturday from
10:00 a.m. until 2:00 a.m . Vis1tat1on hours may be decreased or eliminated in
each residence by a majority vote of all residents in a referendum called by a
pet ition of 10 percent of the residents . Specific regulat ions for implementation of
the visitation program will be posted on bulletin boards at the beginning of the
session. All persons will be held responsible for complying with visitation regulations applicable to the visited area. Those who by their acts violate visitation
regulations or state or mun1c1pal law are subject o prosecution in civil courts,
student courts , residence hall evic ion , fines and / or suspension-dismissal. The
administration reserves the right to alter or terminate the visitation program if the
program is determined by the admin1strat1on not to be in the best interest of the
Un iversity.

Waste Disposit ion
All waste paper and other trash must be deposited in the waste baskets
or trash chutes . Littering or improper disposi!lon of trash is not permitted .

Water-Filled Furniture
Waterbeds and other pieces of water -filled furniture are not permitted
because of the problems of water damage and weight.

Other Policies
In addition to these policies certain res idence halls and all apartment
complexes require regulations peculiar to each of them . Addenda to the contract
will be distributed at the beginning of the semester.

Delivery Service
1. Authorizat ion for delivery to resident student dormitories of food and

beverages (not prohibited below) will be granted by the Office of Student Life
to the owner of a business who executes the written agreement requ ired by
the University. Such deliveries without said authorization and in the absence
of said agreement are prohibited.
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2. Representatives of businesses authorized to make deliveries to resident student dormitories must have in their possession a card indicating such approval from the Office of Student Life. This card must be shown to Clemson
University staff members and dormitory residents upon request.
3. Any business authorized to provide delivery service to resident student dormitories must comply with state and local laws in addition to Clemson
University policies.
4. Solicitation for delivery service in the resident student dormitories, by
telephone or in person , is prohibited . However, advertising may appear in
student and University publications .
5. Orders involving delivery service must be initiated by the student, and
deliveries are authorized only to the following locations:
Control Desk Delivery
Room Delivery
Bowen
Barnett
Bradley
Benet
Calhoun Courts
Byrnes
Cope
Clemson House
Donaldson
Geer
Johnstone (Annex F, Sections B-F)
Johnstone (Annex A, Section A)
Lever
Manning
Mauldin
Sanders
Norris
Smith
Thornhill Village
Young
Wannamaker
6. Resident student dormitory staff personnel will not be responsible for any
delivery service transactions.
7. Delivery anywhere on campus of alcoholic liquor, beer, ale , porter or wine is
prohibited .
8. Deliveries may not be made between the hours of 12:01 a.m. and 8:00 a.m.,
Monday through Friday , and between the hours of 1:00 a.m. and 8:00 a.m.,
Saturday and Sunday .
9. Failure to comply with these requirements can result in termination or denial
of del ivery service authorization .
10. Changes in this policy will be promu lgated when deemed necessary or
desirable.

ACADEMIC RULES
AND PROCEDURES

Academic Rules and Procedures
The Credit System
In high school, the high school unit is the measure of academic work, but
in college we have the semester c redit hour. Generally , one recitation hour or
three laboratory or shop hours a week for a semester constitut e a semeste r hour.
Thus , in English 101, English Composition, 3 er. (3,0), as you will find this subject
listed in the University catalog, the student takes three semester hours. Wh en the
stu dent completes this course satisfactorily, three semester credit hours are
posted on the record. The notation, "3 er. (3,0)," means that the course carries
three credits, has three clock hours of theory or recitation per week, and no
laboratory hours. Chemistry 101, General Chemistry, 4 er. (3,3), carries four
semester hours, has three hours of theory, and a three-hour laboratory period.
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The Grading System
The grading system is as follows:
A - Excellent. Indicates that the student is doing work of a very high
character. The highest grade given.
B - Good . Indicates work that is definitely above average, though not of
the highest quality.
C - Fair. Indicates work of average or medium character.
D - Pass . Indicates work below average and unsatisfactory. The lowest
passing grade.
F - Failed . Indicates that a student knows so little of the subject that it
must be repeated in order that credit may be received.
I - Incomplete Work. The grade I indicates that a relatively small part of
the semester's work remains undone. This grade is not given to a student who
made a grade of F on the daily work. Students are allowed 30 days after the
beginning of the next scheduled session, excluding summers and regardless of
the student's enrollment status, to remove the incomplete grade. Normally only
one extension for each I may be granted, and this under unusual circumstances.
The extens ion must be approved in writing by the instructor of the course and the
head of the department in which the course was taken. The extension will indicate the nature and amount of work to be completed and the time limit.
(Students under th is policy are prohibited from removing the I by repeating the
course.) A letter grade of I converts to F unless the incomplete is removed within
the time specified.
W - Withdraw . This grade during a regular semester indicates the student withdrew from the course or was withdrawn by the instructor after the first
four weeks of classwork and prior to the last five weeks of classes, not including
the examinat ion period. The period applicable for a grade of W in summer sessions varies based on the length of the session and is proportionate to the period
in a regular semester. Exact dates are normally printed in the summer school
schedule booklet.
Each undergraduate student is allowed to withdraw or be withdrawn with
a grade of W from no more than either 14 hours of course work during the entire
academic career at Clemson University or 10 percent of the credits remaining in
his or her curriculum as of August 15, 1982, whichever is less . Students enrolled
prior to the effective date determine the allowable limit by subtracting the
number of credits earned toward graduation from 140 (use for every major) and
multiplying the resulting number by 10 percent. (Example: 140 - 67 = 73; 73 x
10% = 7.3; round up to 8. Student's limit of W grades is eight credit hours
without penalty.)
A transfer student may withdraw from no more than 10 percent of the
credits remaining in the undergraduate curriculum at the time he or she enrolls at

Clemson . Determine the allowable limit by subtracting the number of credits
transferred to Clem son from 140 (use for every major) and multiplying the
resulting number by 10 percent (Example: 140-39 = 101; 101 x 10 % = 10.1 ;
round up to 11. Student may withdraw from 11 credit hours without penalty.)
Pa_rtial credit for courses cannot be dropped. For example, if you have
three credit hours remaining under the W grade policy, you cannot drop a fourcredit-hour course without receiving a final grade for all four hours.
A student who exceeds these limits of hours or who is enrolled during any
part of the last five week s of classes shall have final grades recorded. These
restrictions apply to withdrawal from the University as well . Any variance from
these restrictions must be approved by the Provost or the Provost's designate .

The Grade-Point System
Students in college are expected to make grades higher than D, which is
the lowest passing grade . The grade D entitles the student to credit for the
course, but the grade C is the lowest grade which is considered as satisfactory.
Many honors, privileges and requirements are based upon the student's
average grade. For this reason , it is necessary that an accurate method be
followed in calculating the average grade . This is done under a system of grade
points and grade-point ratios .
Four grade points are assigned for each semester hour on which the student receives the grade of A, three grade points for each semester hour of grade
B, two grade points for each semester hour of grade C, and one grade point for
each semester hour of grade D. No grade po ints are assigned for grades F, I, or
W. In calculating a student's grade-point ratio, the total number of grade points
accumulated by the student 1s divided by the total number of semester hours
taken at Clemson by the student during the semester, session or other period for
which the ratio is calculated.

Academic Standards
Here are some important academic standards with which you should be
familiar . They include minimum standards which you must meet to be eligible to
return to the University for your second year, standards for class1f1cation as a
sophomore , and standards for graduation
Minimum Requirements for Continuing Enrollment-Old These
provisions apply to students who entered the Un1vers1ty prior to May 15, 1982,
and graduate by May 15. 1985.
At the end of the academic year 1n May, all student records are inspected
for quality. At that time in order to be able to continue enrollment after the following summer session, a student is required to achieve a cumulative average on
the designated total hours attempted at Clemson as follows:
Hours Attempted
Required Minimum
at Clemson
Cumulative Average
12-59
1.4
60-89
1.6
90 or more
1.8
A student completing a regular session has the privilege of continuing his
or her enrollment through the immediately following summer session at Clemson
in an effort to meet the above requirements.
A student who has taken fewer than 90 credit hours at Clemson and who
fails to meet the required grade-point ratio, as indicated in the table above, may
apply for readmission after a minimum of one semester has elapsed. A student
who has taken 90 or more credit hours and fails to meet the required grade-point
ratio is permanently ineligible for readmission . Any exceptions to these minimum
requirements for continuing enrollment and readmission must be approved by
the Appeals Committee on Continuing Enrollment.
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Minimum Requirements tor Continuing Enrollment-New . These
prov isions app ly to stud ents who initi all y enter th e Un ive rsity after May 15, 1982,
and beg in ni ng May 15, 1985, for all enroll ed stud ents.
At th e end of any enroll ment pe riod, a not ice of academic probation shall
be placed on the grade report of an undergraduate stu de nt if his/ her cumul ative
grade-point ratio is below 2.0, w hi c h is the min im um necessary fo r graduation .
In the event that a student is placed on academ ic probation , notification
to that effect w il l be placed on the grade report fo r th at sess ion th e student rema ins on probation. The stude nt who c lears probat ion by retu rni ng to the
graduating academic requirement (2.0) will have notice to th at effec t pla ced on
the grade repo rt for that sess ion. No notation concerning probation is pl aced on
the student's permanent record.
A student on academic probation will be subject to suspension or
dismissal at the end of a subsequent spring semester and/o r sum mer sess ion if
his/her cumulative grade-point ratio is below the minimum sta ndards fo r co ntin uing enrollment. In exceptional cases, the dean of the col lege in wh ich the student is
enrolled may recommend to the Provost that a student with a grade-point rati o
below these standards be suspended or dismissed at the end of any session of
enrollment.
The "credit level " used in connection with the minimum c umul at ive
grade-point ratio requirement is based on all credits taken at Clemson, plus any
advanced standing received from transfer credits and credits based on approved
examination programs.
Required Minimum
Credit Level
Cumulative Average
11-20
1.4
21-50
1.6
51-80
1.9
81 or more
2.0
However, a student on probation who averages at least a 2.3 grade-point
ratio and passes a minimum of 12 credits per fall or spring semester since most
recently entering probationary status will be permitted to continue enrollment on
probation even though his /her cumulative grade-point ratio is below th e sta ndard
given above .
Initial failure to qualify for continued enrollment will result in suspensi on
from the University for the ne xt regular academic semester. Notice of academic
suspension will appear on the permanent record .
Suspended student s will be permitted to enroll in summer school and
may have their regular enrollment reinstated immediately if the summer school
work brings their cumulative grade-point ratio above the minimum standard.
Upon readmission after suspension , necessarily still on probation, a
subsequent failure to meet the requirements for continued enrollment before
clearing probation will result in dismiss al from the University. Notice of dismissal
for reasons of academic ineligibil ity will be entered on the permanent record . A
student who has been di smissed may petition the Appeals Committee on Continuing Enrollment for readmission after at least one regular semester . A denied
appeal does not preclude subsequent appeal s after an intervening regular
semester.
Academ ic Ren ewal. The student who has not enrolled for a period of
two or more academic years after di smissal may apply to the Appeals Committee
on Continuing Enrollment for readmission under special condit ions known as
academic renewal. Under the se conditions the previous credits attempted and
quality point deficit will not constitute a liability in a new grade-point computation.
However, no credits passed or their attending quality points will be available to
the student for a degree at Clemson. The previous record will appear on the permanent record as well as the notation of readmission under the po li cy of
academic renewal. This applies to students whose init ial enrollment at Clemson
is after May 15, 1982.
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Classification . All new students are classified as freshmen unless they
have attended another college pr ior to entrance . For those students who have
completed college work elsewhere , cla ss 1ficat1on wi ll be based on semester
hours accepted at Clemson rather than the amount of work presented .
To be classified as a sophomore , a student must have completed at least
30 semester hours.
To be classified as a Junior, a student must have completed at least 60
semester hours.
To be classified as a senior , a student must have completed at least 95
semester hours.
Substantial Progress . In the preceding paragraphs the requirements
for continuing enrollment and for promotion have been outlined . It should be
pointed out , however, that the above regulations deal with minimum requirements rather than with good progress in a college course .
A first-year student at Clemson schedules from 16 to 19 semester credit
hours depending upon the course . Therefore, a freshman should complete from
32 to 38 semester credit hours in the two semesters . The student should also
have an average grade of C or a grade-point ratio of 2.00 or above to be considered as making substantial progress in his or her college course.
Quality Standards for Graduat ion . For graduation , a cumulative gradepoint ratio of 2.00 is required.
Credit Load. Except for an entering freshman , who is restricted to the
curriculum requirements of the major course , the credit load for an
undergraduate must be approved by the class adviser. The class adviser will approve a credit load deemed in the best interest of the student based on such factors as course requirements, grade-point ratio, participation in other activities,
and expected date of graduation.
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The maximum number of hours in which a student may enroll is 21, and
15 is the maximum credit hours for those on probation. Written permission of the
department head in which the student is a major is required for all registration involving more than the maximum .
Reports and Records
Scholastic reports are mailed to students at home addresses four times
each year , including a preliminary statement of progress near the middle of each
semester and a final report at the end of each semester. In this section you will
find sample copies of both the preliminary report and the semester report. Permanent scholastic records are posted and kept on file in the Office of Admissions
and Registration .
Changes in Programs of Studies
August 25 is the last day on which a student can complete a program of
studies change for fall 1982 semester if the change involves adding a new subject. Students desiring to make changes should report to Room 104, Sikes Hall ,
not later than August 24. September 15 is the last day on which a student can
complete the process of dropping a subject without having the subject posted to
the record.
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Preliminary Report
Copies of the preliminary reports are mailed to students at home addresses and distributed locally to the student and the department under which
the student is taking his or her major course. No permanent record is made of
this report as it is only a preliminary statement of the student's progress midway
through the semester.
The following grading system is used on the preliminary reports:
E-Excellent (A grade)
S-Satisfactory (B and C grades)
U-Unsatisfactory (D and F grades)
DEPARTMENT COPY
STUDENT NUMBER

STUDENT NAME

Student Very Poor

000000000

MAJOR COURSE

DATE

425 Electrical Engr

10-12-82
COURSE TITLE

GENERAL CHEMISTRY
ENGINEERING CONCEPTS
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
CAL OF ONE VAR I
WESTERN CIVILIZATION

DEPT

CH
ENGR
ENGL
MTHSC
HIST

COURSE

101
180
101
106
172

4
3
3
4
3

TO.

PRELIMINARY

Student Very Poor
GRADE REPORT

Home Address

u
u
u

s
s

Semester Report

Copies of the semester reports are mailed to students at home addresses and distributed locally to the student and the department under which
the student is taking his or her major course . At the end of the first semester of
the freshman year, a copy of the student's report is al so mailed to the high school
principal. These grades are also posted on the student 's permanent academic
record in the Office of Admissions and Registration .

STUDENT'S COPY
S TUOENT NAME

Studen t Dean List
DATE

MAJOR COURSE

425 Electrical Engr

12- 21 - 82

DEPT

COURSE TITLE

GENERAL CHEMISTRY
ENGINEERING CONCEPTS
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
CAL OF ONE VAR I
WESTERN CIVILIZATION

CH
ENGR
ENGL
MTHSC
HIST

101
180
101
106
172

4

4

3
3

3
3

B
A
A

4

4

A

12
12
12
16

3

3

B

9

SEMESTER SUMMARY

17

17

3 . 58

61

CUMULATIVE SUMMARY

17

17

3.58

61
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TO

Student Dean List
Home Address
GRADE REPORT

Policy on Academic Dishonesty

PURPOSE : To establish a poli cy for adm ini ste rin g cases of academ ic dishonesty .
I.
General
A. Academic dishonesty includes giving , rece iving or usi ng unauthorized
aid on any academ ic work.
B. Plag iarism , a form of academ ic dishonesty, inc ludes the copying of
language, structure or ideas of another and attribut ing the work to
one 's own efforts.
C. All academic work subm itted for grading contains an implicit pledge ,
and may contain , at the request of the instructor, an expl icit pledge , by
the student that no unauthorized aid has been received .
D. Academic dishonesty includes attempts to copy , edit , or delete computer files which belong to another person or use Computer Center account numbers which belong to another person without the permiss ion
of the file owner , account number owner or file number.
II.
Penalties
A. A student guilty of the first offense of academic dishonesty will rece ive
as a maximum penalty a grade of F for the course .
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B. A student guilty of the second offense of academic dishonesty will
receive a grade of F for the course, will be suspended for one or more
semesters, and may be permanently dismissed. Suspension and
dismissal require approval of the President of the University.
Ill.

Procedure

A. Academic honesty is the individual responsibility of each student.
Students should report vio lations of this policy either to the instructor
of the affected course or to any member of the administrat ion.
B. When , in the opinion of an instructor, a student has committed an act
of academic dishonesty, the following procedure must be followed :
1. The instructor will inform the student in private of the nature of the
alleged charge of academic dishonesty and will simultaneously request in writing that the department headverify from the registrar
the incident 's being a first offense .
2. When this information has been received, the instructor will notify
the student in writing of the charge of academic dishonesty and the
penalty recommended by the instructor and approved by the head
of the department in which the course is taught. The notification will
further state that if the student regards the charge as unfair, tile student has five (5) days from the date of receipt of notice to file a
grievance with the Student Academic Grievance Committee (see
page 88).
3. If no grievance is filed by the student , the instructor will forward
copies of the written notification to the dean of the college and to
the reg istrar.
4. Should the act of dishonesty not be in the college of the student 's
major , the registrar will notify the major department head.
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Class Attendance Policy for Undergraduates
A. Regular and punctual attendance at all class and laboratory sessions
is the responsibility of each student. College work proceeds at such a pace that
regular attendance is necessary in order for each student to obtain maximum
benefits from instruction . All absences are matters to be resolved between the instructor and the student. In the event that a student finds it necessary to be absent from a class, it is the student's responsibility to make up resulting deficiencies.
B. In an early class the instructor shall inform the students of the attendance policy for that class . (Departments may establish uniform attendance
policies for multiple section courses.) A student who incurs excessive absences
may be dropped from a course by the instructor.
C. Students desiring to withdraw from a class must secure a drop card
from the registrar 's office prior to terminating attendance. A student enrolled in
the last five weeks of classes shall have final grades recorded .

TRAFFIC
CODE

Cl

Traffic Code
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General Information
In the interest of safe and courteous vehicular operation and in an effort
to create the best possible situation for those students authorized to bring
vehicles on campus , the Board of Trustees of Clemson University, in accordance
with the power granted to it by Section 56-21-10 to 60 and 59-119-320 of the Code
of Laws of South Carolina , 1976, has enacted the motor vehicle and bicycle ordinances hereinafter set forth. A student bringing a vehicle on the campus should
realize this is a privilege and carries with it a responsibility. Therefore, students
must familiarize themselves with these ordinances , as they will be held accountable for infractions th ereof. The student vehicle registration and traffic ordinances are administered by the Student Life and Traffic Office located in Mell
Hall, telephone 656-2270.
Motor vehicle permits may be secured at the Traffic Office from 8:00 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday. It will be a student 's responsibility to see
that an application is processed and a permit issued during the period of
matriculation.
Unless otherwise specified , the University observes the policy that only
one parking ticket may be issued per calendar day at any one location.
Unless otherwise specified , students must obtain permits from the
Department of Public Safety to park in posted restricted areas and in areas not
customarily designated for parking . For the convenience of students , timed parking is located near the residence hall s, the student post office, the laundry and
the bookstore , and is enforced from 7:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m. where posted . The remaining time zones and spaces are timed from 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. , Monday
through Friday.
As with all other indebtedness to the University, no students will be allowed
to re-enroll or receive a diploma unt il all fines have been paid. Experience has
shown that it is in the best interest of the student to settle all fines as soon as
possible after assessed penalties have been determined .
All resident parking lot lighting will be turned " OFF " on recognized
University holidays and during period s between semesters and/or summer sessions. During these time periods , the Department of Public Safety recommends
that students' vehicles remaining on campu s be parked in the C-1 commuter lot
on East Campus and the employee lot west of Sirrine Hall on West Campus .
Chapter I: General Provisions
1-1

The follow ing ordinances shall be known as the Traffic Code of Clemson
University, hereinafter referred to as the Code .
1-2 The provision s of the Code shall govern the activities of all persons and
vehicles on the Clemson University campus as defined in Chapter 1, Article
1-4 (n).
1-3 All prior rules , regulations and ordinances for the control , direction, parking
and general regulation of traffic on the campus and streets of Clemson
University are hereby repealed .
Definitions:
1-4 ( a) Vehicle means every device in, upon, or by which any person or property
is or may be transported or drawn, except devices used exclusively
upon stationary rails or tracks.
( b) Motor vehicle means every vehicle which is self-propelled.
( c) Bicycle means any device propelled by human power upon which any
person may ride , having two tandem wheels either of which is more
than twenty inches in diameter. The definition of a bicycle shall in-

elude pedal bicycles with he lper motors rated less th an on e brake
horsepower transmitted by friction and not by gea r or chain which
produce only ordinary pedal ing speed s up to a max imum of
mil es
per hour.
Pedestrian mean s any person afoot.
Driver means any person wh o d rives, ri des or is in actual physical
control of a vehicle .
Owner means a person who holds the legal ti tl e of a vehic le. In th e
event (1 ) a vehicle is th e subj ect of an agreement for the con diti on al
sale or lease th ereo f w ith the right of purchase upon performance of
the condit ion s stated in the agreement and with an immediate ri ght of
pos sessi on ves ted in the con ditional vendee or leasee or (2) a mortgagor of a vehicle is enti tled to possession, then such conditional
vendee or leasee, or mortgagor, shall be deemed the owner for the
pu rpo se of this Code.
Street o r highway means the entire width between boundary lines of
every w ay publicly maintained when any part thereof is open to the
use of th e public fo r purposes of vehicular travel.
Sidewalk means t hat portion of a street between the curb lines, or the
late ral lines, of a roadway and the adjacent property lines, intended
fo r the use of pedestrians .
Intersection means the area embraced w1th1n the prolongation or
connection of the lateral curb lines or, 1f none, then the lateral boundary lines of the roadways of two highways which join one another at,
or approximately at , right angles or the area within which vehicles
t raveling upon different highways Joining at any other angle may come
in contact.
Crosswalk means (1) that part of a roadway at an intersection included
w ithi n the connections of the lateral lines of the sidewalks on opposite
si des of the highway measured from the curbs or in the absence of
curbs from the edges of the traversable roadway, or (2) any portion of
a roadway at an intersection or elsewhere distinctly indicated for
pedestrian crossing by signs or by lines or other markings on the surface.
Traffic control devi ce means all signs, signals, markings and
devices placed or erected by authority of Clemson University or an
agent of Clemson U nIversity having authority for the purpose of
regulating, warning or guiding traffic
Traffic means pedestrians, ridden or herded animals , vehicles and
ot her conveyances either singly or together while using any highway
for purposes of travel.
Parking means the standing of a vehicle , whether occupied or not.
Clemson Univers i ty campus , for the purpose of this Code, Is coextensive with the municipal corporation of Clemson University established
by Section 59-119-31 O of the Code of Laws of South Carolina, 1976, as
amended to wit, all lands belonging to the University which are included
in a circle formed with Tillman Hall as the center , with a radius of five
m il es, thus making the diameter of the circle 10 miles, within which
th e jurisdiction of the corporation extends .
Recorder mea ns that person comm1ss1oned by the Governor under
Sect ion 59-119-320 of the Code of Laws of South Carolina, 1976, to
enforce the ordinances of Clemson University.
Student means any person enrolled in Clemson University either full
or par t time.
Employee means any person, other than a student, who renders
serv ices to Cle mson University for remuneration and includes all
facu lty and ad mi nist rative personnel in ad dition to those persons
commo nl y desi gnated as em ployees.
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( d)
( e)
( f)

(g )

( h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(I)

(m)
(n)

(o)

( p)
(q)
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Visitor means any person, other than an employee or student, who,
for legitimate reasons, operates or parks a non-registered vehicle on
campus.
( s) Towab/e offense means any violation of Articles 3-14; 3-15; 3-16;
6-1(a); or 6-8.
( t) Restricted area is a clearly defined area posted as "Restricted."
Clemson University does not guarantee parking spaces.
Clemson University, its officers and employees shall have no liability for
loss or damage to any vehicle or the contents of any vehicle brought,
operated or parked on the Clemson University campus. However, valuables
should not be left in unoccupied vehicles at any time, and vehicles should
be locked when not in use. Thefts or damages that occur should be
reported to the University Security Office for investigation or other action .
The Board of Trustees of Clemson University hereby delegates to the administration the authority: (a) to fix or amend the amount of administrative
penalties imposed by Chapter VI, Article 6-1 hereof, or by Article VII (1) of
the Bicycle Code, on persons who violate provisions of either Code ; (b) to fix
or amend the fees charged for issuing any decals or permits for vehicles
operated or parked on campus. However, such actions by the administration shall become effective only after notice of the action and of the provisions of such action have been published in three consecutive weekly
issues of the University student newspaper.
( r)

1-5
1-6

1-7

Chapter II: Registration, Campus Decals and Permits
2-1
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2-2

2-3

2-4

2-5

All students shall be eligible to register and operate a motor vehicle on campus regardless of their classification or academic standing. However, those
students whose right to register has been lawfully revoked by Clemson
University shall neither register nor operate any motor vehicle on campus.
Any student whose operator 's license is not current , valid or presently in
force may not operate any motor vehicle on campus.
Each eligible student shall register his or her motor vehicle , receive a decal
and permanently affix said decal to the left rear bumper of the vehicle
within 48 hours after bringing the motor vehicle on campus . Students may
register their vehicle(s) at the designated station during registration or at
the Traffic Office, 101 Mell Hall , after registration. The fee for issuing a
decal during the fall semester shall be $2 ; the fee for issuing a decal during
the spring semester and summer terms shall be $1 .
All employees shall be eligible to register and operate a motor vehicle on
campus . However, those employees whose right to register has been
lawfully revoked by Clemson University shall neither register nor operate
any motor vehicle on campus. Any employee whose operator 's license is
not current , valid or presently in force may register a motor vehicle but may
not operate it on campus .
Each eligible employee 's motor vehicle shall be registered in the Department of Public Safety within 48 hours after the motor vehicle is brought on
campus.
Any eligible student may register any motor vehicle, whether or not such
student is the owner of such motor vehicle, except that a student shall not
register another student 's vehicle. A resident student shall purchase a resident decal and park the vehicle in the designated resident zones and areas.
A commuting student shall purchase a commuter decal and park the vehicle in commuting lots only during periods that classes are being held or
related class work is being pursued. All other students residing on campus ,
to include those students residing in the Clemson House, East Campus
Apartments and Calhoun Courts, shall purchase a special decal which
allows said students to park in areas specifically designated for that purpose

2-6

2-7

2-8
2-9

2-10

2-11

2-12

2-13
2-14

All student decals expire August 15 of each year. Vehicles with student
decals,_ current_or expired, must _continue to use student parking areas during holiday periods or other periods when classes are not in session and
vehicles are brought on campus.
In the event the motor vehicle does not have a bumper on the rear the
decal shall be affixed in such a manner that it is clearly visible from the.rear
and conforms as much as possible to the location of the decal had there
been a rear bumper.
A decal which is taped on the bumper or other location shall not be considered permanently affixed or properly displayed.
A temporary decal authorizing special parking for which a person would not
otherwise be eligible may be applied for by:
(a)
Any person with a temporary medical problem or temporary physical
disability if substantiated by a letter from the attending physician.
(See Article 3-8 as to a severely physically handicapped person);
(b)
Any person who expects to operate or park any motor vehicle on the
campus in the place of a registered motor vehicle temporarily inoperable for a period not to exceed two weeks ;
(c)
In the event a student can clearly demonstrate in writ ing the need for
special parking privileges because of specia l services rendered to the
University, or other circumstances which make it absolutely
necessary for a student to have special parking privileges , the Assistant Dean of Student Life may author ize for such student a special
parking permit. Students will obtain temporary decals from the Traffic
Office . All other persons w ill obta in temporary decals from the
Department of Publ ic Safety.
An employee decal and a student deca l may each be affixed on the same
motor vehicle , and such motor veh icle may use the parking areas which are
permitted under either decal in the following situat ions :
(a)
When the spouse of a student is an employee ;
(b)
When a parent of a student is an employee ;
(c)
When a son or daughter of a student is an employee .
In such cases , application for the employee decal sha ll be made in the
name of the employee , and for the student , in the name of the student. The
employee shall park only in those areas to wh ich the employee decal is
restricted; the student shal l park on ly in those areas to wh ich the student
decal is restricted .
Any person to whom a decal has been issued sha ll remove such decal from
the motor vehicle to wh ich it is attached when :
(a)
The status of such person as student or employee changes or terminates ;
(b)
The ownership of such motor vehic le 1s transferred ;
(c)
Such person has been lawfu lly den ied the privi lege of operating the
motor vehicle on campus .
If a decal issued to any person under the provisions of these regulations
becomes marred , mutilated or obl iterated , or if the bumper of the motor
vehicle is replaced , such person shall obtain a new decal. If the original
decal or satisfactory evidence of its destruction is presented to the issuing
officer, such decal shall be issued without charge .
Any person to whom a decal has been issued shall be responsible for the
operation of the vehicle for which the decal is issued and shall be accountable.
A decal issued to be affixed to one motor vehicle shall not be affixed or
transferred to another motor vehicle . If the student or employee obtains a
motor vehicle replacing the one for which the decal was issued, such student or employee shall obtain a new decal by presenting satisfactory
evidence to the issuing officer that the original decal has been removed
from the original motor vehicle. Such decal shall be issued without charge.
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2-15 Any visitor visiting the Clemson University campus for a period of time not
greater than 24 hours may secure from the Department of Public Safety or
Student Traffic Office a Guest Parking Permit. Any visitor visiting the campus for a period of time greater than 24 hours must secure from the Department of Public Safety or Student Traffic Office a Guest Parking Permit.
Such permits will be issued without charge .
2-16 The privilege of a visitor with a permit to park on the Clemson University
campus shall not be confined to those spaces specifically marked for
visitor parking by signs , but shall extend to any legitimate parking space.
2-17 Neither students nor employees shall park in visitor parking spaces unless
they are driving a motor vehicle owned by a bona fide visitor who is visiting
the campus at the time .
2-18 No contractor shall operate or park any motor vehicle or permit agents or
sub-contractors to operate or park any motor vehicle on the campus
without first obtaining a special permit therefor from the Department of
Public Safety.
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Chapter Ill: Parking
3-1 Failure by any person to find lawful parking space shall not be an excuse for
a violation of these regulations.
3-2 The Traffic and Parking Committee is an advisory committee which will make
recommendations to the Executive Officer, President 's Office concerning
traffic control including parking restrictions . The executive officer may
restrict parking in any area of the campus to certain categories or classifications of people . Change in restriction of any areas from one category to
another shall be effective only after erection of appropriate signs.
3-3 No person shall park a vehicle in any areas or spaces other than those for
which the vehicle decal is valid .
3-4 No person shall erase , remove or obliterate any ma rks or symbols placed
upon any vehicle by a police officer pursuant to his or her duties.
3-5 No person , unless otherwise autho rized by this Code or regulations promulgated under this Code or the Chief of Publi c Safety , shall park any vehicle
on the campus:
( a) On or adjacent to any yellow curb ;
( b) On any sidewalk ;
( c) On any lawn or grassed area , except as otherwise provided in these
regulations ;
(d) In any intersection ;
( e) In any driveway ;
( f) In any crosswalk ;
( g) In any loading zone;
(h) In any " No Parking " zone ;
( i) In a manner that obstructs traffic ;
( j) In a double or multiple manner ;
( k) In a manner that obstructs any sidewalk ;
( I ) Blocking a fire hydrant;
(m) In any place not designated by lines or signs as parking areas;
( n) Exceeding the posted length of time where " time " parking is in effect
(use of " time " parking space for attending class is prohib ited);
( o) In areas of the campus which have been closed off by the use of barricades , signs, yellow lines or other traffic control devices ;
( p) In any area of the campus which has not been designated as a parking
area;
( q) In any reserved space or handicapped space, all of which are reserved
24 hours per day, seven days per week ;
( r ) In any service vehicle space ;
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3-6

3-7

3-8

3-9

3-10

3-11

3-12
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3-13

3-14

3-15

3-16

3-17

( s) In violation of any posted sign;
( t) Blocking trash collection areas.
Upon special occasions or unusual circumstances, should a student or
employee of the University require parking in areas not customarily
designated for such parking , temporary parking permission may be obtained
by contacting the Department of Public Safety.
The Chief of Public Safety may, upon special occasions or under unusual
circumstances, temporarily appropriate for visitor use exclusively any parking area normally reserved for other categories of people .
Reserve parking space for the use of any student who has a severe physical
handicap will be determined by the Assistant Dean of Student Life. All other
persons will request reserved space through the Public Safety Department.
Every person , unless otherwise permitted or directed by the Department of
Public Safety , who parallel parks a motor vehicle upon the campus where
there is an adjacent curb shall park with the right -hand wheels of such vehicle parallel with and within 12 inches of the right-hand curb.
Every person , unless otherwise permitted or directed by the Department of
Public Safety, who angle parks a motor vehicle upon the campus shall park
with the front wheels of such vehicle toward the curb or away from the
center of the roadway if there is no curb .
If any parking space is marked off, any person who parks a motor vehicle in
such a place shall park it completely within the marked area. All motorcycles shall be parked in spaces designated therefor .
Commuter student parking in employee parking areas shall be allowed between the hours of 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m., Monday through Friday , and between the hours of 5:00 p.m. Friday through 7:00 a.m . on Monday, except
as otherwise posted by signs .
Except as provided below , resident student parking in unrestricted
employee parking areas shall be allowed only between the hours of 9:00 p.m.
and 7:00 a.m. , Monday through Friday, and between the hours of 9:00 p.m .
Friday through 7:00 a.m. on Monday. Except ions : In the following three
areas , student parking is permitted between the hours of 5:00 p.m. and
7:00 a.m. , Monday through Friday, and between the hours of 5:00 p.m. Friday through 7:00 a.m. Monday: Phys ical Plant parking lot, parking lot west
of Sirrine Hall and employee parking area adjacent to commuter lot C-1.
No motor vehicle shall be allowed to park in the employee lot adjacent to
Benet and Sirrine halls , on Williamson Road or in any area west of Williamson
Road after 7:00 p.m. of the even ing prior to a home varsity football game.
No motor vehicle shall be allowed to park in lot C-7 within the six-hour
period immediately preceding the start of the earlier home varsity basketbal l game. Resident lots R-4 and R-5 will be closed for parking , except for
special events , between November 15 and March 1 each academic year.
No person shal l abandon any veh icle on the University campus. A vehicle
which has rema ined on the campus parked and unused for a period of 30
days may be presumed to be abandoned . The University may remove any
abandoned vehicle and dispose of it as appropriate.
In the event a vehicle becomes disabled on the campus of the University,
the Department of Publ ic Safety should be notified immediately , by phone
or in person, in order to avoid such vehicle being cited for any applicable
violations.

Chapter IV: Operation of Vehicles
4-1

Any person who operates or parks a vehicle on the campus shall obey all
stop signs, yellow or white lines for routing traffic , speed limit signs , parking
signs , one-way street signs , traffic lights or signals , and any other sign , indicator, marker or signal for the control , di rection , parking and general
regulation for traffic and vehicles on the campus of Clemson University in-

4-2

4-3

4-4

4-5

4-6

eluding, but not confined to, lawful hand, voice, whistle, or other commands
or signals.
Any person who has an accident on campus shall, if the accident resulted
in property damage or personal injury, report such accident to the Department of Public Safety, in addition to complying with South Carolina law
regarding the reporting of accidents.
Clemson University shall place and maintain such signs, markers and other
traffic control devices upon its campus as shall be necessary and sufficient
to regulate, warn or guide traffic.
No person, other than those persons who by nature of their functions are required to do so, shall drive a vehicle upon any pedestrian path , sidewalk ,
grassed area, safety zone or any other area of the campus not ordinarily used
for vehicular traffic .
No person, other than those person s who by nature of the ir functions are required to do so, shall operate any vehicle in or upon any area of the campus
which has been closed by the use of barricades or other traffic control
devices.
Pedestrians in designated crosswalks shall have the right-of-way at all
times except at signal-controlled intersections.

Chapter V: Procedure
5-1

5-2

5-3

5-4

The recorder of Clemson Un ivers ity in accordance w ith Section 59-119-320
of the Code of Laws of South Carol ina , 1976, sha ll have jurisdict ion to try
any person charged with violation of any ordinance herein set forth .
Any person charged with such violation may waive the right to trial by paying the assessed administrative pena lty provided in Chapter VI .
(a) Student violators will pay the assessed penalty at the Traffic Office .
(b) All other persons will pay the assessed penalty at the Bursar 's Office .
(c) Towable penalties may be paid during regu lar working hours at the Traffic Office by students and by other persons at the Bursar' s Office .
Vehicles may be reclaimed at the Department of Public Safety .
Any non-student charged with such violat ion who w ishes to appeal may do
so before the Recorder's Court at the Univers ity Poli ce Stat ion on Tuesday
afternoon between the hours of 2 :00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m.
Students charged with such violat ions have the right to have the charge(s)
reviewed by the Student Traffic Review Board , which has the authority to
confirm or void the charge(s) . Not1ficat1on to exerc ise that right must be
made in writing at the Office of Student Government within five days , excluding Saturdays , Sundays and holidays, fo llowing rece ipt of the charge(s).
Failure to exercise the right of appeal w ithin five days , exc luding Saturdays ,
Sundays, and holidays, following receipt of the charge(s) w ill result in the
loss of the right of appeal to the Student Traffic Review Board , the Office of
Student Life and Traffic , and the Recorder. Failure of any student to appear
for his or her Review Board appointment without not1f1cat 1on to the Office of
Student Government prior to the appointment , or failure to contact the Office of Student Government within 24 hours after an appointment is missed
will result in the ticket(s) being affirmed , as well as forfeiting the appeal.
Failure to meet the rescheduled appointment will result in forfeiting the
right of appeal. In the event of adverse decision by the Student Traffic
Review Board, the student violator has the further right to have the
charge(s) tried by the Recorder at the next session of Recorder 's Court. A
request for such trial must be made to the Student Traffic Review Board at
the conclusion of the hearing before the Board , and notification of the request for trial will be given to the Recorder by the chairman of the Board. A
charge of violations shall be considered received when notice of such
charge is given to the operator of the vehicle or placed in a conspicuous
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place on the vehicle. (Note: The Student Traffic Review Board does not
function during the times when classes are not in session. Students who
receive parking tickets during these times and wish to make an appeal may
do so within five working days from the date classes are resumed. Candidates for graduation who receive parking tickets when the Student Traffic
Review Board is not in session may appeal said ticket(s) to the Student Affairs and Traffic Office.)
After such notification , no further action may be taken and no penalties may
be assessed against such person until the appellate process is completed.
Any penalty remaining upon completion of the appellate process shall be
paid within five working days.
The accused person shall be entitled to know the names of witnesses who
are directly responsible for having reported the alleged violations, or, if
there are no such witnesses, to be fully informed of the manner in which the
alleged violation came to the attention of the Department of Public Safety .
The accused person shall have the right to present evidence and a
reasonable number of defense witnesses before the Recorder and shall be
given the opportunity to hear and question adverse witnesses.
Such person shall be entitled to be accompanied and represented by legal
counsel or by lay adviser.
In all hearings before the Recorder, the normal rules of procedure shall
be followed.

Chapter VI: Penalties
6-1 When violation by the driver, owner or person in whose name a vehicle is
registered of any provision of this Code or the Bicycle Code has been
established, such individual shall be subjected to a penalty as follows :
(a) Failure to display a University decal or permit shall result in an administrative penalty of towing after proper warning is given.
(b) Improper use of Handicapped Parking Space, $50.
(c) Towable offense, $30.
(d) Penalties for all other violations will be graduated beginning with a
penalty of $2 for the first ticket; $5 for the 2nd ticket; $1 O for the 3rd
ticket; $15 for the 4th ticket ; and $25 for the 5th and subsequent tickets .
The penalties for these violations will continue under the graduated
system from August 15 to August 15.
6-2 Violation of provision s of the Uniform Act Regulating Traffic on highways,
Section 56-5-1 O to 750, Code of Laws of South Carolina, 1976, may not be
settled by administrative penalty. All violators will be cited to appear before
the Recorder who may, after trial, if the person is found guilty impose a
sentence of not to exceed a fine of$ 100 or imprisonment for not more than
30 days.
6-3 If a student violator fails to pay the assessed penalty within the five-day
period or fails to request within said period review of the violation by the
Student Traffic Review Board or fails to appear before the Recorder after
timely notification of the wish to be tried, the administrative penalty will be
assessed and treated as an indebtedness to the University. Students who
fail to pay their financial obligations to the University before the end of the
semester will not be allowed to register, secure a transcript of records , or
receive a diploma until the obligation has been cleared.
6-4 If an accused person other than a student fails to pay the assessed penalty
within the five-day period or fails to notify the Department of Public Safety
within the five-day period of the wish to be tried or fails to appear before the
Recorder after having made timely notification of the wish to be tried , then
the Recorder of Clemson University shall issue a warrant for the arrest of
such accused person. When such accused person is brought before the
Recorder, the Recorder shall set a reasonable trial date.

6-5

In any case in w hich the guilt of a person by voluntary admission or trial of a
viol ation of this Code has been established and such person fails to pay the
admi nistrative penal ty prescribed for the violation within the five-day period
from th e tim e a decision has been rendered, such person may, upon notice,
be require d to surrender such decal or permit as has been issued and shall
in such eve nt , have all vehicle operating, registration and parking privilege~
suspend ed until such penalty is paid Such person may re-register a vehicle
afte r th e penalty is paid In such instances where a person ignores notificati on, th e Univers ity Recorder has the right to have all vehicle registration ,
opera tion and parking privileges suspended.
6-6 An y person whose operating , registration and parking privileges have been
suspended and who has been requested to surrender a decal or permit
may , within five working days of such request, petition the Executive Officer, President 's Office . The petition shall be in writing and shall state in a
clear and concise manner the grounds upon which the petition is based .
6-7 Upon receipt by the Executive Officer , President 's Office of a petition duly
submitted pursuant to the provisions set forth in the preceding Article , said
Execu tive Officer shall examine the facts and shall, within five working
days , make a determination of the merits of the grounds presented in the
petition . Upon a finding that the grounds are meritorious, the Executive Officer shall order modification or revocation of the action of the authority
upon whose order the surrender of the decal or permit was requested and
the operating and parking privileges were suspended .
6-8 Clemson University may, in addition to any other remedy herein provided ,
remove and impound any illegally parked or abandoned vehicle, included
but not limited to any vehicle found on the campus without proper license
plates or current University deca l, any vehicle parked in such a manner as
to constitute a serious hazard to veh icular or pedestrian traffic, any vehicle
obstructing the movement or operation of emergency equipment, or any
vehicle obstructing the collection of trash at established locations. The
owner of such vehicle shall be responsible for all costs involved in removing, impounding and storing of such vehicles . Clemson University, its officers and employees shall not be liable for any damage to the vehicle occurring during or resulting from the removal , impounding or storage
thereof.
6-9 Any person who knowingly provides any false information concerning any
matter or thing required by the terms of these ordinances, may, upon
notice, be required to surrender such decal or permit as has been issued
and may have all registration, operating and parking privileges suspended
for all or part of one full year .
6-10 For those persons brought before the Recorder under Art icle 6-4, the
fine to which such accused person may be subjected may be increased
by $5 . For those offenses for which the penalty 1s not specified, the
Recorder may at his discretion impose a sentence of not to exceed
$100 or imprisonment not to exceed 30 days .

Bicycle Code
The Bicycle Code has been adopted to supplement the Univers ity Traffic
Code in order to promulgate special ordinances governing the possess ion and
operat ion of bicycles on the Clemson University campus .
It is urged that all persons who operate bicycles on University property
becom e tho roughly familiar with the provisions of this Code. The ordinances contained herein are enforced.
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In order to reduce the chances of your bicycle being stolen, follow these
precautions:
(1) Maintain a record of description and serial number.
(2) Lock your bike with a heavy chain through both wheels.
If your bike is stolen, notify the Department of Public Safety at 656-2222
immediately.

General Information
(1) The term bicycle means any device propelled by human power which
any person may ride, having two tandem wheels either of which is more than 20
inches in diameter. The definition of a bicycle shall include pedal bicycles with
helper motors rated less than one brake horsepower transmitted by friction and
not by gear or chain , which produce only ordinary speeds up to a maximum of 20
miles per hour.
(2) The Bicycle Code of Clemson University shall be applicable to all persons who operate or park a bicycle on the University campus.
(3) The Bicycle Code is enforced at all times to include holidays, Saturdays
and Sundays, examination periods, semester breaks and registration periods .
(4) The responsibility of locating legal parking space rests with the
operator of the bicycle . Lack of space will not be considered a valid excuse for
violating parking regulations .
(5) The fact that a person may park or observe others parking in violation
of a provision of this Code does not mean that the provision is no longer in effect .
(6) Clemson University reserves the right to change these provisions
and to add , remove or reallocate parking areas as the need arises.
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(1) Where Parking is Permitted. Racks have been provided in areas
designated for bicycle parking . Bicycles may be kept in dormitory rooms pursuant to Article Ill of the Bicycle Code.
(2) Unauthorized Parking and Impounding. Unauthorized areas include, in addition to those specified in the Traffic Code, any area in front and to
the side of any entrance to or exit from any building , within any sidewalk , on any
access or egress ramp , on sidewalks, steps or stairs, in corridors , or motor vehicle parking spaces. A bicycle may be impounded for being parked in an
unauthorized space or manner. The owner may claim his bicycle at the Department of Public Safety by providing proof of ownership and payment of a $3 pick-up
charge. The Department of Public Safety has the authority to cut security chains
and remove for impoundment any bicycle parked or stored in violation of this
Code .
(3) Locking of a Parked Bicycle. A bicycle may be chained or locked
only to a bicycle parking rack.

Ill Storage of Bicycles in Residence Halls
Bicycles may be placed in student rooms in residence halls subject to
the following :
(1) Bicycles may not be parked , stored or left unattended in stairwells ,
hallways, lobbies or other common areas. Those left unattended in any area
within the residence halls other than the student rooms will be removed and impounded by the Department of Public Safety. The owner may claim the bicycle by
paying a $10 pick-up charge.
(2) The Department of Public Safety has the authority to cut security
chains or locks in order to remove bicycles from unauthorized areas.
(3) Bicycles may be stored in a student's room only if done so in a manner that will not damage the room or furnishings or interfere with maintenance or
custodial personnel as they carry out their duties.

(4) The Director of Housing may suspend or withdraw th is privilege from
any individual for good cau se, and th e Vice Pres ident for Student Affairs may for
similar cau se, suspend or wi thdraw th e pri vi lege for part, or al l, of a reside.nee
hall .

IV Operation of Bicycles
(1) Obedience to Traffic Laws . Every person operating a bicycle upon
a public street shall do so in accordance with the traffic control devices and rules
of the road that are applicable to motor vehicles under South Carolina Law, Clemson
Universi ty Traffic Code, and other ordinances specified within this Code.
(2) Where Permitted to Operate . Mounted bicycles shall be operated
only on a roadway or marked bicycle path . To move a bicycle in any area other
than th ose speci fied above , the bicycle must be dismounted and walked. Violation w ill w arran t im pounding of the bicycle . The owner may claim the bicycle by
payi ng a $10 pick-up charge.
(3) Operator Riding Requirements . A person mounted upon and prope lling a bicycle shall at all times have at least one hand in contact with the
hand lebars and his feet in contact with the pedals and shall ride only while sitting
astrid e upon the permanent mounted seat or while standing .
(4) Passenger Requirements . No bicycle shall be used to carry or
tran sport more persons than the number for which it is designated and equipped.
(5) Carrying Objects . The hands and feet of the bicycle operator shall at
al l times be free for the operation of the bicycle. No bicycle shall be so loaded as
to obstruct the clear view of the operator or to interfere with the operation of the
bicycle.
(6) Traffic Control Device s . Traffic signals , stop signs, yield signs and
other traffic control signs facing a roadway shall apply also to the operators of
bi cycles.
(7) Bicycles Operate to th e Right . Upon all bicycle paths and roadways, a bicycle shall be operated as near as pract icable to the right hand edge of
th e path or roadway, except :
(a) When overtaking or passing another vehicle proceeding in the
same direction when such overtaking or passing may be done in
a safe manner;
(b) When passing an obstruction ;
(c) When on a bicycle path designated and posted as a one-way
path ;
(d) When preparing to make a left turn .
(8) Signaling . Arm signals , the same as are used in motor vehicles not
eq ui pped with directional signals, shall be used by operators of bicycles to make
a turn or change traffic lanes.
(9) Yielding to Pedestrians . Notwithstanding the authorized use of
sidewa lks as bicycle paths by bicycles , the pedestrian has the right-of-way at all
times.

V Rules of the Road
(1) Speed Restrictions . No person shall operate a bicycle at a speed
greate r than that which is reasonable and proper relative to the traffic conditions
existing at the time, or at a speed endangering the safety of any person or property.
(2) Clinging to Motor Veh i cle . No person riding a bicycle shall attach
himself, herself or the bicycle , or be attached, to any moving motor vehicle.
(3) Riding Abreast Prohibited . A person operating a bicycle shall
operate only in sin gle file with other bicycles except for the purpose of passing.
(4) Hand Signals . No operator shall turn from a direct cou rse or stop
without first givi ng a clear hand signal that indicates the intended change. Such
hand signa l sha ll be given continuously during the last 100 feet traveled by the
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bicycle prior to
as follows :
(a)
(b)
(c)

the change and shall be accomplished with the left hand and arm

Left turn : The hand and arm extended horizontally;
Right turn: The hand and arm extended upwards;
Stop or decrease speed : The hand and arm extended
downwards.
(5) Bicycle to the Right. No person shall operate a bicycle upon a roadway except in the direction of the traffic flow and as near to the right side of the
roadway as practicable .
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VI Recommended Equipment
(1) Unsafe Bicycles. No person shall operate or park on the campus a
bicycle that is in such an unsafe condition as to endanger any person or property,
or that is not equipped as specified by this Code , or is provided with equipment
that fails to meet the prescribed standards of this Code.
(2) Brakes. The rear wheel of every bicycle shall be equipped with a
brake that will enable the operator to make the rear wheel skid on dry, clean and
level pavement , except those bicycles equipped with calibrated brakes .
(3) Lighting Equipment. Every bicycle operated during the period beween one-half hour after sunset to one-half hour before sunrise shall be equipped
with and have operating :
(a) At the front , one headlamp that shall emit a white light visible
from a distance of at least 500 feet in front of the bicycle on which
it is mounted ;
(b) At the rear , a red reflector at least two inches in diameter that
under normal condition s shall be capable of reflecting the
headlamp beams of approaching motor vehicles for all
distances of approach for 300 feet ; or a lamp capable of emitting
a red light visible , under normal conditions , at distances up to 500
feet directly to the rear of the bicycle on which it is mounted.
(4) Warning Bell or Horn . Bicyc les must be equipped with a bell or horn
device that can be heard at least 100 feet away. A siren or whistle is not permitted.

VII Bicycle Path Control Devices and Identification
(1) Devices to be Uniform . Traffic control devices when used for bicycle
paths shall be uniform throughout the campus and shall conform to local and national standards except where the Code specifically states otherwise.
(2) Lines . Lines shall designate a bicycle path or a dual use sidewalk . A
line for a bicyc le path or lane shall be a single wh ite line. A line for a dual use
sidewalk shall be a single broken white line .
(3) Regulatory Signs . All regulatory signs utilized on bicycle paths shall
conform to local and national standards .
(4) Pavement Markings . Pavement markings, either by word or symbol,
may be used in place of or in support of a standard regulatory sign .

VIII Enforcement Procedures
(1) Penalties . Any person whose actions result in a violation of this Code
for wh ich no other penalty is provided by the Traffic Code shall be subjected to an
administrative penalty of $5 per violation .
(2) Payment of Penalties. All persons will follow the same procedure as
stated in the Traffic Code .
(3) Trial. Alleged violators of the Bicycle Code have the same right to
trial before the Recorder as do operators of motor vehicles (Traffic Code, Articles
5-2 and 6-2).
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P-8
University Publications
21
M-4
University Relations
31
L-6
University Researc h
46 N-8
University Union
Adm1nlstrat1on
5
Q-6
Veterans Admini stration , . 8 M-6
VIs1tor Information Center . 1
P-8
Weather Service Office
62 K 11
WSBF Radio Station
8 M-6
YMCA
5 Q-6
Zoology
48, 51 M-9
0-9
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INDEX TO BUILDINGS

No.

Name

Location

P-8
1. Sikes Hall
(Accounting, Administrative
Data Processing, Admissions
& Registration, Auxi liary
Enterprises, Bursar's Office,
International Services,
President's Office, Registrar,
Student Bank, Student
Financial Aid, University
Administration, Visitor
Information Center)
0-6
2. Tillman Hall
(Agricultural Education, Air
Force ROTC, Education Administration, Education Curriculum
Lab, Educational Services,
Elementary & Secondary
Education)
3. Thomas Green Clemson
P-7
Statue
R-6
4. Mell Hall
(Housing Office, Student
Life, Traffic)
5. Holtzendorff YMCA Center
Q-6
(YMCA, YMCA Theatre)
P-6
6. Godfrey Hall
(Under Renovation)
N-5
7. Harcombe Dining Hall
M-6
8. Brown University Union
(Army ROTC, Art Gallery,
Book Store, Bowling,
Canteen, Cooperative
Education & Placement,
Game Rooms, Information
Desk, Night Club, Post
Office, Student Government, Student Lounges,
Student Publications,
Travel Center, Union
Programs, Veterans Administration, WSBF Radio)
N-6
9. Johnstone Hall
0-5
10. Norris Hall
0-5
11 . Bradley Hall
0-5
12. Bowen Hall
P-5
13. Donaldson Hall
0-5
14. Wannamaker Hall
N-5
15. Central Stores
M-5
16. Physical Plant Division
(Maintenance)
M-5
17. Police Department
(Employee Parking
Permits)
18. Central Energy
M-5
Facilities
L-5
19. Dillard Building
0-4
20. Sloan Tennis Center
M-4
21. Fike Recreation Center
(Internal Auditing,
Intramural Sports,
Gyms, Handball, Swimming,
University Publications)
K-2
22. Littlejohn Coliseum
1-2
23. Jervey Athletic Center
(Athletic Department,
Athletic Tickets,
Intercollegiate Sports,
IPTAY, Sports
Info rmation)
24. Clemson Memorial
Stadium &
J-4
Frank Howard Field
K-5
25. Filter Plant
J-6
26. Sanders Hall
K-5
27. Geer Hall
J-6
28. Benet Hall
K-6
29. Young Hall
K-6
30. Cope Hall
L-6
31. Trustee House
(University Relations)
K-6
32. Fort Hill
(John C. Calhoun Mansion)
K-6
33. Calhoun's Office .
(John C. Calhoun)

J-6
34 . Sirrine Hall
(Accounting, Commerce &
Industry Administration,
Economics, Management,
Professional Development,
Sirrine Library, Small
Business Development Center.
Textiles)
H-7
35. Earle Hall
(Chemical Engineering)
F-8
36. Lee Hall
(Architectural Studies,
Architecture Administration, Building Science,
City & Regional Planning,
Clemson Architectural
Foundation, Design Studios,
Emery A. Gunn1n
Architectural Library,
History & Visual
Studies, Rudolph E. Lee
Art Gallery)
H·S
37 . Lowry Hall
(Civil Engineering)
1-8
38. Freeman Hall
(Engineering Services,
Engineering Technology,
Industrial Education)
39. Cook Engineering
J-8
Laboratory
J-7
40. Riggs Hall
(Electrical &
Computer Engineering,
Energy Research &
Development Center,
Eng1neering Adm1n1strat1on.
Engineering Research ,
Mechanical Engineering)
41 . Rhodes Engineering
J-8
(Bioengineering,
Continuing Engineering
Education, Eng1neering
Research Laboratories,
Environmental Systems
Engineering,
lnterd1sc1plrnary Studies)
42. Robert Muldrow Cooper
Library
K-8
(Edgar A. Brown Room ,
James F. Byrnes Room ,
South Carolina Room,
Thurmond Collection)
43. Olin Hall
L•7
(Ceramic Engineerrng)
44 . Hardin Hall
M·7
(History, Psychology)
N-7
45 Bracket Hall
(Biochemistry, Chemistry,
Geology)
46. Martin Hall
N-8
(Graduate School,
Human Resources,
Information Systems
Development , Mathe•
matics, Remote
Computer Center,
Sociology,
University Research)
47 . Kinard Laboratory of
Physics
M-9
(Astronomy, Physics,
Sciences Administration)
48. Kinard Annex
M-10
(Zoology)
49. Danrel Hall
L-9
(Classrooms &
Laboratories for English,
Foreign Languages,
Political Science, Music)
50. Strode Tower
L-10
(Liberal Arts Adminis! ration , Offices for
English, Foreign
Languages, Political
Science, Music)

51 . Long Hall
(Agricultu ral Services,
Botany, Entomology
& Economic Zoology,
Farm Economic Research
Division (USDA), Fruit
Diseases. Microbiology,
Plant Pathology &
Physiology, Zoology)

0-9

52.
53.
54
55.
56.
57.
58.

Mauldin Hall
Barnett Hall
Smith Hall
President 's Home
Byrnes Hall
Hanover House
Lever Hall
(Canteen)

P-11
P-11
Q-12
R-13
P-13
0-15
0-13

59.
60.
61.
62.

Manning Hall
Schilletter Dining Hall
Redfern Health Center
McAdams Hall
(Agricultural Engineering)

0-12
N-12
K-12
J-11

63

Newman Hall
(Agricultural Sales,
Food Industries. Food
Industries Auditorium)

1-13

64 . Horticulture GreenHouses

H-15
65. Poole Agricultural
Center
G-13
(Agricultural Receiving.
Agricultural Services,
Agronomy & Soils,
Animal Science,
Auditorium , Bulletin
Room , Chemical Services,
Communrcat1ons Center,
Computer Center, Clover
Breeding (USDA), Darry
Science, Development
Laboratory, Experimental
Stat1st1cs, Extension Staff
Development &
Reporting Systems.
Farms, Fert1lrzer
Inspec tion & Analysis,
Food Science,
4-H Program ,
Home Economics
Programs, Horticulture,
Photo Lab, Poultry
Science, Seed Cer11f1cat1on)
66

Lehotsky Hall
G-12
(Forest & Recreation
Resour ces Admin1strat1on ,
Forestry, Recreation &
Park Adm1n1stration)

67

Barre Hall
(Agricultural Economics
& Rural Sociology,
Agricultural Experiment
Station, Agricultural
Sciences Adm1n1strat1on,
Cooperative Extension
Service, 4-H Program,
Instruction. Regulatory
& Public Service)

H-11

68. Clemson House
S-8
(Cafeteria, Dormitory,
Meeting Rooms)
69. Clemson Unrvers1ty Alumnr
Center
S-7
(Alumnr Assoc1at1on)
70. Jordan Hall
M-10
(B1olog1cal Sciences
Classrooms &
Laboratories , Botany
Greenhouse)
71 . Nursing Building
M- 10
(Agricultural Education,
Nursing Administration ,
Nursing Classrooms &
Laboratories)

72. Support Facility for Daniel
Auditonum
M
9
(D ressing Rooms, Rehearsal
Space, Scene Workshop
Storage)
'
73 Proposed 18-Hole Golf
Course
B-17
74, Horticultural Gardens
G-21
75 Service & Support
B-7
Facility for Purchasing
(Purchasing , Central
Rece1v1ng, Maintenance
Stores Offices)
76. Patrrck Noble Calhoun
Courts
0-15
77 Mobile Units 1-3
K-12
78 Counseling Center
L-13
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